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Abstract
Portable eye trackers allow us to see where a subject is looking when performing a natural
task with free head and body movements. These eye trackers include headgear containing a
camera directed at one of the subject’s eyes (the eye camera) and another camera (the scene
camera) positioned above the same eye directed along the subject’s line-of-sight. The output
video includes the scene video with a crosshair depicting where the subject is looking – the
point-of-regard (POR) – that is updated for each frame. This video may be the desired final
result or it may be further analyzed to obtain more specific information about the subject’s
visual strategies. A list of the calculated POR positions in the scene video can also be analyzed.
The goals of this project are to expand the information that we can obtain from a portable
video-based monocular eye tracker and to minimize the amount of user interaction required to
obtain and analyze this information. This work includes offline processing of both the eye and
scene videos to obtain robust 2D PORs in scene video frames, identify gaze fixations from these
PORs, obtain 3D head motion and ray trace fixations through volumes-of-interest (VOIs) to
determine what is being fixated, when and where (3D POR).
To avoid the redundancy of ray tracing a 2D POR in every video frame and to group these
POR data meaningfully, a fixation-identification algorithm is employed to simplify the long list
of 2D POR data into gaze fixations. In order to ray trace these fixations, the 3D motion –
position and orientation over time – of the scene camera is computed. This camera motion is
determined via an iterative structure and motion recovery algorithm that requires a calibrated
camera and knowledge of the 3D location of at least four points in the scene (that can be
selected from premeasured VOI vertices). The subjects 3D head motion is obtained directly
from this camera motion. For the final stage of the algorithm, the 3D locations and dimensions
of VOIs in the scene are required. This VOI information in world coordinates is converted
to camera coordinates for ray tracing. A representative 2D POR position for each fixation is
i

ii

converted from image coordinates to the same camera coordinate system. Then, a ray is traced
from the camera center through this position to determine which (if any) VOI is being fixated
and where it is being fixated – the 3D POR in the world. Results are presented for various
real scenes. Novel visualizations of portable eye tracker data created using the results of our
algorithm are also presented.
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Notations
The notations used throughout this work, especially in the computer vision topics, are summarized here. Matrices, including vectors, are formatted using non-italic bold text (e.g., A);
4-element vectors are typically uppercase whereas 3-element vectors are lowercase. Vectors (e.g.,
0) are assumed to be column vectors, unless notated otherwise (e.g., 0! ). Matrices of greater
than one dimension are uppercase. Scalar values are denoted with italic lowercase letters (e.g.,
a). More specific notations are as follows:

x
x
X
!
X
Xi
xi,j

Point
Point
Point
Point
Point
Point

in Cartesian camera coordinates (3-vector)
in homogeneous image coordinates (3-vector)
in homogeneous world coordinates (4-vector)
in Cartesian world coordinates (3-vector)
i in homogeneous world coordinates (4-vector)
i in image j in homogeneous image coordinates (3-vector)

I
K
R
t
C
P
Pj

Identity matrix (N×N matrix)
Camera calibration matrix (3×3 matrix)
Rotation matrix (3×3 matrix)
Translation vector (3-vector)
Position of camera center in Cartesian world coordinates (3-vector)
Camera projection matrix (3×4 matrix)
Camera projection matrix for image j

A−1
A!
|a|
[a]×

Inverse of matrix A
Transpose of matrix A
Magnitude of vector a
Skew symmetric matrix for vector a

Unfortunately, but unavoidably, the term normalized is used in different ways throughout this
dissertation. We try to make its definition clear each time the term is used. In general, a nor-

iv

v

malized vector has unit magnitude. When speaking of a normalized image (in Sections 5.3.1.4
and 5.3.1.5), we refer to the pixel values in the image being mapped to range from 0 to 1. In
the computer vision field, normalized coordinates are equivalent to camera coordinates but with
all coordinates scaled by the focal length of the camera (i.e., the image plane is at z = 1) so
that sometimes normalized image coordinates – camera coordinates of points within the image
plane – are only represented by their x and y coordinates. When speaking of a normalized
camera projection matrix, we refer to the camera projection matrix containing just the camera
rotation and translation such that it converts points from the 3D world coordinate system to
the 3D camera coordinate system (i.e., K = I).
The following acronyms are often used in this dissertation:
CHM
CR
P-CR
POR
HR
HVS
LR
VOI

(method for) Compensating for Headgear Motion
Corneal Reflection
Pupil minus Corneal Reflection
Point Of Regard
High Resolution
Human Visual System
Low Resolution
Volume Of Interest

v
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Eye tracking is used to identify where a person is looking. The portion of light that enters our
eye and is captured at our fovea, near the center of our retina, is perceived in greatest detail.
Therefore, it is commonly accepted that regions in the world at which our eye is directed
correspond to regions of importance or interest to the viewer [39]. Eye tracking is used to
capture these points-of-regard (PORs) as a subject performs a task. These PORs can be
obtained by capturing a video of the eye and a video of the scene from separate cameras (e.g.,
on the eye-tracker headgear, in the case of portable eye trackers like the one in Figure 1.1(a)).
The raw data stream output of an eye tracker typically contains a list of POR positions that
indicate the approximate points (pixels in scene video frames), over the course of the data
collection, at which a subject’s fovea is directed within a given scene. These POR data are then
analyzed to determine such things as regions that draw a subject’s attention or information
that is gathered by the observer.
Video-based eye trackers can be categorized into two types: head-mounted or remote. Headmounted eye trackers can be portable and include a headgear that is worn by the subject and
contains the eye and scene camera (Figure 1.1(a)). These head-mounted eye trackers – including
the one we use for this study – are typically offline systems; videos are captured and then postprocessed. Remote eye trackers are typically used in conjunction with computers that display
1
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Subject wearing a portable eye tracker. (b) Subject sitting in front of a remote eye tracker.
In this picture of our remote eye tracker, the eye tracker controls are shown on the computer monitor.
Typically, these controls are viewed by the experimenter on a separate monitor and the experiment
stimuli (e.g., scene image) presented on the monitor shown.

stimuli to the subject and are typically online systems. In these cases, the remote tracker is
placed below the computer monitor, is pointed at a seated subject and records the subject’s
eye and the history of what is being displayed on the computer monitor (Figure 1.1(b)). In this
remote case, POR data is defined within the coordinates of the computer screen which is static
with respect to the world. In the case of portable eye trackers, POR data is defined in the
scene video frames whose coordinate system is moving with respect to the world. Therefore, it
is a much more complex problem to analyze POR data from portable eye trackers than from
remote trackers. This problem has yet to be successfully solved without tracking the head with
additional hardware. When static images are displayed on a computer monitor equipped with
a remote tracker, areas-of-interest (AOIs) can be defined in the image and POR data can be
easily analyzed for which AOIs are fixated, the order of fixations through AOIs and the time
spent fixating within each AOI. Additionally, visualizations can be generated by overlaying the
POR data (or fixation data) on the image stimulus. Our goal is to obtain this type of analysis
on POR data collected by portable eye trackers for fixations on volumes-of-interest (VOIs)
2
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within real-world scenes. For example, when a subject is moving around a store and shopping
for specific products, we would like to be able to analyze fixations on individual products. This
is a difficult problem because the scene camera is moving with respect to the VOIs and PORs
are defined within this moving coordinate system.
Current methods for analyzing POR data typically start with grouping these data into gaze
fixations because it is at these times (when a person is fixating) that we are most interested
in where the person is looking (see Section 3.2.1). Also, depending on the length of time
during which POR data are being collected and the sampling rate of the eye tracker, the
amount of POR data can be overwhelming. Fixation-identification routines are commonly used
to group these POR data into fixations such that a minimum number of consecutive PORs
that fit within a specified radius around a point in the world are considered to belong to a
single fixation. In these routines, fixations are “coded” either automatically by an algorithm
or manually by a user to simplify (and often as a requirement for) the analysis of eye-tracking
data. Most current fixation-identification algorithms assume that the POR data are defined
within a fixed reference frame [83]; in other words, they do not take into account observer or
scene motion. An alternative approach that explicitly accounts for movement in the scene video
can be found in [82]. Duchowski et al. account for head motion when classifying their binocular
eye-tracking data but in their case this head motion is obtained from additional hardware [19].
In [69], we investigated whether or not a simple routine that does not explicitly account for
scene motion would be applicable to POR data defined in dynamic scene videos. We found that
a velocity-threshold fixation-identification algorithm (see Section 3.5.2) matched the results of
three manual coders well. However, manual coders can easily tag additional information to the
fixations while they are “identifying” them (i.e., marking when they start and stop), whereas
the velocity-threshold algorithm alone could not. The drawback of manual coding is that the
user must view the output POR data overlaid on a video of the scene one frame at a time.
This process can be very time-consuming, cumbersome, error-prone and subjective [69]. This
presents the main motivation behind this dissertation and the resulting FixTracer algorithm:
3
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the simplification of analysis of data collected by a portable eye tracker. In the FixTracer
algorithm we extend automatic fixation-identification to include encoding, or tagging, fixations
to predefined volumes-of-interest (VOIs).
In order to tag fixations to VOIs that are static in the world but displaced in the video
frames due to camera motion, we calculate the motion of the scene camera via a structure
and motion recovery algorithm. In computer vision, structure and motion recovery or sparse
reconstruction refers to extracting the 3D location of points in the scene (structure) and the 3D
position and orientation of the camera over time (motion). There are many techniques for sparse
reconstruction and there have been many advances in each stage of the reconstruction process.
However, many of these techniques are more complicated than necessary for our application,
especially since our scene camera has a fixed lens and therefore only needs to be calibrated
once to obtain its internal parameters. Additionally, since we plan to tag our fixations to
premeasured VOIs in the scene, we can easily obtain the 3D locations of 4 or more points
in the scene (from this VOI information) to use as ground truth data to initialize our sparse
reconstruction. With the knowledge of the scene camera internal, or intrinsic, parameters and 4
or more ground points in the scene, we can obtain a metric reconstruction of the scene camera
position and orientation and feature points in the scene. These scene camera positions and
orientations are the external, or extrinsic, parameters of the scene camera and may differ for
every frame. Within FixTracer, we implement a simple modular offline algorithm for obtaining
the 3D location of a sparse set of feature points and the 3D motion of the scene camera through
all frames of the scene video. Towards this end, two new routines have been developed to
improve initial feature tracks by cleaning bad feature tracks and merging tracks that belong
to the same feature. The 3D motion obtained for the scene camera using these improved
feature tracks, camera calibration and ground truth information, can then be used along with
predefined VOIs in the scene to tag fixations to the fixated VOIs. This encoding of fixations is
performed by converting information between the image coordinate system, camera coordinate
system and world coordinate system. 2D POR data in the scene image coordinate system is
4
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converted to camera coordinates using the camera intrinsic parameters. 3D VOI vertices in
the world coordinate system are converted to camera coordinates using the camera external, or
extrinsic, parameters. Once this information is all in the same coordinate system, a ray can be
traced from the camera center through the image plane at the converted POR coordinates and
into the scene to be checked for intersections with the VOIs. The fixation is then tagged to the
VOI that is intersected first (or tagged as not on a VOI, if no VOIs are intersected). Encoded
fixations can then be analyzed for such information as time spent in each VOI or sequence of
fixations through VOIs.
With this novel fixation encoding technique comes the added benefit of obtaining 3D information about the subject’s behavior. The subject’s head position and orientation for a given
frame can be obtained from the scene camera position and orientation, or extrinsic parameters,
computed for that frame. Additionally, the 3D POR for a given fixation can be obtained by
converting the calculated intersection point between the ray and the fixated VOI from camera
coordinates to world coordinates using the extrinsic parameters of the camera for that frame.
This allows us to obtain 3D information about where a person is looking while only tracking
one of the person’s eyes (i.e., from a monocular eye tracker).
The following chapter presents the objectives of the FixTracer algorithm. Background
information on related material and previous research is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. This
information is separated into one chapter on material related to the eye and eye tracking
(Chapter 3) and a second chapter for material related to cameras, multiple view geometry
and ray tracing (Chapter 4). For this dissertation, the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker was used
to capture videos of the subject’s eye and the scene. The 4th generation of this eye tracker
(last version used prior to this work) is discussed in Section 3.4 and modifications to this
eye tracker that were made for this work (resulting in the 5th Generation RIT Wearable Eye
Tracker, now made and sold by Positive Science, LLC) are discussed in Section 6.1. Calibration
of the eye tracker, which is used to map eye-in-head rotation to POR in frames of the scene
video, is presented in Section 3.6. Eye feature detection and automatic fixation-identification
5
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are discussed in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, respectively. Background information in Chapter 4
is geared towards processing of the scene video to determine the motion of the scene camera
(and consequently the motion of the subject) and to ray trace fixations to obtain 3D PORs and
encode the fixations to their fixated VOIs.
The FixTracer algorithm is described in Chapter 5. Utilization of FixTracer to produce
3D subject motion and POR and to automatically encode fixations is detailed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 describes how to generate novel visualizations of portable eye tracking data using
the FixTracer outputs. Chapters 8 and 9 present the results of testing different aspects of
FixTracer. Conclusions made from the results and throughout the design and implementation
of FixTracer as well as suggestions for future modifications of the algorithm are presented in
Chapter 10.

6

Chapter 2

Objectives
Currently analysis of POR data collected by portable eye trackers for VOIs fixated is typically
performed manually by a process that can be tedious, time-consuming, subjective and errorprone [69]. The two primary goals of this work are to develop a tool to (1) simplify the analysis
of data collected by a portable eye tracker and (2) expand the information that can be obtained
from it. The first goal is met by automatically encoding fixations to volumes-of-interest (VOIs)
with minimum user intervention such that the amount of time spent in each VOI, the sequence
of fixations through VOIs and patterns of saccades between VOIs can be easily extracted from
these encoded results. The second goal of this work is met by extracting 3D information from
the eye tracker scene video to obtain 3D subject head motion and 3D points-of-regard (PORs).
In the process of meeting these goals, advances in the underlying tasks required to meet these
goals have been made. The overall process for encoding fixations to predefined VOIs in realworld scenes and extracting 3D head motion and POR positions from portable eye tracker
videos is entirely new. Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the inputs, high-level algorithm tasks
and outputs for the FixTracer algorithm. This chapter is separated into these categories and
concludes with a brief mention of applications of this tool.

7
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Figure 2.1: Algorithm inputs, tasks and outputs.

8
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Inputs

The main inputs for this program are the two videos collected by the two cameras on the eye
tracker headgear. One video is a monochrome video of one of the subject’s eyes (the right eye
in our tests) and the second video is a color video of the scene from the subject’s perspective;
example frames from each of these videos are shown in Figure 2.1. These two input videos are
captured at approximately 30 Hz and consist of images of 720×480 pixels (width×height). It is
assumed that all objects in the scene are stationary so that any motion within the scene (i.e.,
not due to camera motion) is considered noise. Eye and scene videos must be synchronized
such that the algorithm can convert from an eye frame index to the index of the scene frame
captured at the same time and vice versa. For the results presented in this dissertation, an
electronic strobe is activated at the start and end of each trial (i.e., each recording of videos)
to synchronize the eye and scene videos.
The 3D locations of at least four ground truth points (with three non-colinear) and all
VOIs (on which the user desires to detect fixations) are also required; ground truth points can
be vertices of VOIs. Ground truth points are used to set up the scale and orientation of the
world coordinate system in which to output 3D results. VOIs are defined by their dimensions
(length, width and height) and the location of their front lower left vertex. If one wishes to
detect fixations on points-of-interest (POIs) they can be simply set as VOIs with dimensions
equal to 0; this may be desired if one wants to detect fixations on calibration points. Ground
truth points and VOI information should all be defined to the same scale and with respect
to the same coordinate system. All output 3D information is defined with respect to this
same coordinate system and to the same scale using additional required information about the
internal parameters of the scene camera. These intrinsic parameters only need to be computed
(via camera calibration) once per scene camera because the miniature scene camera used on
the eye tracker headgear has a fixed lens.

9
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Algorithm

The FixTracer algorithm designed to encode fixations to predefined VOIs and compute 3D
PORs and subject motion is illustrated in Figure 2.1. FixTracer performs the following highlevel tasks: (1) obtains 2D PORs in the scene video and the start and end of each fixation,
(2) tracks the scene camera motion, and (3) gets 3D POR and encodes fixations to predefined
VOIs. This section is broken down into these three tasks.

2.2.1

Obtain 2D PORs and fixations

The accuracy of gaze fixations is dependent on the accuracy of the POR data which is affected
by a number of variables. First, eye features – the pupil and corneal reflection (CR) – in the
eye images must be properly detected and tracked through the eye video. Problems that may
arise during pupil detection include occlusions of the pupil due to eyelids, eyelashes and the
CR. Also, poor illumination in the eye images or shadows created by the eyelids may make
separating the pupil from the iris difficult. CR detection is difficult due to the small size of the
CR and the fact the CR may roll-off the cornea and onto the sclera during large eye rotations.
Once these features are tracked, proper utilization of their positions to determine how the eye
is moving within the head is a challenge because the eye camera and IRED (that creates the
CR) may move with respect to the head due to headgear slippage. We address this challenge in
Section 3.5.1.4. Once eye-in-head motion is determined it must be mapped to POR positions
in the corresponding scene frames. If this mapping is done too naı̈vely (e.g., using piecewise
linear mappings), the POR positions may not accurately portray where the eye is fixating.
The objectives of this first task are:
1. Robustly track the pupil and CR through the input eye video with minimum user interaction.
2. Utilize these tracked pupil and CR positions properly to determine how the eye is moving
within the head for robust 2D POR calibration.
10
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3. Identify the start and end of fixations from POR data defined in image coordinates of
dynamic scene videos.
The first objective is met by using a fast robust radial symmetry detector developed by
Loy and Zelinsky [54] to detect both the pupil and CR in each eye frame. This detector only
requires knowledge of an approximate range within which a subject’s pupil diameter (in a given
frame of the eye video) might fall. Since a person’s pupil diameter fluctuates frequently in
response to many uncontrolled stimuli, this range of radii passed into the symmetry detector is
updated for each frame using the pupil diameter results obtained for the previous frame. The
initial range of radii to check for the first eye frame is set to a wider range (than used for the
remaining frames) around typical values. The range of radii used to search for the CR in each
frame is kept constant for all frames because the CR is small and its imaged size does not vary
as much as that of the pupil.
Objective 2 is met by compensating for relative motion between the eye tracker headgear
and the subject’s head before calibrating 2D POR in the scene. With the latest advances
in portable eye tracking, eye tracker headgears can be very light-weight and non-restrictive.
With these benefits comes the disadvantage that these headgears may move with respect to the
subject’s head. This type of relative headgear motion is sometimes referred to as slippage and
may occur, for example, as the subject moves or speaks. The headgear may also move as a result
of tension on the cords, which run from the headgear to the eye tracker backpack (containing
recording equipment and power supplies). Headgear motion with respect to the subject’s head
that is not taken into account may adversely affect the calibrated 2D POR position during the
headgear motion and potentially after the headgear motion occurred and the headgear is once
again firmly situated on the subject’s ears and nose. To account for headgear motion with
respect to the subject, a novel method has been developed that utitlizes pupil and CR data
differently than the standard method. The standard method uses the imaged CR position as a
reference point and subtracts this position from the imaged pupil center to reduce the affect of
headgear motion under the simplifying assumption that the pupil and CR move equally within
11
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the eye image when the headgear moves with respect to the head. FixTracer calibrates 2D POR
using 5 to 9 fixation points via a 3×3 homography matrix to map from eye-in-head position to
POR position in the scene video. Minimum user input is required at this stage to select each
of these fixation points in a frame of the scene video during which each is being fixated.
The final objective of this task (fixation-identification) is met by separating POR data
into fixations, saccades or track losses (including blinks) using a velocity-threshold fixationidentification (I-VT) algorithm. This I-VT algorithm is implemented for dynamic scene videos
through careful settings of its parameters. Its results were compared to those of users manually
coding POR videos for two different types of dynamic scenes as presented in [69].

2.2.2

Track scene camera motion

Tracking the motion of the scene camera is a difficult task because the miniature scene camera
mounted onto an eye tracker headgear typically has very low resolution and this camera moves
with the subject’s head whose motion is not always smooth. The objectives of the scene camera
tracking task are:
1. Track a large number of features through the scene video such that features span as many
frames as possible and features that are occluded from some views are properly recovered
(i.e., joined to their tracks in earlier frames). Implement this so that it takes a reasonable
amount of time to run in Matlab.
2. Set keyframes in the scene video sequence to be used for robust reconstruction of features
and to reduce the scene video into a smaller set of representative frames.
3. Obtain the position and orientation of the camera up to a metric reconstruction (i.e.,
void of any projective distortion or ambiguity), to the same scale as the input VOIs and
defined within the same coordinate system.
In order to track features through multiple frames, the Harris corner detector [32] is used to
detect reliable and repeatable feature points. To match these corners quickly through frames,
12
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the motion of each corner through previous frames is used to predict its location in the current
frame. Keyframes are selected quickly using two simple-to-compute criteria. To improve the robustness of initial feature tracks, a novel method for checking feature tracks through keyframes
and removing bad matches or splitting tracks that correspond to more than one feature has
been developed. Additionally, to decrease drift problems and to increase the number of features
in common between distant keyframes, a novel technique has been developed to merge feature
tracks that correspond to the same point in the world. Camera motion is obtained to scale
in the coordinate system of the VOIs and without any projective ambiguity by using a small
number of ground truth points and a calibrated scene camera. As mentioned previously, the
eye tracker scene camera only needs to be calibrated once (per camera) because it has a fixed
lens. The 3D location of at least 4 ground truth points must be measured in the same coordinate system as the input VOIs and may simply be vertices of VOIs that have already been
measured. Ground points must be manually selected in one keyframe and verified in a second
keyframe (in which they are automatically matched); in some cases, the user may be asked
to select ground truth points in additional keyframes if these keyframes do not have enough
features in common with the other keyframes. Before selecting ground point positions, the two
keyframes chosen to initialize camera motion calculation should be verified to assure that they
both contain at least four corresponding ground truth points viewed from different positions.
Once camera position and orientation are initialized for two keyframes using the ground truth
information, camera position and orientation for the remaining keyframes are obtained within
the same coordinate system using features reconstructed from these first two keyframes. The
process is iteratively run – with reconstructing new features from new camera information and
using these new features to get more camera information – until camera position and orientation are computed for all keyframes or no more keyframes have enough features in common
with those previously reconstructed. After all keyframes are processed, the camera position
and orientation for intermediate frames, or intraframes, are computed using the reconstructed
structure information. Position and orientation for frames that do not have enough features in
13
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common with those already reconstructed are filled in using neighboring frames.

2.2.3

Get 3D PORs and encode fixations to VOIs

2D POR positions in the scene video are not very meaningful without knowledge of the scene
camera motion. Once we compute this scene camera motion, we must somehow combine this
information with our 2D POR data and 3D VOI information to obtain useful information about
where the person is looking. The objectives for this task are as follows:
1. Obtain the 3D POR in the world for each fixation on a VOI.
2. Determine which VOI is being fixated (for each fixation).
3. Get the position of the fixation within the surface of the fixated VOI.
All of these objectives are met by tracing a ray from the camera center through a 2D POR
position (in the image plane in camera coordinates) that represents the given fixation. The
3D world positions of VOI vertices, which are determined by the input of the VOI dimensions
and the position of the front lower left vertex, are converted to camera coordinates using the
extrinsic parameters corresponding to the time the representative 2D POR occurred. With the
VOIs and POR in the same camera coordinate system, the ray (from camera center through
POR) can be tested against each VOI surface to determine which (if any) is intersected. The
VOI whose surface is first intersected is considered the fixated VOI, the 3D point of intersection
is taken as the 3D POR for this fixation and its position within the intersected face of the VOI
is converted to 2D coordinates within the plane of the face with respect to the top left corner
of the face. Alternative methods for determining 3D POR that have been tried are discussed
in Appendix B.

14
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Outputs

The FixTracer algorithm produces an output text file containing the encoded fixation results
as well as text files to be read into Maya via Python for 3D visualization of results. The
“Fixations” text file is intended for direct analysis and contains one row for each fixation with
each row containing the following information across its columns:
1. Fixation number.
2. First frame of fixation.
3. Duration of fixation (in frame numbers).
4. 3D POR coordinates in the world.
5. 2D POR coordinates on fixated face of VOI.
6. Face (e.g., “front,” “left”) of VOI fixated.
7. Tag for VOI fixated (or “other”, if fixation is not on a predefined VOI).
If the fixation is not on a VOI (i.e., tagged as “other”) its 3D and 2D PORs are set to zero
vectors and the face is set to “n/a.”
Two text files which include the following information are used for Maya visualization: (1)
dimensions and locations of VOIs in world, (2) head motion and POR results. The VOI text
file is either input into the algorithm or, if this information is entered in some other form,
generated by the algorithm. The second text file is generated using the algorithm results and
contains the following information for each frame of the scene video:
1. Frame number.
2. Subject 3D position in world anchored at approximate center of head.
3. Subject 3D head orientation in world (approximated by scene camera orientation).
15
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4. Subject 3D POR position in world.
5. Duration of current fixation (0 if the subject is not fixating during this frame).
6. Tag assigned to predefined VOI being fixated during that frame (or “other” if no VOI is
fixated).
Subject head orientation is reported by three angles describing the orientation about each world
axis (see Section 4.2.1 for details on the order of these rotations).

2.3.1

Videos

In addition to these text files, the following videos can be generated (example frames are shown
in Figure 2.2):
1. Eye Video: video containing each frame of input eye video with tracked pupil and CR
circled and their centers marked with crosshairs (Figure 2.2(a)).
2. POR Video: video containing scene frame, corresponding eye frame inset (with tracked
position of pupil and CR as in Video 1) and a crosshair at the calibrated POR coordinate
for each frame of the input scene video (Figure 2.2(b)).
3. Fixations Video: POR Video with fixations depicted by the color of the POR crosshair
(Figure 2.2(c)). All POR crosshairs for a given fixation are the same color and crosshairs
for every other fixation are in an alternate color (to show a change in fixation). This
alternation of the crosshair color is especially useful when fixations have a small number
of (or zero) frames between them. A fixation is also depicted by a circle around the POR
with a radius equal to the distance used to decide whether consecutive PORs could be
within the same fixation. Frames during which the subject is not fixating are the same
as in the POR Video.
4. Fixations-Only Video: abridged version of Fixations Video that contains just one frame
for each fixation. This video is especially useful for manually coding fixations such that
16
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the user can just click through the frames to code each fixation instead of requiring the
user to find the start and end of fixations by browsing the full POR Video.
5. Tagged Fixations Video: Fixations Video with frames during fixations labeled in the
bottom left corner with the tag assigned to the fixated VOI (Figure 2.2(c)). Example
frames from this video are also shown in Figure 2.1. This video is intended to be used
more for debugging and verification than for analysis because the tags are also stored in
the fixations text file.
6. Tagged Fixations-Only Video: abridged “fixations-only” version of Tagged Fixations
Video. This video is useful for visually checking the accuracy of fixation encoding results
and can also be used by a manual coder to verify or correct tags for each fixation.
7. Visualization: video showing 3D subject motion, 3D POR and VOIs (Figure 2.2(d)).
In the visualizations, the subject is represented by a stick figure, the POR is represented
by a sphere and VOIs are represented by rectangular solids. Example frames from this
video are also shown in Figure 2.1.

2.4

Applications

There are two main intended applications of the outputs described in the previous section:
(1) creation of novel visualizations of eye tracking results; (2) analysis of fixations in VOIs
using encoded fixations. Data visualization examples are provided in Chapter 7. Results of
encoding fixations (to VOIs) are shown in Chapter 9. In addition to these applications, the
“fixations-only” videos described in the previous section can be used to expedite manual coding
or to verify and correct encoded fixations. Additional examples from these types of videos are
presented in Chapters 9. The significant time savings made possible by having a manual user
code these videos (as opposed to the corresponding full videos) is discussed in [69].
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(a) Eye Video

(b) POR Video

(c) Tagged Fixations Video*

(d) 3D Visualization

*Frames from the untagged “Fixations Video” are identical to those in the tagged video but without
the black box or tag in the bottom left corner.
Figure 2.2: Example frames from output videos. Example frames from “Fixations-Only” videos would
be the same as those shown for the full videos.
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Chapter 3

Background Part I - Human Vision
and Eye Tracking
This chapter along with the following chapter discusses background information relevant to
an algorithm that computes 3D subject head orientations, positions, and PORs and encodes
fixations to predefined VOIs using a portable monocular video-based eye tracker. This chapter
focuses on background related to the human eye, eye movements and eye tracking. Information about the eye and eye movements is necessary for understanding the eye position data to
be obtained by the eye tracker and the fixation information to be extracted from these data.
Following discussion of this information is a review of various eye tracking techniques as well
as the specific eye tracker to be modified and utilized for this project. Also contained in this
chapter are examples of eye tracking applications and other limited methods for determining
3D information from eye trackers. This chapter concludes with a discussion of eye tracker calibration including subject calibration and registration of eye data to scene data; this information
is useful towards understanding how POR data can be obtained from eye movement data.
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Figure 3.1: Labeled cross-section of the human eye. Modified Figure 2.1 from [4].

3.1

Human eye

In order to understand why people move their eyes, one must first have a basic understanding
of the structure of the eye1 . Figure 3.1 shows a cross-section of the human eye. The optical
system of the eye contains two lenses: the cornea and eyelens. These lenses refract light entering
the eye to form an image on the retina. The retina is where light is received and begins to be
processed to convert collected light into nervous signals which are then sent to the brain via
the optic nerve. The iris is a muscle that determines the amount of light that enters the eye by
contracting and dilating its opening, the pupil. The ciliary muscles also affect how light enters
the eye by altering the shape of the eyelens to change its focus. The fovea is a pit in the retinal
layer right along the visual axis where one perceives the greatest detail and with the best color
information.
1

Unless otherwise noted, information in Section 3.1 is summarized from [92]
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Retina and fovea

The retina is a thin layer of neural tissue that lines the inside of the eye. There are two distinct
types of photoreceptors within the retina. These photoreceptors, illustrated within Figure 3.2,
are named for their shapes: rods and cones. The distribution of these rods and cones throughout
the retina is presented in Figure 3.2. Rods offer a wide field-of-view as they are distributed in
fairly large quantities all the way to the edges of the retina. These photoreceptors are extremely
sensitive and therefore supply our night vision (when there are less photons to capture). Many
rods may be connected together to produce a single output thereby maximizing our chance of
perceiving light in low-light while blurring our vision because the exact location of the light is
ambiguous. Cones, on the other hand, provide our detailed vision as they are distributed closer
together and have more independent paths through the optic nerve. Cones are also responsible
for our color vision as there are three types of cones with different spectral sensitivities. The
perceived color of light is assumed according to the types of cones that captured the light.
Since these cones are most highly concentrated at the fovea, this is where we see in the greatest
detail and with the most color information. As the distribution of cones decreases away from
the fovea, so does our acuity and color vision.
The fovea is located near the center of the macula, a small highly sensitive region close to
the center of the retina (see Figure 3.1). As stated previously, due to the high concentration
of cones, we perceive light captured at our fovea – in the center of our field-of-view – in the
greatest detail and with the greatest color vision. The visual axis is defined as the line from the
fixated target to the fovea. As shown in Figure 3.2, the fovea is located very near the optical
axis – the axis that passes through the center of curvature of the lenses and about which the
eye rotates. Since the fovea is only about 4 degrees off our optical axis, there is low degradation
here due to lens aberrations. On the other hand, dim sources can not be seen at the fovea
because there are no rods at the fovea (and cones are less sensitive than rods).
The spacing and pooling of cones in the retina determines a person’s Nyquist sampling
frequency. The Nyquist sampling frequency of the fovea has been measured at 60 cpd consistent
21
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of rods and cones throughout the retina. The image on the right explains
the angles along the horizontal axis. The location at which the distribution of rods and cones is zero
corresponds to the position of the optic nerve. Figure composed of figures from [23].

with a center-to-center spacing between cones of 30 seconds of visual angle. This sampling
frequency decreases with distance from the fovea because of the coarser density of cones in the
periphery. This coarser cone mosaic is due to the increased size of cones and the presence of rods.
These rods are randomly interspersed such that the cone mosaic is no longer a regular grid in
the periphery, which makes it unlikely for one to see a high-frequency pattern in their periphery
[92]. Because of this distribution of rods and cones, humans do not produce a complete detailed
representation of everything in their field-of-view; we gather detailed information from portions
of a scene via rapid movements of our eyes, saccades, that sequentially center our fovea over
these areas. The eye can capture about 25,000 square degrees of the world but only sees the part
that falls on the fovea, about 3 to 4 square degrees, in high detail [39]. Since cone vision rapidly
falls off outside of the fovea (Figure 3.2), in order to obtain the most detailed representation of a
scene we must move our eyes such that different areas of the scene can be imaged at the fovea.
The Human Visual System (HVS) then pieces these detailed fragments together to produce
a full representation of the scene. In this representation computed by the HVS, areas which
22
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had not been fixated contain less detail than those that have been fixated; these less detailed
areas are those that have only been captured by peripheral vision. This lack of a complete
detailed representation of our field-of-view is often investigated via eye tracking experiments.
Additionally, since only regions that were directly fixated are seen in detail, it can be inferred
that these areas are of the most interest and/or importance to the observer. Consequently, eye
trackers serve as an objective tool to measure how an observer gathers information and what
attracts a person’s interest.

3.1.2

Internal eye muscles

Some important internal muscles of the eye are labeled in Figure 3.1. As mentioned previously,
the iris controls how much light enters the eye such that when one goes from a brighter environment to one of lower light levels, the iris dilates to allow the retina to capture more light.
Therefore, the iris is a muscle; its opening, which is not a tangible object, is referred to as the
pupil which is tracked by most video-based eye trackers. As the iris constricts and dilates, the
pupil diameter changes. Aside from controlling the amount of light that enters the eye, the iris
also constricts to reduce spherical aberrations by narrowing the cone of incoming light; this is
similar to squinting to sharpen an image on the retina. Other reasons for iris fluctuations have
been reported but are beyond the scope of this work. According to an experiment conducted
by Campbell and Gubisch, reported in [92], the pupil diameter ranged from 6.6 mm (when the
subject’s iris was fully dilated) to 1.0 mm (when the iris was most constricted). Wandell reports
a larger range for pupil diameter of 1 to 8 mm [92].
The ciliary muscles and suspensory ligaments control the shape of the eyelens to alter the
focal length of the eye so that a person can see objects at different depths in focus. In other
words, if you hold up a finger in front of you and focus on it and then focus on something in the
background, your eye accommodates to make this adjustment. The shape of the eyelens can be
altered to produce a change in power of up to 8 diopters [92]. Accommodation is discussed in
more detail in the following section.
23
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Accommodation

Accommodation is defined as the change in the optical characteristics of the eye due to a change
in fixation of an object at two different distances (Figure 3.3). The shift in the location of a
fixation point in space is optically conjugated to the retina (i.e., produces a change in the location of the virtual image). The retinal conjugate focus moves closer to the eye as the fixated
object moves closer producing an increase in accommodation; likewise, as the object and retinal conjugate focus move further away, accommodation decreases [3]. In 1801, Thomas Young
concluded that changes in the shape of the eyelens were responsible for changes in accommodation by showing that the curvature of the cornea remained constant during accommodation.
He also supported this claim by demonstrating that an eye without an eyelens – removed due
to a cataract – could not change accommodation [15]. Donders (1864) [12] and Duane (1912)
[4] showed that the amplitude of accommodation progressively decreases with age. For this
reason, older individuals develop a condition known as presbyopia which requires them to wear
reading glasses or bifocals for near work (e.g., reading) due to loss of accommodative ability. It
is commonly accepted in the literature that the diameter of the human pupil changes with accommodation. Since a goal of the FixTracer algorithm is to determine the distance to fixations,
an experiment was conducted to see if pupil size information could aid in this task. Results
showed that there is not enough pupil constriction with accommodation to predict changes in
depth to fixation based on pupil diameter response. Since the pupil diameter does respond very
strongly to illumination changes, pupil diameter changes due to accommodation in realistic
scenarios would most likely be masked by changes in retinal illumination that are concurrently
taking place.

3.1.3

Oculomotor system

The eye makes horizontal, vertical and torsional movements via its external muscles in the
oculomotor system (see Figure 3.4). Each eye has 6 different muscles affecting its movements:
four straight muscles – the lateral, superior, medial and inferior recti – and two oblique muscles
24
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Figure 3.3: Light from infinity (left) and a near point (right) brought to a focus by changing the curvature
of the eyelens (shaded). Altered image from Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 3.4: Muscles in the oculomotor system: (A) lateral rectus; (B) superior rectus; (C) medial rectus;
(D) inferior rectus; (E) superior oblique; (F) inferior oblique. Modified version of Figure 7.16 from [7].

– the superior oblique and inferior oblique. All of these muscles operate in pairs and rotate
the eye about a single center of rotation. The medial and lateral muscles control movements
that are primarily horizontal, superior and inferior recti create primarily vertical movements,
and superior and inferior obliques create primarily torsional movements although there is much
crosstalk between the muscles. These movements are created by one muscle contracting and
pulling the eye while its pair relaxes and reinforces the movement [91] (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Movement of the muscles in the oculomotor system. In each subimage, the arrow points to
the contracted muscle that is labeled below the image (not to the direction of eye movement). Figure
7.20 from [7].

3.2

Eye movements and fixations

External eye muscles serve two main purposes: (1) stabilization of a target on the retina;
and (2) movement so that a new target or area can be imaged at the fovea. Stabilization is
necessary to allow the photoreceptors time to react to incoming light as well as time for the
signals to be sent to and processed by the brain [7]. Movement of the fovea is necessary because
visual acuity decreases greatly from the fovea towards the periphery. In the following sections,
fixations and the different eye movements that can be executed are discussed. Typically eye
tracking studies look at the occurrence of saccades and fixations during “simple tasks” (e.g.,
reading) but less restrictive eye trackers, including the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker used for this
study, can record combinations of all the eye movements mentioned here as they are executed
during more complex tasks (e.g., walking) [75].
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Fixations

Fixations are stabilizations of the eyes for high acuity at a given point. The eyes may be
moving within the head during a fixation but remain approximately stationary with respect
to the fixated target (e.g., to track a moving object). Fixations are important because they
give the visual system time to respond to incoming light. The durations of fixations are often
measured and directly related to a subject’s interest because of increased visual attention during
fixations and increased visual acuity at fixations [42]. According to [83], fixations are rarely
less than 100 ms and typically range from 200 to 400 ms although these numbers vary slightly
in the literature (e.g., [39] states the range as 150 ms - 600 ms) and are highly dependent on
task. In natural tasks the range has been shown to be longer; Pelz and Canosa [75] reported
xations from less than 100 ms to over 2000 ms.
Although one may think of fixations as being when the eyes are completely stabilized with
respect to a target, this is actually not the case. Due to all the muscles which control the
orientation of the eyes, the eyes are never completely still. Drifts and tremors of the eye during
fixation occur due to natural limitations of the oculomotor system. Tremors, or psychological
nystagmus, occur due to the inability of eye muscles to hold the eye perfectly still. These
nystagmus eye movements are important to keep our view constantly changing by very small
amounts. These movements aid our visual system because the HVS responds best to changes
and does not respond well to uniformity. In fact, it has been shown – by moving a target at
the same rate and in the same directions as a subject’s eye – that if light from a target remains
at the same exact location on the retina at all times, it disappears [56]. Figure 3.6 gives an
example of this natural phenomenon. Drifts, on the other hand, are small eye movements that
may occur due to loss of concentration or fatigue.
Microsaccades are small eye movements of greater amplitude than drifts and tremors. One
purpose of microsaccades, or miniature saccades, is to correct for drifts and bring the eye back
to its intended fixation. Some argue that microsaccades serve other purposes as well [57] but
this is controversial and beyond the scope of this work. All these small eye movements, often
27
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Figure 3.6: Phenomenon of visual perception discovered by Swiss philosopher Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler
in 1804. Stare at the central circle while paying attention to the outer ring without moving your eyes
from the central circle. When your eyes are steady, the outer ring should fade away. Move your eyes
and the ring returns.

categorized as miniature or fixational eye movements, affect the orientation of the eye by less
than 5’ (for microsaccades) and about 0.2’ for tremors and drifts [49]. Therefore, these eye
movements are not measurable via video-based eye trackers (because they are below the system
noise).

3.2.2

Saccades

Saccades are most often what bring our eyes to the locations of our fixations; they can be
thought of as fixation reflexes. A person makes about 150,000 saccades a day and can execute
about 2-4 saccades per second. Saccades are rapid movements of the eye from one position to
the next that may be as quick as 600 degrees per second. These saccades can range in amplitude
from less than 1 degree to greater than 45 degrees. The duration and peak velocity of each
saccade is dependent on the amplitude of the eye rotation; a 5◦ movement takes approximately
30 ms while a 40◦ movement takes approximately 100 ms [91]. Saccades are important for
shifting our point of gaze such that a new region can be captured at the fovea and consequently
be perceived in greatest detail (as discussed in Section 3.1.1).
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Another important aspect of saccades is that we do not capture visual information while
we are executing saccades. This blindness is the result of the inability of our photoreceptors
to process information fast enough and the active suppression of the visual pathways during
saccadic movements. Therefore when scanning a scene to build up a detailed representation,
saccades are separated by fixations that, on average, last about 300 ms [91]. This saccade-andfixate behavior results in a disjointed input to the visual system despite one’s smooth perception
of the world.

3.2.3

Smooth pursuit

In contrast to the rapid movement of a saccade, smooth pursuit is much slower. Smooth pursuit
occurs when the eye tracks a moving target. While a target is remaining fixated during pursuit
motion, the remainder of the scene is moving on the retina in the opposite direction of the
pursuit. The eye has the ability to catch up to and match velocities (of moving targets) up
to about 30 degrees per second. At target speeds faster than 30◦ /sec, the eye velocity can
match about 90% of the target velocity up to a target velocity of 100◦ /sec after which the eye
velocity saturates [59]. An average person can not produce a smooth pursuit movement without
a moving object unless trained habitually (Figure 3.7).

3.2.4

Opto-kinetic nystagmus

Opto-kinetic nystagmus (OKN) starts with a movement similar to smooth pursuit in response to
a moving target but this occurs when a very large moving target passes through the field-of-view
or when the entire field-of-view shifts. This smooth movement is followed by a saccade back
to the eye’s position at the start of the pursuit. An example of when this type of movement,
composed of a slow and fast phase, may occur is when one is sitting in a moving car and looking
out the window at buildings or trees as they pass. Like smooth pursuit, the smooth phase of
OKN can only accurately pursue targets up to about 30 degrees per second [91].
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Figure 3.7: Example of human inability to smoothly trace a stationary target. Russian psychologist
Yarbus asked his subject to smoothly ‘trace’ the lines of the image on the left with his eyes. The image
on the right shows the subject’s resultant eye movements. Figure 53 from [96].

3.2.5

Vestibular-ocular reflex

Vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR) occurs when a person is stabilizing an object on the retina while
the head or body is moving with respect to it. In other words, the eye moves within the head
– in the opposite direction of the head movement – but remains fixated at the same location.
These quick and precise movements compensate for stimulation of receptors in the vestibular
system due to head motion. For example, when standing on a moving platform such as a boat
and fixating on a stationary object (not on the platform), one executes vestibular-ocular reflex
to keep the object stationary on the retina while the body and head are in motion.

3.2.6

Vergence

The previously mentioned eye movements may be categorized as version movements where the
two eyes move with the same velocity in the same direction. Vergence eye movements occur
when the eyes counter-rotate. For instance, the eyes make vergence movements to track an
object moving in depth (i.e., closer or further from the eyes). Like version movements, vergence
30
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(c) Fixation at infinity

Figure 3.8: Vergence eye movements: (a) Eyes fixated at a near fixation point; (b) Eyes fixated at a far
fixation point; (c) Eyes fixated at infinity (maximum divergence).

movements are performed to keep the image of a target stable on the fovea of each eye. As a
fixated object positioned between the two eyes moves closer to the eyes, the eyes converge, as
it moves further, the eyes diverge (Figure 3.8). When an object moving towards the eyes stops,
the eyes remain converged.

3.3

Eye tracking methods and applications

People are typically unconscious of where they are specifically looking or how their eyes are
moving. For this reason, eye trackers are often employed to produce an unbiased objective
output of where an observer is looking in a scene, specifically where the fovea is directed. Eye
tracking experiments provide knowledge of where an observer looks within a scene as well as
insight into how the HVS gathers information from a scene. This section presents various eye
tracking techniques followed by additional details on video-based eye trackers as the FixTracer
algorithm processes videos from a video-based eye tracker. At the conclusion of this section,
some examples of eye tracking applications followed by current limited techniques for obtaining
3D information from eye trackers is discussed. Section 3.4 introduces the eye tracker modified
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and used for this work.
There are various techniques in existence for tracking a person’s eye. These techniques
range from highly invasive methods developed in the late nineteenth century to significantly
less invasive methods in use today. Additionally, they range from highly restrictive methods like
those that require subjects to be on bite bars to much less restrictive methods that allow the
subject complete freedom from the eye tracking apparatus. With a less invasive and restrictive
eye tracking apparatus, a subject may perform more realistic tasks in a more natural way. This
is important for studying how people move their eyes in everyday life or real-world situations.
Eye trackers in this section are categorized between two groups: video-based and non-videobased. Much of the information presented here is from a review by Wade and Tatler [91].

3.3.1

Non-video-based eye trackers

Before mentioning eye tracking equipment, it is important to note other methods used to study
eye movements (although some may not consider these “eye tracking” methods). These include
subject introspection, researcher observation (or feeling) of eye movements and afterimage studies. In the case of subject introspection, researchers have their subjects perform certain visual
tasks and ask them to explain how they have accomplished this task or where they were looking when performing this task. These types of studies are still used today. For instance, Luo
et al. conducted an experiment during which they had their subjects state which cues they
used in order to answer the proposed question. They accomplished this by creating a graphic
user interface (GUI) through which the subjects could select each cue used and enter additional comments on their observations after each task [55]. This does not allow for quantifying
lengths of time spent at each fixation point and introduces the risk of subjects inaccurately
reporting their methods. Another way to study eye movements without an apparatus, often
used for monitoring eye movements in infants, is for the researcher to sit opposite the subject
and watch the subject’s eye as he or she performs a task. This can be cumbersome to the
researcher, distracting to the subject and can make getting accurate fixation location results
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very difficult. Since a subject’s saccades can be quite rapid (see Section 3.2.2) and temporal
resolution in vision is not very fine, it is difficult for a person to determine how the subject’s
eyes are moving; due to this, the principal fixations that are noted are the initial and final ones.
This method was improved by Erdmann and Dodge [21] in 1898, by using mirrors to observe
eye movements indirectly but still only large movements could be recognized. Similarly, others
in the early twentieth century have tried using magnifying lenses and telescopes. In current
research, direct observation is typically only used to determine if a subject has moved his eyes
during a task that requires the subject to remain fixated. Aside from observing eye movement,
researchers have also tried to feel these movements by placing their fingertips on the subject’s
eyelid; this often led to false conclusions [91]. An apparatus-free method that is still in use
today for studying eye movements is to study afterimages. Afterimages can be induced by presenting a stimulus of intense or prolonged illumination while the subject is fixating. Wade and
Tatler list the applications of afterimage studies as: “to study involuntary eye movements..., to
determine eye position following eye movements, ... to chart the course of nystagmus, ... and
to distinguish between the perceptual consequences of active and passive eye movements” [91].
The first known eye tracker was developed in 1898 and therefore was not video-based. This
eye tracker, developed by Delabarre, required the subject to place a plaster-of-Paris cast on
his eyeball. Eye movements were then recorded via a mechanical stalk attached to this cast.
This apparatus required the use of cocaine to be applied to the eye to reduce the induced pain
[13]. In the 1960’s, Yarbus used a similar mechanical stalk technique (Figure 3.9(b)); the stalk
contained mirrors such that reflections off the mirrors could be recorded as the eye moved.
This stalk was attached to the eye via a rubber suction cap attached at or near the cornea [95].
These highly invasive methods had the large disadvantage of impeding motion and straining
the eye thereby restricting natural movements. The high level of discomfort involved with these
methods is the reason that they are no longer used.
Dodge and Cline were the first to attempt to photograph the eye [16]. Their first attempt
in 1901 suffered from the need for an intense light source and the difficulty of separating the iris
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from the pupil. After discovering that they could photograph a line reflecting off the surface of
the cornea, they developed the ‘Dodge Photochronograph’ which was extremely effective. Wade
and Tatler [91] state that Dodge used this device to discover “key insights into the details of
eye movements.” The device was a turning point in eye tracking development in its novel use of
photography and corneal reflections. Buswell’s 1935 method evolved from those of Dodge and
Cline. Figure 3.9(a) shows Buswell’s apparatus that reflects a beam of light off the cornea, splits
the beam into two and records each beam on one of two rolls of film, one moving horizontally
and one moving vertically thereby capturing horizontal and vertical eye movements as the eye
rotates. The beam is interrupted 30 times per second by a fan blade to produce a series of dots
on the film. Fixation lengths could then be calculated by counting the number of dots in the
same position. His method also compensated for head movements by similarly recording the
reflection of a chromium bead attached to a pair of glasses that the subject was asked to wear
[6]. This 1935 eye tracking method was very labor intensive but – along with that of Dodge
and Cline – led the way for the video-based eye trackers to come. Before getting into these
video-based trackers, a few more non-video-based trackers are mentioned.
Around the same time as Yarbus’s studies (ca. 1960) was Robinson’s scleral search coil
technique. With this technique, the position of a wire coil mounted onto a contact lens worn
by the subject and secured by a vacuum is measured via orthogonal wire coils surrounding the
subject’s head. Collewijn refined this technique by embedding the wire coil in a molded silicone
rubber annulus which eliminates direct contact between the coil and the eye. This method of
eye tracking permits the measurement of eye movements in three dimensions. Although it was
widely accepted as the “gold standard for eye movement monitoring in the laboratory”, a study
by Irving et al. showed that these scleral coils produce undesirable results including ocular
discomfort and reduction in visual acuity [38]. Roberts et al. [80] developed a wireless searchcoil system to improve subject comfort and achieve portability. For a discussion of additional
eye tracking methods involving attachments to the eye see [91].
Eye movements can be calculated by measuring the electro-oculographic (EOG) potential
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(a) Buswell’s eye tracker
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(b) Yarbus’s eye tracker

Figure 3.9: (a) Photo of Buswell’s eye tracker; Plate 5 from [6]. (b) Illustration of mechanical stalk used
by Yarbus (left, modified Figure 13 from [95]) and the corresponding apparatus that surrounded the
subject (right, Figure 21 from [95]).

through surface electrodes placed on the head near the eyes (Figure 3.10). Since the eye is a
dipole, the position of the eye can be determined based on the measured electrical potentials,
corneoretinal potentials. Electrical activity recorded by the electrodes that have been placed
on the subject’s head are sent to a computer via an electrophysiological amplifier and a signal
acquisition and interface box [28]. Eye position is then inferred by the measured rotations of the
electrostatic dipole (Figure 3.10). A drawback of this technique is that electric potentials may
be caused by other types of movements (i.e., brow wrinkling) resulting in false eye movements;
additionally, the technique tends to have lower accuracy and precision than others [91]. An
interesting advantage of this technique is its capability of measuring eye movements when the
eyes are closed; for this reason, this method is often used in sleep studies.
In 1956, Dirschel and Lange developed an eye tracker that tracked the limbus (border
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Figure 3.10: Electrodes placed around eye for electro-oculographic (EOG) tracker (left). Illustration of
the eye as a dipole (right). Images from www.metrovision.com.

between iris and sclera). With this technique, a narrow band of light is projected onto the eye
such that it falls half on the sclera and half on the iris. The amount of reflection as the eye moves
is measured via a photoelectric cell to determine the amount of eye movement using the fact
that the sclera reflects more light than the iris [14]. This method works well for rapid measure
of horizontal movement but is poor at determining vertical movement due to the eyelids often
occluding the top and/or bottom of the iris. Modern versions of this technique use infrared
illumination and variations of this technique record reflections over the border between the iris
and the pupil [91].
Another non-video-based eye tracking technique is the Dual-Purkinje method in which the
tracker detects the first and fourth Purkinje images – reflections off the outer surface of the
cornea and off the rear of the eyelens, respectively (see Figure 3.11). In this Dual-Purkinje
Image (DPI) technique, a series of servomotors are adjusted to superimpose these two images
onto electronic photoreceptors. The degree that the servos move is directly related to eye
rotation [12]. A disadvantage of this technique is that the subject must be kept still in a chin
rest or bite bar so that the eye can be detected by the photoreceptors; therefore, DPI trackers
restrict all head movement. However, this method is remarkably accurate and fast because it
is limited only by the speed of the servo motors.
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(a) Purkinje Images

(b) Dual-Purkinje binocular tracker

Figure 3.11: (a) Purkinje images (illustration from www.fourward.com) and (b) a binocular DualPurkinje Image (DPI) eye tracker.
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Video-based eye trackers

Modern video-based eye trackers, or video-oculography (VOG) systems, are relatively noninvasive and in some more recent cases, non-restrictive as well; these eye trackers may be remote
or head-mounted. Remote trackers are stationary and therefore mainly used for presenting twodimensional stimuli to the subject (e.g., on a computer monitor) whereas head-mounted trackers
allow more freedom of motion for not only the subject’s head but, with portable head-mounted
trackers, the whole body. First, some different video-based techniques are described. Then,
more detail into the subcategories of head-mounted and remote systems are provided.
The majority of video-based methods involve tracking the center of the pupil via dark-pupil
or bright-pupil tracking. The type of image produced by the eye tracker – dark-pupil vs. brightpupil – depends on the location of one or more infrared emitting diodes (IREDs) that illuminate
the eye; here we assume the tracker has one IRED for clarity. The affect of the illumination
position on the imaged pupil is the result of the retina being a retro-reflector; it reflects all
illumination in the direction of the illumination source. Dark-pupil tracking occurs when the
IRED is not on axis with the camera so that the reflected IR illumination is not captured by
the camera sensor (Figure 3.12). This method relies on there being enough contrast between
the pupil and the iris to distinguish the two. On the other hand, if the IRED is approximately
coaxial with the camera, the reflected IR illumination is captured by the camera much like how
red-eye occurs in photographs (Figure 3.13). This produces a bright-pupil image which may
provide larger contrast between the pupil and the iris depending on the subject’s iris and the size
of the pupil; as the pupil diameter decreases, the amount of reflected illumination decreases
thereby decreasing this contrast. Some systems (e.g., [63]) use a combination of bright and
dark-pupil images.
If the pupil were tracked alone, then head movements would not be accounted for and the
eye would only be tracked with respect to the camera imaging the eye – requiring the head
and camera to be stabilized with respect to each other (i.e., no relative movement may occur
between the head and camera). For this reason, beginning in the 1970’s, two features of the eye
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Figure 3.12: Diagram of dark-pupil imaging and an example of an image obtained with it. Modified
version of figure from [65].

Figure 3.13: Diagram of bright-pupil system and an example of an image obtained with it. Modified
version of figure from [65].
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were typically tracked with these bright- and dark-pupil systems. To account for movement of
the eye-tracking camera, the corneal reflection (CR) is tracked in addition to the pupil under
the assumption that these two features move together when the eye-tracking camera moves
with respect to the subject [79]. Under this assumption, the vector difference between the two
features (pupil and CR) is used directly to determine eye movement with respect to the head.
Repercussions of this assumption and our solution are discussed in Sections 3.5.1.4 and 5.2.2,
respectively.
Some systems use visible spectrum imaging as opposed to infrared; these systems capture
uncontrolled ambient light reflected from the eye and typically track the limbus. Uncontrolled
ambient light may contain both specular and diffuse components which may result in greater
tracking difficulty; infrared imaging, on the other hand, eliminates uncontrolled specular reflections but may be difficult to use outside during daylight due to ambient infrared illumination
[51]. Li and colleagues [51] used visible light in the first generation of their low cost eye tracker.
Due to the low sensitivity of their consumer-grade cameras, this eye tracker was often unusable
indoors. The authors also had difficulty dealing with uncontrollable specular reflections. For
these two reasons, the authors decided to use infrared illumination in the later generations of
their eye tracker.
Video-based eye tracking methods may be seen in different forms: monocular vs. binocular,
online vs. offline, and head-mounted vs. remote. Video-based methods may be applied to
monocular or binocular eye trackers depending on whether one or both of the subject’s eyes
are being imaged (respectively). Binocular eye trackers allow for determination of point-ofregard (POR) position in depth by employing stereo geometry calculations to the outputs for
each eye (e.g., [1, 20, 22]). Online eye trackers compute eye feature and POR position in
real-time while offline eye trackers acquire the video sequences during the experimental trial
and then process these sequences offline afterwards. Online eye trackers have the advantage of
applicability to real-time applications such as gaze-contingent displays or selective applications
(e.g., eye typing) whereas offline eye trackers have the advantage that they can be processed
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using various parameter settings or calibrations and can use more computationally intense
algorithms because real-time execution is not required. For examples of different online and
offline eye tracking applications, see [18]. Head-mounted eye trackers incorporate a scene camera
with the eye camera to record the subject’s view so that information on where the subject is
looking is not lost when the head or body moves. Remote eye trackers allow the subject to be
free from the eye tracking apparatus but still require the subject to sit still and are typically
used in accordance with a computer that presents 2D stimuli to the subject such that the
computer monitor serves as does the scene camera in the head-mounted case. The remainder
of this section discusses head-mounted and remote eye trackers.
Head-mounted eye trackers (Figure 3.14(a)) allow a subject to move his body freely
and therefore allow the researcher to take a study outside of the laboratory setting. This is
critical to obtaining realistic data of natural everyday eye movements that include not only
saccades but combinations of rapid and smooth movements (see Section 3.2). As mentioned
previously, head-mounted eye trackers typically contain two cameras, one to image the eye and
the other to image the scene. The subject is calibrated (see Section 3.6) to map positions in eye
images to corresponding POR positions in scene images. In [51], Li et al. discuss how to make
an inexpensive head-mounted eye tracker using consumer-grade hardware (inspired by [2]) and
open-source software which they developed specifically for head-mounted eye trackers.
Land et al. [48] used a head-mounted eye tracker to study their subjects performing the
“everyday” activity of making a cup of tea. This experiment was one of the first eye tracking
experiments conducted in a real-world setting. Pelz and Canosa [74] also studied subjects
performing natural tasks with the use of the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker (Section 3.4). One
of these tasks involved hand-washing which elicited complex eye movements not observable
during the less complex tasks more commonly studied. Previous eye trackers tended to restrict
their use to stabilized laboratory configurations. Researchers using such eye trackers have
often substituted pictures or other artificial setups for natural environments. Henderson and
Ferreira [36] argue that results from scene depiction studies may not generalize to the real world
41
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(b) Remote

Figure 3.14: Head-mounted and remote video-based eye trackers sold by Applied Science Laboratories.

environment and that the use of pictorial scene depictions introduces artifacts.
Remote eye trackers have the potential for being the least invasive to subjects (Figure
3.14(b)). Remote systems, as their name suggests, have cameras image the subject’s eye(s)
remotely thereby allowing the subject to be free of the eye tracking apparatus. Although many
remote systems require a chin rest or bite bar to stabilize the subject within the field-of-view of
the eye tracking camera and/or to reduce error caused by head motion, some current techniques
allow subjects to move their heads freely. Even with these latter less restrictive techniques,
there are large constraints on the possible tasks that the subject can perform because the
subject must remain in front of the stationary tracker. Therefore, remote trackers are ideal for
studying subjects viewing 2D stimuli (e.g., on a computer monitor located behind the remote eye
tracker as in Figure 3.14(b)) and therefore are most applicable to human-computer interaction
applications. As mentioned previously, in the case of remote trackers the computer monitor
typically serves as the scene camera. Therefore, since the computer monitor does not move
with the subject, one must be careful to take into account subject movement with respect to
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Technique
Scleral search coil
EOG
DPI
Limbus tracking
Pupil-CR

Accuracy
1’
2◦
1’
1◦
1◦

43

Comments
Very intrusive, but fast and accurate
Intrusive, but simple and low cost
Not intrusive, but requires a bite bar
Camera based, poor vertical accuracy
Camera based, tolerates some head motion

Table 3.1: Characteristics of traditional eye trackers. Slightly modified table from [64].

the computer monitor.
An example of a recent remote video-based eye tracker is described in detail in [72]. This
system uses stereo cameras to localize the subject’s eye. The calculated eye position is then
sent to control the pan, tilt and focus mechanisms of the eye camera to center the subject’s eye
within its field-of-view. In this case, controlled camera movement (i.e., of known parameters)
improves the tolerance of subject motion but the subject is still restricted to sitting in front of a
computer monitor. Additionally, the authors state that the tracker “works well especially when
the user’s head moves slowly” suggesting that fast head movements may result in significant
artifacts. Other drawbacks of this system include errors due to incorrect detection of the
subject’s movements toward and away from the tracker (i.e., in depth) as well as increased error
with increased distance between the subject and tracker, both of which might be improved
through the use of a higher resolution camera. A table summarizing the accuracy of and
important comments for trackers in use today is provided in Table 3.1 to conclude this section.

3.3.3

Applications

Duchowski [18] separates eye tracking applications into two categories: diagnostic and interactive. Eye trackers are used in diagnosis to provide objective quantitative measures of subjects’
eye movements. For this application area data typically may be analyzed offline. Interactive
applications, on the other hand, require the eye tracker to work in real-time as an input device.
The eye-tracked input may then be used as a selective tool (i.e., like a mouse) or to decrease
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Figure 3.15: In [73], eye tracking is used to determine regions of interest so that these regions can be
rendered in greatest detail. Figure from [73].

rendering time in a gaze-contingent display. In the latter case, knowledge of where the subject
is looking and limitations of the HVS are exploited to render only the fixated area in highest
definition and allow less detail to be rendered in the subject’s periphery (Figure 3.15). In this
section a few eye tracking applications are presented which fall into one of the aforementioned
categories. In [18], Duchowski provides additional examples of eye tracking applications in the
following areas: neuroscience, psychology, industrial engineering and human factors, marketing/advertising, and computer science.
3.3.3.1

Human-computer interaction

Several systems have been developed that allow a person to interact with a computer via eye
movements. These systems are very beneficial to disabled individuals; for instance, someone
who can not speak may move his eyes through a virtual keyboard to spell out the words he wishes
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to communicate to someone. The COGAIN (Communication by Gaze Interaction) organization
focuses on integrating eye trackers with computers to create communication tools as well as
entertainment applications for people with disabilities. On their website (www.cogain.org)
they state that their technologies “empower the target group to communicate by using the
capabilities they have and by offering compensation for capabilities that are deteriorating.”
3.3.3.2

Scene perception

Eye tracking is often used to analyse how people look through scenes or images. Henderson
and Hollingworth [35] state three important reasons for analyzing eye movements during scene
viewing. The first is to answer the question of how eye movements are controlled to obtain
information from a scene in a timely manner. The second applies to the study of perception
and cognition: how do we move our eyes as we acquire, store and represent this information.
Lastly, eye movement data can contribute to the understanding of visual and cognitive processes.
3.3.3.3

Computer graphics

O’Sullivan et al. [73] discuss the usefulness of eye tracking towards interactive rendering of computer graphic simulations. Interactive graphics produce a particular challenge to the graphics
engine due to the requirement for each frame to be generated while the viewer is watching.
Reducing the computational burden during these frame generations often reduces the quality
of the images and produces motion artifacts. O’Sullivan et al. integrate eye movement analysis
with perceptual information to improve the perceived quality of these images (Figure 3.15).
They track human eye movements during dynamic events to improve collision perception and
during viewing tasks to determine regions of interest.
Eye tracking experiments are also useful for training algorithms to behave as a human
would or for verifying the results of an algorithm. In [10], the authors present an algorithm
that renders a scene using stylized focus to draw the viewer’s attention. In this case, the authors
use an eye tracker to determine how successfully the algorithm influences a viewer’s gaze to fall
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on the desired regions.
3.3.3.4

Virtual Reality

Eye tracking cameras may be incorporated into virtual reality headsets to measure a person’s
eye movements as he moves and looks through a virtual scene. In [19], the authors use a
binocular eye tracker mounted inside a Virtual Research V8 Head Mounted Display – whose
position and orientation is tracked by an Ascension 6 Degree-of-Freedom Flock of Birds – to
obtain the subject’s head position and point-of-regard within a virtual environment. They
propose this eye tracking method specifically for virtual reality visual inspection training to
record techniques of inspectors (via their tracked head and eye movements) and correlate the
techniques to their performance (search time and success rate).
3.3.3.5

Natural tasks

Portable head-mounted eye trackers may be used to study how people move their eyes as they
perform natural everyday tasks. As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, Land et al. [48] used a portable
head-mounted eye tracker to study their subjects performing the “everyday” activity of making
a cup of tea. Through this study, the authors concluded that despite the comfort of subjects in
performing a seemingly “automated” routine, subjects’ eye movements closely monitored their
actions and rarely did the subject look to an object that was irrelevant to the task.
In [74], Pelz et al. also used a portable head-mounted eye tracker to eye track subjects
performing four different tasks that covered a wide range of complexity and elicited natural
movements. These tasks, ranked in order of complexity (from least to most), were: image
quality judgement, map reading, model building and hand-washing. The hand-washing task
was considered the most complex, despite the ease with which one performs this task, because
it required the subject to move under visual guidance, search for and manipulate objects and
perform numerous relatively complex movements of various body parts. The authors tracked
their subjects’ eye movements to understand the attentional mechanisms of the human visual
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system as well as provide “a window into cognition.” Pelz et al. describe “attentional” eye
movements as subconscious movements towards task-relevant targets. In other words, an observer may think he is looking at the whole scene when, without realizing it, his eyes have
moved towards important targets to provide necessary information to his periphery. Based on
data analysis from subjects performing the hand-washing task, the authors proposed a “new
type of eye movement” which they termed planful eye movements as they occur when an observer looks towards an object well before the observer’s interaction with this object. These
planful eye movements would often occur in the middle of an ongoing task, allowing fixations on
multiple objects in rapid sequence and providing overlapping information. The authors, consequently, suggest that these eye movements may account for a human’s spatially and temporally
continuous “illusory” internal perception.
Many researchers have conducted eye tracking experiments on people driving (e.g., [8, 15]).
By providing insight into how people move their eyes while they drive, these experiments may
be used to develop improved driving strategies or accident countermeasures. Eye tracking may
also be used to monitor a driver’s alertness such that a warning can be triggered to demand
the driver’s attention (e.g., [86]).

3.4

RIT Wearable Eye Tracker

The eye tracker used for this dissertation is the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker [2]. In this background section, the 4th generation (latest version used prior to this research) of this eye tracker
is detailed; in Section 6.1, modifications made for this research to produce the 5th Generation
RIT Wearable Eye Tracker (currently sold by Positive Science, LLC) are described. This headmounted video-based eye tracker has the advantage of being lightweight and portable such that
a subject can be tracked as he/she moves throughout his/her environment. This eye tracker
therefore includes three main components: a scene camera to image the scene in front of the
subject; an eye camera to image the subject’s eye; and, an infrared emitting diode (IRED)
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(a) headgear
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(b) backpack

Figure 3.16: The 4th generation RIT wearable eye tracker. Modified figures from [2].

(off-axis to the eye camera) to illuminate the subject’s eye and produce the CR to be tracked
(as opposed to spurious reflections due to other illumination sources). These three items are
located on the eye tracker headgear worn by the subject (see Figure 3.16(a)). The subject also
wears a backpack (Figure 3.16(b)) which contains all the equipment necessary to operate the
eye tracker (i.e., collect the raw video to be processed offline): a battery, voltage regulator,
multiplexer to combine the scene and eye videos and video camera to record this combined
video (example frame in Figure 3.17). This eye tracker therefore allows subjects to move freely
and perform natural tasks (e.g., walking).
The following section goes into more details on the different components of the 4th generation
system. Also included in this section is important information related to the video format used.
The RIT Wearable Eye Tracker is an offline system such that the eye and scene videos are merely
recorded by the actual eye-tracking apparatus and then processed at a later time. Therefore
the information described in this section relates only to the capturing and recording of these
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Figure 3.17: Example multiplexed video frame recorded by the 4th generation RIT Wearable Eye Tracker.

videos. Processing the eye video to determine eye position is briefly discussed in Section 3.5.1
and Section 3.6 discusses eye tracker calibration.

3.4.1

Hardware

The equipment involved in recording videos of a subject’s eye and scene is discussed in further
detail in this section. Information presented in this section is summarized from [2], the paper
which first introduced the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker.
3.4.1.1

Infrared illuminator

The subject’s eye is illuminated by an infrared emitting diode (IRED). This IRED is placed next
to the eye camera to illuminate the eye off-axis and produce a dark-pupil image (as described
in Section 3.3.2, see Figure 3.16(a)). This 5mm IRED emits a radiance of 0.8 mW/cm2 at a
wavelength of 940 nm which is well below the amount considered safe (10 mW/cm2 ) for chronic
IR exposure in the illumination range of 740 to 1400 nm [30]. This IRED is driven to its proper
voltage by an adjustable voltage regulator. It is the reflection of the illumination generated by
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this diode on the surface of the cornea that is the CR intended to be tracked by the system.
3.4.1.2

Eye camera

The eye camera is a Supercircuits PC206XP NTSC standard definition video camera attached
to the headgear via a 10 gauge wire (see Figure 3.16(a); detail on NTSC video in Section 3.4.2).
This camera is placed in front and below the right eye and directed up towards the eye; its
small size of 0.95 cm2 ×1.6 cm minimally occludes the bottom of the subject’s field-of-view

(see Figure 3.16(b)). The camera contains a 0.36 cm grayscale CMOS image sensor with 380
lines of resolution. The camera lens has a field-of-view of 80◦ . An infrared pass filter (Kodak
87c Wratten filter) is placed between the camera lens and the sensor to block visible light and
reduce the number of unwanted spurious CRs created by illumination sources other than the
IRED on the headgear.
3.4.1.3

Scene camera

The standard definition scene camera mounted on the headgear is a Supercircuits PC53XS color
NTSC video camera. This camera is tension mounted and secured to the headgear with epoxy
above the subject’s right eye (see Figure 3.16(a)) to capture the scene within which the subject
is looking. This

1
3

oz camera has a 1.62 cm2 base and a lens that extends 2.67 cm. This camera

captures a field-of-view of 74◦ and – like the eye camera – provides 380 lines of resolution.
3.4.1.4

Additional electronics

As stated previously, the backpack shown in Figure 3.16(b) contains a battery to power the
electronics, a voltage-regulator, a camcorder and a multiplexer. The battery is an external
laptop battery which connects to the voltage regulator that supplies 12 volts DC to the multiplexer (ISCAN VMX-1000-2C). The eye and scene cameras and IRED are powered via the
multiplexer. The camcorder recording the videos is a Sony DCR-TRV19 Digital Video Camera.
Images from both headgear cameras (eye and scene) are combined into an anamorphic pair via
50
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a video multiplexer and recorded as a single video frame (Figure 3.17) resulting in virtually
synchronized footage.

3.4.2

NTSC video

As described in the previous section, the cameras attached to the headgear of the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker capture NTSC video. Information presented here on the NTSC format and
additional details can be found in [41].
NTSC video is interlaced video; each frame is composed of two fields which are offset in
time and space (vertically). These fields are often referred to as the odd and even fields after
the rows of the frame that compose each field. In standard NTSC format, 525 lines are scanned
per frame; half these lines appear in the odd field and the second half, captured approximately
1 th
60

of a second later, fit in between the first half and represent the even video fields. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.18 along with the sampling that converts the analog signal into a digital
signal (where the dots in the figure represent sampled pixels). Each frame of the NTSC video is
sampled, or encoded, to a standard resolution of 720×480 pixels (width×height); the remaining
45 lines are reserved to transmit additional information (e.g., audio or closed captioning).
Frames are captured at a rate of 29.97 Hz. In other words, fields are captured approximately
1 th
60

of a second apart (∆t =

1 th
30

of a second.

3.5

1
60

in Figure 3.18) and frames are separated by approximately

Eye tracking algorithms

This section discusses algorithms for processing the eye video to estimate eye rotations and
ultimately produce POR data (Section 3.5.1), processing POR data to detect fixations (Section
3.5.2) and some limited methods for obtaining 3D information from video-based eye trackers
(Section 3.5.3).
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(a) Fields
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(b) Frames

Figure 3.18: NTSC interlaced video. Dots represent pixel positions and horizontal dotted lines represent
1
scan-lines. ∆t = 60
s. Figure reproduced and modified from [88].

3.5.1

Eye feature detection

There are many algorithms for detecting and tracking features of the eye through a video
sequence. These algorithms typically track the pupil and/or corneal reflection (CR) (Figure
3.19). Displacements of these features in the image are associated with movements of the eye.
In this section, the Pupil minus Corneal Reflection (P-CR) technique is discussed as it is central
to most eye-tracking algorithms. In this technique, the vector difference between the center of
the pupil and the center of CR is converted to POR position in the scene [58]. Before discussing
the P-CR technique, detection of the pupil and CR is briefly discussed.
R and Applied Science Laboratories
Consumer eye trackers, such as those sold by ISCAN"

(ASL), employ a dual-threshold technique for tracking the pupil and CR. This method involves
setting two thresholds (which can be done manually by the user or automatically in the ASL
system) to segment the pupil and CR from the remainder of the eye image; for dark-pupil
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Figure 3.19: Example eye image to be processed by an eye-tracking algorithm.

images, the lower threshold segments the pupil and the higher threshold segments the CR. The
centers of the pupil and CR regions are then calculated and the process repeated for every field
in the video sequence. This method works well when the pupil is not occluded and there is a
single clean CR but suffers in the presence of increasing video noise. Also, if the CR is located
within the pupil region, this may present an undesirable offset in the detected pupil center,
especially if the pupil is small (i.e., the iris is constricted). These algorithms are particularly
sensitive to situations in which multiple CRs arise (e.g., due to other sources of illumination
or when a subject is wearing corrective lenses). In FixTracer, we use the radial symmetry
transform developed by Loy and Zelinsky [54] to detect both the pupil and CR. This transform
is described in Section 3.5.1.3 after general introductions to detecting the pupil and CR.
3.5.1.1

Pupil detection

The biggest challenges facing pupil detection are those that result in occlusions of portions of
the pupil. These occlusions may be due to eyelids, eyelashes, reflections or shadows. Common
techniques for tracking the pupil either require multiple light sources [63, 31] or fit ellipses
to the pupil boundary [50, 71]. These techniques are typically used on “clean” pupil images
where the pupil is not occluded by the eyelids and although the challenge of occlusions due
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to eyelashes and reflections are mentioned, results are not presented for these common but
challenging scenarios. Fitting an ellipse to the pupil boundary without performing additional
processing on the boundary may result in crudely inaccurate detection of the center of the
pupil in the case of these aforementioned occlusions. Zhu et al. [97] developed a technique that
uses a curvature algorithm to remove bad portions of the pupil outline before fitting an ellipse
to it. The direct least squares ellipse fitting step of the algorithm introduces an undesirable
amount of noise. The algorithm may be improved by nonlinear ellipse fitting, improved outlier
detection and/or morphological processing of the pupil region prior to boundary extraction.
Nonetheless, the problem of pupil occlusion may be quite severe; if too much of the subject’s
pupil is occluded, the data may be unusable. The Starburst algorithm attacks the problem of
noisy ellipse fitting by using the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) method [50, 26].
3.5.1.2

Corneal reflection detection

The CR region in the eye image (created by the reflection of the IRED) is much smaller than the
pupil region (Figure 3.19); although pupil size varies (Section 3.1.2), the pupil region contains
approximately 25 times more pixels than the CR region. As a consequence, the spatial noise
inherent in all video systems has a more significant affect on the estimation of the center of the
CR than on the estimation of the center of the pupil. In addition, any variation in the surface
of the cornea or tear layer can degrade the CR signal. In sum, the CR signal can be much
higher in noise than the pupil signal. This is one drawback to the P-CR method because the
P-CR difference vector is at least as noisy as the CR data. The ideal technique would generate
POR data as robust as the pupil data. Other problems that affect CR detection are loss of
CR during extreme eye rotations (due to the CR falling off the cornea and onto the sclera) and
direct or indirect reflections of sunlight or other ambient lights on the cornea being mistaken
for the desired CR [52].
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Figure 3.20: Positively and negatively affected pixels in the fast radial symmetry transform for a radius
of n = 4. The pixel for which the transform is being updated is marked as p and the positively and
negatively affected pixels, where the magnitude and orientation images are being updated are marked
as p+ and p− , respectively. All pixels along the circle edge contribute to the negative strength of the
center pixel.

3.5.1.3

Fast radial symmetry transform

In FixTracer, we use the fast radial symmetry transform [54] to detect both the pupil and CR
in each eye video frame; all details presented in this section are summarized from [54]. This
transform was developed as a general feature point detector for computer vision applications.
The basic idea of using radial symmetry to detect points of interest is inspired by the human
visual system which responds strongly to lines of symmetry, objects with multiple axes and
centers of masses. The transform determines the contribution each pixel makes to the symmetry
around it and computes this contribution (for every pixel) in a single pass of the image. The
transform can be tuned to detect points of bright symmetry, dark symmetry or both. It can
also be tuned to detect points of symmetry of specific radii. This transform is summarized in
the remainder of this section.
The transform is calculated for one or more radii values within a specified range. For
each radius n, an orientation projection image On and a magnitude projection image Mn are
computed. For each pixel, p, a positively-affected pixel, p+ , and negatively-affected pixel, p− ,
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are determined as the pixels a distance n away that the image gradient points towards (p+ )
or away from (p− ) (Figure 3.20). The orientation and magnitude images are initially zero.
The gradient at each pixel, g(p), is calculated from dark to light using the 3×3 Sobel gradient

operator [29]. For each pixel, the orientation image is incremented by 1 at p+ and decremented
by 1 at p− and the magnitude image is incremented by |g(p)| (the magnitude of the gradient

at p) and decremented by |g(p)| at p− . In other words, the pixels along the edge of a circle

contribute to the symmetry value at the center of the circle. The radial symmetry contribution
for a given radius n, Sn , is then defined as the convolution of Fn with a two-dimensional

Gaussian An where

Mn (p)
Fn (p) =
kn

and
!n (p) =
O

$

"

!n (p)|
|O
kn

#α

,

On (p) if On (p) < kn
otherwise.

kn

(3.1)

(3.2)

The parameter kn is a normalization parameter so that results at different radii can be combined
without results for larger radii contributing more than those at smaller radii just because there
are more pixels around the circumference of a circle of larger radius. The authors recommend
a value of kn = 9.9 for radii values greater than 1. The parameter α is a radial strictness
parameter such that higher values of α (e.g., α = 3) eliminate nonradially symmetric features
such as lines but lower values (e.g., α = 1) reduce the computation of Fn (Equation 3.1). Since
we can tune our radii values specifically to the assumed pupil and CR sizes and focus the search
around the area that these features are assumed to be present, the risk of points along lines
being detected as the pupil or CR is extremely low so we use a strictness value of 1 to reduce
computation time.
The authors combine the results of all radii tested by defining the full transform as the
average of the contributions of each radii. Alternatively, in FixTracer we look at the results
of each radius individually and choose the radius that produces the highest symmetry value
for the CR or the lowest (largest negative) symmetry value for the pupil. This allows us to
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keep track of the pupil radius and update the range of radii to use for pupil detection. This
modification of the pupil radius range is important as the pupil typically constricts and dilates
over the course of data collection such that its diameter may change significantly (e.g., in our
tests the range of pupil radii spanned up to 30 pixels within a single video).
3.5.1.4

Pupil minus Corneal Reflection technique

Since the headgear of a portable eye tracker may move with respect to the subject’s head, this
motion must be accounted for when determining how the eye has moved within the head. This
problem, sometimes referred to as headgear slippage, has been acknowledged by eye tracker
developers in the past (e.g., [51]) but has not been successfully solved. The well-known and
commonly accepted Pupil minus Corneal Reflection (P-CR) technique [58] reduces error due
to headgear motion but does not completely cancel this error resulting in possible artifacts in
the POR data. These artifacts are due to the fact that the P-CR technique is based on the
assumption that when the headgear moves with respect to the subject’s head, both the center
of the pupil and CR move equally in the eye image. This assumption requires the simplification
that the eye is spherical and the IRED is far enough away from the eye that its illumination
can be assumed to be collimated [52] such that as the eye rotates about its center, the CR (in
the world) does not move and can be used as a reference point (in the image) to determine
eye-in-head rotation [61]. Therefore, under this assumption, the vector difference between the
pupil and CR (P-CR) would not be affected by headgear movements such that the P-CR data
would only represent eye rotation information. However, the centers of the pupil and CR do not
move the same amount when the headgear slips and therefore the P-CR vector is affected. Any
change in the P-CR vector translates to a change in POR position. The simplification assumed
by the P-CR technique is most inaccurate in the case of head-mounted trackers, when the eye
camera and IRED (mounted on a headgear ) are very close to the eye. In the case of remote
eye trackers, headgear slippage can be related to movements of the subject’s head with respect
to the remote tracker but the greater distance between the IRED and the subject makes the
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simplification of the P-CR technique more acceptable [52]. A modification to this technique that
relates the pupil and CR differently for distinguishing eye rotations from headgear movements
was developed for this work and is presented in Section 5.2.2.
As mentioned previously, another disadvantage of the P-CR technique is that the POR
data is as noisy as the noisy CR data. In practice there is a tradeoff between noise in the
P-CR signal and the temporal response; typically, the operator can select the number of video
fields (16.7 msec per field) over which to average. The ideal algorithm would be one that
maintained the noise level of the pupil signal without adversely affecting the mean temporal
response. Successful systems would compensate for movements of the headgear with respect to
the head while maintaining the ability to detect small, rapid eye movements that may otherwise
be obscured by CR noise.
Karmali and Shelhamer [43] attacked the problem of compensating for headgear slippage
primarily through image processing. In their preferred solution, they create eyelid templates for
comparison with each eye image frame via cross-correlation to determine the amount of camera
translation. Therefore, they use eyelids as reference instead of the CR. Xie et al [94] exploit
the fact that head movements are much slower than eye movements in their head movement
compensation algorithm. In their case, “head movement” is relative movement between the
subject’s head and the eye tracker and therefore compensating for this movement is synonymous
with compensating for “camera translation” or “headgear slippage”. The authors use a Kalman
filter and track the center of the eye as a reference point to determine camera movement with
respect to the head. In this case, the eye center (not to be confused with the pupil center) is used
as a reference point instead of the CR. These techniques require additional image processing,
do not fully compensate for camera movement, and suffer from artifacts due to any errors
and/or noise in localizing the landmarks used to compensate for camera/head movements. A
novel method that does not require any additional processing but uses a different relationship
between pupil and CR data has been developed for this work (Section 5.2.2).
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Fixation identification

Fixation-identification algorithms in use today are primarily based on identifying fixations from
POR positions in an image of a static scene. In other words, these algorithms process raw 2D
POR position data to determine fixations assuming that if POR positions are spatially close
together in image coordinates, the corresponding 3D points being viewed are also spatially
close together in the world. This assumption requires that the scene video does not change
over time (and therefore could be replaced by a single scene image). Another limitation of
these algorithms is that they assume that only saccadic and fixational eye movements are
executed by the observer. Also, these algorithms do not utilize information from the scene
images. They are ideal for analyzing eye tracking data collected by stationary eye trackers
and studying tasks that do not require smooth eye movements (i.e., smooth pursuit, OKN or
VOR, Section 3.2). For these reasons, their applicability to detecting fixations from POR data
in dynamic scenes – which elicit smooth eye movements and may contain moving objects – is
questionable. The advantages and disadvantages of individual fixation-identification algorithms
towards detecting fixations in dynamic scenes are discussed here. Information presented in this
section on these algorithms is from a taxonomy by Salvucci and Goldberg [83]. We tested one of
these algorithms on data from dynamic scenes and presented our results in [69]. The alternative
to using an automatic fixation-identification algorithm is to code the POR video (see Section
2.3.1) manually as described in Section 3.5.2.3.
Fixation-identification algorithms can be classified as velocity-based, dispersion-based or
area-based depending on the spatial criteria they employ [83]. Of course, algorithms may exist
that are a hybrid of two or all of these methods but for conciseness example algorithms that
fit into each and only one of these classifications are discussed. Velocity-based algorithms take
advantage of the fact that saccades are rapid movements while fixations are pauses on particular
regions. Velocity is considered a spatial criteria, in this sense, because with a known sampling
rate, only the distance from the previous sample needs to be used for a velocity measure.
Dispersion-based methods take into account the fact that PORs within fixations are spatially
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close together. Clearly, the criteria used by velocity-based and dispersion-based methods are
extremely similar but the way in which they are used determines their distinction. In short,
dispersion-based techniques operate on POR data globally whereas velocity-based techniques
operate on POR data locally. Area-based methods simply categorize PORs as being within
fixations if they are within designated areas of interest. Of course, this final category of methods
does not distinguish eye movements from fixations, rather it quantifies time spent in specified
regions of a scene. Therefore, area-based techniques are not truly “fixation-identification”
algorithms and are not discussed further.
Temporal criteria may also play a part in fixation-identification methods, in which case they
can be further categorized as duration sensitive and/or locally adaptive. Duration sensitive
algorithms take advantage of the fact that fixations have a minimum duration and that their
durations fall within an expected range. Locally adaptive algorithms allow the identification of a
particular POR (i.e., fixation or saccade) to be influenced by the identifications of surrounding
PORs. The following two sections describe velocity-based and dispersion-based methods in
more depth including their temporal characteristics.
3.5.2.1

Velocity-based methods

As mentioned, velocity-based fixation-identification algorithms are based on the fact that saccade points (i.e., PORs captured during saccades) have higher velocity (with respect to neighboring saccade points) than velocities connecting fixation points. With a constant sampling
rate, velocities are simply measured using the distance between sample points. Salvucci and
Goldberg provide examples of two different velocity-based methods which they term VelocityThreshold Identification (I-VT) and Hidden Markov Model Identification (I-HMM). I-VT is
the most basic, simple and easy-to-implement fixation-identification algorithm. It requires one
parameter, a velocity threshold, to distinguish saccades from fixations. If the distance between
the current sample and the previous sample is below a threshold, the sample is categorized
as a fixation point otherwise it is categorized as a saccade point. Basic I-VT does not use
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any temporal criteria explicitly, only requires a single parameter and is very fast (compared to
others evaluated in [83]). On the other hand, it is not robust to noisy or time-averaged data
and since it is not locally adaptive can produce very small groups of saccades and fixations and
therefore seriously inflate the amount of detected fixations.
I-HMM methods, as their name entails, use a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to determine
the most likely pattern of fixations and saccades via probabilistic analysis. The HMM consists of
two states – one for saccades and one for fixations – which each require two sets of probabilities:
observation and transition probabilities. The observation probabilities are what categorize these
methods as velocity-based; the velocity observation probability of the saccade state is centered
around a higher velocity than that of the fixation state. The transition probabilities make
the I-HMM method locally adaptive as they describe the likeliness of leaving the state versus
remaining in the state. For both states, the likelihood for remaining within the state is much
higher than the likelihood for transitioning to the other state (e.g., remaining within a fixation
is more likely than starting a saccade). I-HMM is not as fast or easy to implement as I-VT but
is more accurate and robust according to [83]. A disadvantage of I-HMM is that it requires 8
parameters: 4 for the observation probabilities (mean and variance for the velocity distribution
of each state) and 4 for the transition probabilities (2 for each state = 1 for remaining in state
+ 1 for leaving the state). An estimation procedure could be implemented to determine these
probabilities via training data but its implementation is complex and, of course, requires the
knowledge of training data.
3.5.2.2

Dispersion-based methods

Salvucci and Goldberg also provide two examples of dispersion-based fixation-identification
methods: Dispersion-Threshold Identification (I-DT) and Minimum Spanning Trees Identification (I-MST). These methods utilize the fact that PORs within a given fixation tend to be
spatially close together. The I-DT algorithm requires two inputs: minimum fixation duration
and maximum dispersion within a fixation. I-DT starts at the first sample point with a window
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of minimum fixation duration length and computes the dispersion within the data points. For
example, one might define the dispersion, D, as the sum of the distances between the maximum
and minimum horizontal, x, and vertical, y, coordinates: D = [max(x) − min(x)] + [max(y) −

min(y)]. If the dispersion is less than the provided threshold, the group of points are classified as within a fixation and the window continuously grows by one point until the dispersion
with the additional point exceeds threshold. When the dispersion exceeds threshold, all points
within the previous window are assigned to fixation points and the current point is identified
as a saccade point. The window is reset to its minimum size and moves to the next unidentified
point until the next fixation is detected and the process is repeated with the window growing by
one single data point until the fixation ends. Typical dispersion thresholds are 0.5 to 1.0 degree
of visual angle and typical duration minimums are set between 100 and 200ms. Of course,
these parameters may be assigned according to the task being analysed. Since I-DT is duration
sensitive and locally adaptive it produces more accurate and robust results than I-VT that are
very comparable to the results of I-HMM. A disadvantage of I-DT is the interdependence of
its two required parameters which require the most careful setting of the algorithms described
here. For example, a small dispersion threshold and large minimum duration may produce a
deflated number of fixations.
The I-MST algorithm is the most complex fixation-identification algorithm (of those mentioned here) and arguably has the least potential for adjusting to applicability with a dynamic
scene. I-MST is a clustering algorithm that processes the data globally. It attempts to separate minimum spanning trees by calculating edges between points and determining where to
clip the edges using two inputs. One input establishes local edge distribution and the other
tests the potential for cutting edges. The algorithm provides additional information on fixation
characteristics but this information can be obtained as a post-processing step on outputs of the
other algorithms. I-MST is slow and can not be implemented in real-time due to the fact that
it processes the POR data globally. Also, according to [83], I-MST is the least accurate of the
fixation-identification algorithms mentioned.
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Manual coding of fixations

To manually “code” POR data, a person watches a composite video (the POR Video described
in Section 2.3.1) and codes information about gaze behavior. In the composite video, a crosshair
is superimposed on each frame indicating the POR for that frame. A small picture-in-picture
image of the eye, from the frame of the eye video that corresponds in time to the displayed scene
frame, is positioned somewhere over the scene frame (Figure 2.2(b)). While this composite video
can be viewed at varying speeds, it is commonly evaluated one frame at a time because short
fixations (e.g., those that span only 3 frames) can be missed even at slow (e.g., 1/4 real-time)
playback speeds. Often, the video is viewed in software that allows time-stamping of events
that are coded by the user via keystrokes or mouse clicks.
A large advantage of manual coding over automatic coding is the human’s powerful ability
to accurately perform pattern recognition. For instance, instead of coding the start and end
of fixations, a human can code more descriptively the start and end of fixations on taskrelevant objects (e.g., a teapot in a “find the teapots” task) versus fixations on task-irrelevant
objects (e.g., a vase in the same task) whereas an algorithm would have a much more difficult
time distinguishing these events. Our FixTracer algorithm attacks this limitation of automatic
fixation-identification using 3D information (Section 5.4).

3.5.3

3D techniques

Most of the applications mentioned in Section 3.3.3 involved the use of 2D POR data, either
defined within the frame of a computer screen or images of a scene video. In the past, to
anaylze data from our portable eye tracker, we used manual coding (Section 3.5.2.3). The aim
of our FixTracer algorithm is to perform this coding automatically with minor user input by
measuring VOIs in the scene, calibrating and computing the motion of our scene camera and
ray tracing our 2D PORs to determine fixated VOIs. During this process we calculate 3D
information about these fixations (Section 3.5.2) that can add to their analysis. Currently, we
are unaware of any automatic techniques for analysis of fixations in real 3D scenes. In this
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Section, we present other’s solutions for obtaining 3D information about gaze behavior from
video-based eye trackers.
In Section 3.3, scleral coils and binocular eye trackers were mentioned as methods that
measure 3D eye movements. Scleral coils are not discussed further because they are extremely
invasive and restrictive (i.e., the subject must wear painful contact lenses and remain in a cage
surrounded by electromagnetic coils). In this section, current methods for determining 3D lineof-sight (LOS) and POR from binocular video-based eye tracking (i.e., tracking both eyes) is
discussed along with their strengths and weaknesses. Our method for computing the 3D PORs
of fixations using a monocular video-based eye tracker is described in Section 5.5.1.
Pogalin computes 3D POR within a single plane in the world using a remote binocular eye
tracker [76]. He does this by defining the gaze vector as starting at the center of the eye and
pointing towards the center of the cornea. With this method, the gaze vector is along the
anatomical axis of the eye as opposed to the visual axis which would more accurately define
where the eye is foveating. Pogalin calculates a gaze vector for each subject calibration point
(see Section 3.6) by detecting the cornea center for each point and subtracting that from the
calibration point position (note, Pogalin simplifies the cornea center to be coincident with
the imaged pupil center). The subject’s eye parameters are then determined based on this
calibration. This technique requires tracking of both eyes and only two calibration points.
Screen registration is performed so that the 3D gaze vector can be intersected with a screen
registered to world coordinates to determine the subject’s POR within a screen throughout the
trial. Although this method determines POR in world coordinates, it is limited to determining
the POR in a known, registered 2D plane in the world. An additional drawback of this system
are the oversimplified assumptions that: the eyeball is fixed inside the eye socket and rotates
about its center, the center of the cornea can be detected as the center of the imaged pupil,
and the visual axis is approximated by the anatomical axis.
In [86], the authors reconstruct their subject’s 3D gaze vector by estimating the position
of the center of the back of the subject’s head and drawing vectors from that point through
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each of the subject’s eyes. In their case, they are not concerned with the actual POR but
with the approximate direction of gaze (to determine driver alertness). This method requires
tracking of the subject’s head and therefore requires a separate stationary camera with a large
field-of-view (in this case, the camera is mounted inside a car that the subject is driving). The
authors assume that head size is constant between people and approximate head position by
subtracting the average of the positions of the two eyes from the distance to the head center
in the first frame. Their application does not require accurate determination of subject gaze,
rather it needs approximate direction of LOS (e.g., to determine if the subject is looking forward,
checking his/her right or left blind spots or falling asleep).
Duchowski et al. [20] use binocular eye tracking within a head-mounted display to determine
a subject’s 3D POR within a virtual reality environment. In this case, both eyes are tracked
and calibrated to separate images of the scene and stereo geometry calculations are performed
to determine the subject’s gaze vector. This gaze vector is then tested for intersection with
each polygon in the scene to determine the subject’s POR via ray tracing. In an extension
of this work [19], a calibration routine is added to more accurately determine a subject’s gaze
vector by calibration of the distance between the subject’s eyes to avoid errors due to variation
between subjects. This method is most similar to our solution but it is dependent on the
accuracy of the gaze vector and therefore the noisy computed positions of the centers of the
two eyes which is highly subject dependent. Also, their system includes expensive additional
hardware that tracks the subject’s head motion. In contrast, our method tracks the motion of
the scene camera from its video and performs the ray tracing in camera coordinates with the
ray starting at the camera centers and therefore does not require computation of eye positions
in the world. Our method also computes 3D head motion without the cost or requirement of
additional hardware.
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Eye tracker calibration

The term calibration is used for multiple tasks in this dissertation including: subject calibration,
point-of-regard (POR) calibration and camera calibration. Each subject to be tracked must be
individually calibrated due to the variation among individuals’ eyes. This subject calibration
typically requires the subject to look between known points within the scene and is discussed
in Section 3.6.1. The POR calibration is performed offline and maps a relationship between
positions of the subject’s eye features (e.g., pupil center minus CR center) to PORs within the
scene using the information obtained during subject calibration and is discussed in Section 3.6.2.
Calibration of the scene camera is performed in order to determine a Euclidean reconstruction
of the subject’s 3D PORs. In this case, camera calibration consists of determining the intrinsic
parameters of the cameras and is discussed in Section 4.2.2.

3.6.1

Subject calibration

The goal of subject calibration is to collect enough information to account for a subject’s
individualities (e.g., cornea shape) and distortions in the eye and scene cameras. Often 9
calibration points are placed in a 3×3 grid covering the approximate extent of the scene camera
view or a specific area of interest to the task; the number of calibration points vary in different
eye tracking techniques. The subject is asked to fixate each calibration point and the centers
of his eye features (pupil and CR) in the eye frame are recorded for each calibration point to
produce a correspondence of points between the eye image and the scene image; the location
of calibration points in the scene images are typically manually selected.
Ohno and Mukawa [72] claim that only 2 calibration points are necessary under the assumption that the 7 remaining eye and scene calibration points can be inferred from these 2
opposite corner points (Figure 3.21). The assumed perfect lattice may not properly account for
camera distortions or irregularities in the shape of the subject’s cornea. In the case of significant camera distortion, a higher order mapping would produce more accurate results. On the
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Figure 3.21: Example of arrangement of 9 calibration points. In the case of [72], the circled points would
be viewed by the subject and the remaining 7 points would be inferred.

other hand, a mapping of too high an order may result in overfitting the calibration function
to noisy eye feature points. However, this may be acceptable and necessary to average the
error among the 9 points as opposed to relying on only 2 points to generate a 9 point lattice.
Nevertheless, the authors’ idea to decrease subject effort by reducing the number of calibration
points and inferring the position of the remaining points in the 3×3 lattice is useful for creating
a flexible calibration technique that allows for variation in the number of calibration points that
the subject is asked to fixate.
The eye tracker calibration routine used within FixTracer requires a minimum of four corresponding points between the eye camera and scene camera frames and is discussed in the
following section. Note, the points in the eye image may not be feature positions but combinations of feature positions. For instance, in the case of the P-CR technique (Section 3.5.1.4),
the P-CR vector for each calibration point is mapped to the position of the calibration point
in the scene image.
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POR calibration

POR calibration requires mapping of eye feature positions in the image coordinate system of
the eye camera to POR positions in the image coordinate system of the scene camera. Stampe
separates POR mapping functions into two categories: piecewise and nonlinear [87]. The piecewise technique divides an area of the scene into a grid of cells and positions a calibration point
at each grid junction. Then bilinear interpolation is used to map each eye position to a POR
position based on which cell it lies in resulting in a risk of abrupt changes at the boundaries
between cells. Nonlinear functions allow for smoother changes across the screen. One method
that is often employed is equivalent to calculating the homography between a stereo image
pair (Section 4.3.4, [33]). For POR calibration, the P-CR vectors for each calibration point (or
corrected pupil position in FixTracer, Section 5.2.2) compose one set of image points and the
other set of image points contains the positions of the calibration points in the scene images.
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Chapter 4

Background Part II - Computer
Vision and Ray Tracing
This background chapter discusses information relevant to processing the scene video from
the eye tracker. The key to understanding this Chapter is to understand three coordinate
systems and how to transfer points between them. These three coordinate systems – the
image coordinate system, the camera coordinate system and the world coordinate system – are
introduced in the following section. In order to understand how 3D information can be obtained
from a sequence of images, one must first start with an understanding of how a camera forms
an image (camera geometry). Then, one must look at how additional images can contribute
more information (e.g., depth information) about the scene being imaged. An understanding
of these topics and the three coordinate systems discussed in the following section is required
to estimate the motion of the scene camera (and, consequently, the subject) as well as to ray
trace 3D PORs.
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4.1

Coordinate systems

There are three coordinate systems that one has to be aware of in order to get 3D information
about the world from images captured of it. As introduced previously, these three coordinate
systems are: (1) the image coordinate system; (2) the camera coordinate system, and (3) the
world coordinate system.
Image coordinate system: The image coordinate system is the 2D coordinate system that
is directly accessible from the digital image captured by a camera. The units of the coordinate
system are pixels and the origin may be defined at the top or bottom left of the image. In
Matlab, the origin of the image coordinate system is the top left corner.
Camera coordinate system: The camera coordinate system is a 3D coordinate system
that is obtainable with knowledge of the internal physical characteristics of the camera. The
camera is located at the origin of this right-handed coordinate system, with its z-axis pointing
towards the scene being imaged and the y-axis pointing up (with camera orientation). The
image plane lies one focal length, f , in the positive z-direction away from the camera center such
that all points within the image plane have a z-value of f . In normalized camera coordinates,
or normalized coordinates, all coordinates are scaled by

1
f

such that points in the image plane

defined in these normalized coordinates have a z-value of 1 and are often defined by just their
x- and y-coordinates and referred to as normalized image coordinates.
World coordinate system: The world coordinate system is a right-handed 3D metric
coordinate system in which the dimensions and relative locations of objects are preserved and
there is no projective ambiguity. The units, origin and orientation of this coordinate system
may be arbitrarily set as long as everything defined within the coordinate system is to scale.
The difference between the world coordinate system and the camera coordinate system is that
the camera coordinate system is camera-centric and therefore moves with the camera whereas
the world coordinate system is fixed in time and space. This is the final coordinate system in
which FixTracer outputs results.
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To transfer between these coordinate systems, one must obtain information about the internal characteristics of the camera as well as its position and orientation in the world. The
remainder of this section focuses on what this information is and how to obtain it.

4.2

Camera geometry

This section introduces basic camera terminology and equations. First, the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of a camera are explained. Knowledge of these parameters is crucial to obtaining
3D information from an image or a set of images. Together, the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters contain all the information necessary to map from image coordinates to world coordinates.
In order to obtain Euclidean 3D information from images, one must transfer information from
the image coordinate system to the world coordinate system via the camera coordinate system. In order to transfer information between these three coordinate systems, the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the camera must be known (or determined). The intrinsic parameters
of a camera relate a point in image or pixel coordinates to a point in camera coordinates.
The extrinsic parameters of a camera relate a point in camera coordinates to a point in world
coordinates. The camera projection matrix combines all of these parameters and defines the
mapping from world coordinates (desired) to image coordinates (known). Material presented
in Sections 4.2.1-4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3 is summarized from [90] and [33], respectively.

4.2.1

Extrinsic parameters

The extrinsic parameters of a camera locate the camera coordinate system with respect to
the world coordinate system. Therefore, these external parameters determine the location and
orientation in the world of the camera coordinate system and change as the camera moves.
These parameters are used to transform points between the camera coordinate system and
the world coordinate system. This transformation consists of a 3×3 rotation matrix, R, that
aligns the world coordinate system axes to those of the camera coordinate system and a 3D
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translation vector, t, from the origin of the world coordinate system to the origin of the camera
coordinate system (after applying R). The rotation matrix has three degrees of freedom due
to the constraint that it is an orthogonal matrix (R! R = RR! = I, a 3×3 identity matrix).
Therefore, there are 6 extrinsic parameters (3 for translation + 3 for rotation). The standard
representations for these parameters are:
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where θ is the angle of rotation about the z-axis, φ is the angle of rotation about the new y-axis
and ϕ is the angle of rotation about the new x-axis; each successive rotation is about the new
axis produced by the previous rotation (see Figure 4.1). To transform a point from 3D world
! to 3D camera coordinates, x
! , use:
coordinates, X,

! +t
x = RX

(4.2)
!

! represents a point in non-homogeneous world coordinates such that X = [X
! 1]! and,
where X

! defined in the camera coordinate system (i.e., x is not neccesarily within the
so far, x is just X

! happens to be located on this plane). To summarize Equation 4.2, first
image plane unless X

the world point is rotated to align it with the camera coordinate system and then the point is
translated so that it is defined with respect to the origin of the camera coordinate system. Note,
application of a rotation matrix R to transform a point from coordinate system (CS) A to CS
B is the equivalent of applying the same rotation to the axes of CS B to align them with CS A.
Similarly, a translation of point in A to a point in B by t is the equivalent of translating CS B
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(a) Translation

(b) Rotation

Figure 4.1: Extrinsic camera parameters: (a) the translation vector brings the camera origin to the
world origin; and (b) the rotation matrix aligns the camera coordinate system to the world coordinate
system through a series of three rotations.

to CS A by t. The order of transformations is also reversed when switching from transforming
a point to transforming a CS. In other words transforming a world point to a camera point
using R then t is equivalent to translating the camera coordinate origin to the world coordinate
origin by t and then aligning the camera axes to the world axes using R (Figure 4.1). This
equation can be used to convert measured vertices of VOIs from world coordinates to camera
coordinates for a given frame (i.e., a given camera position and orientation).
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4.2.2

Intrinsic parameters

The intrinsic parameters of a camera contain the information necessary to map from camera
coordinates to image coordinates; they can also be used to go from image coordinates to camera
coordinates but only to obtain positions within the image frame (i.e., not necessarily x in
! happens to coincide with the image plane).1 These parameters are
Equation 4.2 unless X

important because with a given image, only the image coordinates are known. In order to
transfer points in these image (or pixel) coordinates to normalized image coordinates (Section
4.1), the intrinsic parameters must explain the geometric, optical and digital characteristics of
the camera. These are internal parameter of the camera and are fixed as long as the camera
settings (e.g., zoom) are fixed. The intrinsic parameter required to describe the perspective
projection created by a pinhole camera is the focal length of the camera, f . The optical
characteristics of a camera describe its geometric distortions and the digital characteristics of
a camera describe the size of its pixels and the location (in image coordinates) at which the
optical axis intersects the image plane, c (the principal point).
A transformation from image coordinate system to normalized image coordinates (pixel
coordinates to camera coordinates within the image plane) requires knowledge of the pixel size
and center of the image. Here it is assumed that the pixels are arranged in a rectangular grid.
The principal point c in pixel coordinates is [c̄x , c̄y ]! and the horizontal and vertical lengths
of the rectangular pixels in millimeters are sx and sy , respectively. Therefore, to normalize the
image coordinates – map a point [x̄, ȳ]! in undistorted image coordinates to normalized image
coordinates, [x, y, f ]! – the following equations are used:
x = −(x̄ − c̄x )sx

(4.3)

y = −(ȳ − c̄y )sy

(4.4)

1

For this reason, we might refer to these points – in the camera coordinate system but within the image plane
– as being in normalized image coordinates.
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where the negative sign is due to the fact that the horizontal and vertical axes of the image
are opposite to those of the camera and the z-coordinate of the camera point is f (i.e., it lies
in the image plane). These equations therefore describe a translation of a point defined with
respect to the image origin (i.e., top left of image, in the case of Matlab) to with respect to the
principal point followed by a scaling from pixel units to camera units (e.g., pixels to mm). The
negative signs in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 are due to the fact that the x and y axis of the image
point in the opposite direction as the corresponding camera axes.
So far, 5 intrinsic parameters have been used: f , c̄x , c̄y , sx and sy . If it is desired to model
the camera’s optical distortions, one to five more parameters are required, depending on the
extent of the distortions. Optical distortions may be modeled by a radial distortion model where
the center pixel is assumed to have zero distortion and the amount of distortion increases with
distance from the center. The scene camera on our eye tracker headgear has obvious distortion
which we model using radial distortion. The radial distortion equations are:
x̄ = x̄d (1 + k1 r 2 + k2 r 4 )

(4.5)

ȳ = ȳd (1 + k1 r 2 + k2 r 4 )

(4.6)

where [x̄d , ȳd ]! are the coordinates of the distorted pixel, r 2 = x̄2d + ȳd2 , [x̄, ȳ]! are the corrected
coordinates of the pixel and k1 and k2 are the radial distortion parameters. When k2 << k1 ,
k2 is assumed to be 0. This assumption is valid for optics of average quality and a CCD of
500×500 pixels [90]. If pixels in the periphery of the image can be discarded, k1 can also be
assumed to be equal to 0. In FixTracer, we discard features within 20 pixels of the border in
order to eliminate pixels that are most affected by optical distortion.
A common arrangement for the matrix of intrinsic parameters, K – which does not include
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the affects of optical distortion – is:








0
c̄x 
 f /sx


K=
f /sy c̄y 
 0

0

0

1

(4.7)

This camera calibration matrix maps a point from camera coordinates, x, to undistorted image
coordinates, x, via
x = Kx.

(4.8)

where x is a non-homogeneous 3-vector and x is a homogeneous 3-vector. Of course, to convert
from a point in image coordinates, x, to a point in camera coordinates within the image plane,
! , one would use: x
! = K−1 x. If radial distortion can not be ignored (which is the case with
x

our scene camera), the point in the radially distorted image, xd , should be converted to a point

in the undistorted image, x, via Equations 4.5 and 4.6 prior to applying the calibration matrix.
Camera coordinates are sometimes referred to as normalized coordinates if all coordinates
are scaled by the recipricol of the camera focal length ( f1 ) thereby making the coordinate system
unitless. In this dissertation, we use the term normalized image coordinates to specifically refer
to points that are contained within the image plane and defined with respect to this normalized
(scaled by f1 ) 3D camera coordinate system; note in this case, the image plane is at z = 1 such
that normalized image coordinates can be described by their x and y coordinates only. If a
3D vector of normalized image coordinates is converted to unit magnitude, it would describe
the direction of a ray from the camera center through the image plane at the given position
(normalized image point). This normalized ray is the ray that is traced within FixTracer to
determine the 3D POR and fixated VOI (Section 4.5). Because the camera calibration matrix
is applied to camera coordinates within the image plane represented by a 3D vector to generate
a homogeneous 3D vector (x) and the last row of K is equal to [0 0 1], whether the camera
coordinates are normalized ( xf with z-coordinate equal to 1) or not (x with z-coordinate equal
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to f ) as long as the final image coordinate vector is converted from homogenous coordinates to
non-homogeneous coordinates (by dividing by its third element which is 1 in the former case
and f in the latter case), the resultant image coordinate is identical.

4.2.3

Camera projection matrix

In order to use matrix notation to simplify the mathematics required of projective geometry,
homogeneous coordinates are used. In homogeneous coordinates, an n-dimensional point is
represented by an (n + 1)-dimensional vector. The last element of a homogeneous vector is the
homogeneous weight such that a point at (x, y) can be represented by the vector [x, y, 1]! or
equivalently [hx, hy, h]! with h being the homogeneous weight. This notation permits us to
use a 3×4 camera projection matrix – often abbreviated as camera matrix – to project a 3D
world point onto a 2D image plane, as follows:
x = PX

(4.9)

where x = [x̄, ȳ, 1]! and X = [X, Y, Z, 1]! are the homogeneous coordinates of an image
point and world point, respectively, and the homogeneous weights are equal to 1. For a finite
perspective camera – camera center not at infinity (i.e., image is not an orthographic projection)
– the camera projection matrix can be decomposed as follows:
! or P = K[R t]
P = KR[I − C]

(4.10)

where K is the 3×3 camera calibration matrix (Section 4.2.2), R is the 3×3 camera rotation
! is a 3×1 vector of the coordinates of
matrix (Section 4.2.1), I is a 3×3 identity matrix, C

the camera center (center of projection) in the world coordinate frame and t is the camera

translation (Section 4.2.1). The homogeneous coordinates of the camera center, C, compose a
!

! , 1]! . This vector, C, is the right null vector of P; to get from C to
4×1 vector equal to [C

! one must divide by the homogeneous weight as it is not necessarily equal to 1 when the null
C,
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vector of P is calculated. Note that the translation vector t from Section 4.2.1 is not equal to
! but that the two are related by:
the camera center C
!
t = −RC.

(4.11)

The matrices K and R can be extracted from P via RQ-decomposition (see [33], Appendix
A4.1.1, p579).

4.2.4

Normalized camera projection matrix

A normalized camera projection matrix contains just the camera rotation and translation such
that K is removed from Equation 4.10 (or, equivalently, assumed to be equal to a 3×3 identity
matrix). Therefore, this normalized projection matrix can be used to convert 3D world coordinates to 3D camera coordinates. Of course, these 3D camera coordinates can then be converted
to image coordinates using K in a separate step.

4.3

Feature tracking

Feature tracking includes the detection of features (e.g., corners or lines) and the matching of
features through a video or image sequence. This feature matching may involve correlationbased matching to match features by comparing their image neighborhoods (Section 4.3.3.1) or
generation of feature descriptors (Section 4.3.3.2) in order to distinguish one particular feature
from another (e.g., one line from another line). In FixTracer, the features tracked are corners
and therefore corner detection is described in Section 4.3.1. Following corner detection, feature
matching is discussed.
Feature tracking is often used towards structure and motion recovery to select keyframes and
reconstruct the 3D coordinates of the tracked features (structure). These 2D and 3D feature
correspondences are then used to calculate camera projection matrices (motion). This structure
and motion computation can then be iteratively repeated. If the 2D↔3D correspondences for
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a feature were inaccurate, the structure or motion recovered directly from them is adversely
affected and consequently all future structure and motion calculated using this information
would be inaccurate. Therefore, a single bad feature track – positions of a feature in multiple
frames – can be detrimental to the structure and motion recovered for the entire video. This
presents the motivation for robust feature tracking and outlier (i.e., incorrect feature tracks or
2D↔ 3D correspondences) detection.
There are many techniques used to detect and track features through videos. Perhaps the
most commonly used feature detector is the Harris corner detector [32]. More recent techniques
for feature detection, such as SIFT [53], focus on detecting features that can be robustly matched
between images separated by large baselines (i.e., captured by cameras further apart) than
necessary for matching features between consecutive frames of a video captured at 30 frames
per second. In FixTracer, we use the Harris corner detector. In short, the Harris corner
detector computes the image gradients around each pixel and accepts pixels (as corners) whose
neighborhoods contain two strong edges. This corner detection is described in more detail as
follows.

4.3.1

Corner detection

Kien states that there are two important characteristics of feature detectors used towards 3D
reconstruction: repeatability and reliability [44]. Repeatability describes the invariance of the
detector to changes such as scale, rotation, affine transformation and intensity. Reliability requires the detected points to be distinctive enough that the number of matching candidates is
small. It’s in support of the latter characteristic that corners are good point features for detection. The former, repeatability, is important to feature tracking because the same point needs to
be detected in multiple views (images) within the video sequence. In [84], the Improved Harris
Corner detector (improved from the original through the use of a more appropriate differential
operator) showed the best performance in repeatability and reliability of 5 detectors evaluated.
In this section, the traditional Harris corner detector is presented; the corner detection process
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presented here is summarized from [90].
Before discussing corner detection, one must first understand the spatial image gradient:
[Gx , Gy ]! . Gx represents the spatial gradient, or partial derivative, across the horizontal direction and Gy represents the partial derivative across the vertical direction of the image. In other
words, Gx detects vertical edges (changes across the horizontal direction) and Gy detects horizontal edges (changes across the vertical direction). For an image point x and its neighborhood
Q, a matrix can be defined that characterizes the structure of the grey levels around x:




+

G2x

C =  +Q

Gx Gy
Q

+

Gx Gy

Q

+

G2y

Q







(4.12)

where the sums are taken over the neighborhood Q; this neighborhood is often illustrated as
a 15×15 neighborhood in a 512×512 image but its size can be modified with image quality
or scene knowledge in mind. The eigenvalues of C characterize the grey level structure in the
neighborhood Q. Since the off-diagonal elements in C are equal, C is symmetric and can be
diagonalized and represented by its eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2 :


 λ1

C=

0



0 

λ2



(4.13)

If the image neighborhood Q were uniform, both eigenvalues would be zero and C would be
rank deficient with a rank of 0. If the neighborhood were to consist of an ideal black and
white step edge, one eigenvalue would be 0 and the other greater than 0. In this case, the
eigenvector associated with the non-zero eigenvalue would be parallel to the image gradient.
Again, C would be rank deficient with a rank of 1. Finally, if there were a corner present in
Q, there would be two principle directions and both eigenvalues would be greater than 0. The
larger the eigenvalues are, the stronger the corresponding image lines (i.e., higher contrast along
the corner). The eigenvectors of C encode edge directions while the eigenvalues encode edge
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strength. Since a corner requires two strong edges, the larger the smaller eigenvalue, the higher
the chance that pixel x represents a corner point. For a given neighborhood in an image that
contains a corner, the pixel with the largest smaller eigenvalue is deemed the corner point such
that only one corner point per neighborhood is output. With this algorithm, inner corners of a
black and white checkerboard pattern would produce the strongest output.

4.3.2

Feature matching

Arguably the most basic technique to match features between frames is grayscale correlation.
Instead of correlating gray-scale values (Section 4.3.3.1), features can be matched using the local
monogenic phase. Matching by monogenic phase tends to provide a larger number of acceptable
potential matches and less outliers in comparison to normalized gray-scale correlation [47]. On
the other hand, since this matching requires pre-filtering the images with monogenic filters, there
is an increase in computational cost. However, this increase may be counterbalanced by faster
matching since each image window is represented by a 2D analytic signal as opposed to 9 or more
grayscale values. Whether monogenic phase or grayscale values are used, correlation is the final
step to determine matches. The monogenic signal includes information about local amplitude,
local phase and local orientation. Therefore, correlation of these signals, as opposed to grayscale
values, would be less affected by rotations of the image windows which can significantly reduce
the normalized cross-correlation of grayscales. For more information on monogenic phase, see
[24].
Monogenic phase took more than 5 times longer than grayscale correlation and produced
identical matches when tested on consecutive image frames using functions available from [47].
Therefore we use grayscale correlation within our feature tracking algorithm (Section 4.3.3.1).
In correlation-based feature matching, every feature in the first image is processed to find the
best corresponding feature in the second image. For grayscale correlation, the best match in the
second image within a preset distance is chosen using the grayscale values in the neighborhoods
around each feature.
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Parameters required for grayscale correlation include the maximum distance to search for
matches and the radius of the image neighborhood. For our purposes, grayscale correlation has
two main disadvantages: (1) the lower bound for time to compute correlation is determined by
the amount of time required to load the images and compute sums over the feature neighborhoods, and (2) it does not take full advantage of the small amount of motion between consecutive
video frames. We address these two disadvantages in our feature tracker implementation.
Matches obtained via correlation are typically input into a fitting function that identifies
outliers. Perhaps the most commonly used method to determine outliers involves using the
random sampling consensus (RANSAC) paradigm [26] to fit random subsets of the matches to
a homography matrix (Algorithm 4.3 in [33]); homography matrices are described in Section
4.3.4. An alternative method, which is used in FixTracer is the MSAC (M-estimator sample
consensus), which assigns all inliers a cost value (as opposed to treating them all equally, as in
the RANSAC method) so that a solution with a large number of bad inliers is not chosen over
a solution with a lesser number of good inliers. Random sampling has two main drawbacks:
(1) it is iterative and therefore slow; (2) it is random and therefore may not produce consistent
(repeatable) results. To improve outlier detection in FixTracer, camera intrinsic parameters are
used to normalize all image coordinates before fitting the homography. Outliers not removed
via homography fitting may be removed later using our novel method of cleaning the initial
feature tracks (see Section 5.3.1.2).

4.3.3

Finding correspondences between a pair of images

There are two basic methods of finding corresponding points between two images: correlationbased and feature-based2 . Correlation-based methods involve finding a corresponding pixel for
each and every pixel in an image. Feature-based methods, on the other hand, involve finding
corresponding pixels for a sparse set of feature-specific pixels in an image. In both cases, for
a specific pixel in one image, a region of preselected size within the next image is searched to
find the best corresponding pixel. For conciseness, in this section the first frame in sequence
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(a) First image

(b) Second image

Figure 4.2: Illustration of correlation-based matching; the pixel marked with a cross in the first image is
the pixel to match while the pixel marked with a cross in the second image in the center of the circle is the
starting point of the search. The square window over which to compute the similarity criterion has width
2W + 1 and R is the circular region to search within. The distance along d& represents the maximum
displacement searched. Sizes of regions with respect to outer image bounds may be exaggerated for
illustration.

to start a search for pixels to match is referred to as the first image and the following frame
which is searched for corresponding pixels is referred to as the second image.
4.3.3.1

Correlation-based matching

In correlation-based matching, every pixel in the first image is processed to find the best corresponding pixel in the second image. The best match in the second image within a preset
region, R, is chosen based on a similarity criterion. This similarity criterion is computed over
a window of width 2W + 1 pixels for every possible displacement that would result in a pixel
within the search region R (see Figure 4.2). The best correspondence is then determined by
the displacement resulting in the largest similarity criterion. The region in which to search in
2

Material presented in this section is summarized from [90]
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the second image may be centered at the corresponding pixel to the pixel being processed in
the first image or at a calculated displacement away from this pixel. For instance, the initial
displacement at which to start the search may be taken as the displacement between the corresponding matches for that pixel in the previous pair of frames assuming smooth continuous
motion.
There are two different similarity criteria commonly used: the cross-correlation and the
sum-of-squared differences. In each case, the criteria is applied to each pixel correspondence in
the windows (i.e., top first pixel in window from image 1 compared to top first pixel in window
from image 2, etc.) and summed across the window:
c=

+

ψ(ui , vi )

(4.14)

i

where ψ represents the similarity criterion being used and i is the index of the pixel in the
window such that only point-to-point correspondences are considered. This metric c is computed
for every window pair and the pair that produces the largest c is deemed the best match. The
two most common criteria used for ψ are described in the following paragraphs.
The cross-correlation is defined as:
ψ(u, v) = uv

(4.15)

where u and v represent intensity values at the two pixels to be compared. It is important, when
using cross-correlation, to normalize by the product of the magnitudes of each image window so
that the result is not biased towards large grayscale values. If each image window is arranged
into a vector where wi represents the window in image i, then normalized cross-correlation can
be notated as:
w1 · w2
%w1 % %w2 %

(4.16)

where · represents the dot product. This is equivalent to the cosine of the angle between vectors
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w1 and w2 . Therefore, it can be visualized that identical vectors would have no angle between
them, producing a cosine of 1 whereas any other combination of vectors would be separated by
a larger angle resulting in a smaller cosine. Therefore, with normalized cross-correlation, the
point pair resulting in the largest value is chosen as the best match.
The sum-of-squared differences (SSD) is defined as:
ψ(u, v) = −(u − v)2

(4.17)

In this case, values closer together (more similar) produce a smaller difference whereas values
further apart produce a larger difference. Since this difference is squared and negated, the most
similar pair (in terms of grayscale match) produces the largest value (negative value closest to
zero) and be chosen as the best match.
4.3.3.2

Feature-based matching

Feature-based matching is similar to correlation-based matching in that it uses a similarity
measure to determine the best correspondence between two images. The major difference between the two methods is that feature-based matching involves searching only through detected
features in one image for the corresponding feature in the next image. The features in each
image are compared using a similarity measure calculated as a function of weighted differences
in the properties of the feature (e.g., the orientation of a line). As in the case of correlation
matching, the search region in the second image can be reduced to fit only the maximum expected displacement vector. The advantage of feature-based matching is in the reduction in
items to search (i.e., features as opposed to pixels) which avoids large errors due to a few bad
pixels but presents the risk of the perfect match not being searched. A disadvantage of feature matching is the increased complexity of the algorithm which requires detection of robust
features as an input. Along with the added step of creating feature descriptors, feature-based
methods introduce the ambiguity of what weights to use when calculating the similarity between
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features.
Feature descriptors contain parameters of features for comparison to one another. For
instance, a corner descriptor may contain information for position, and minor and dominant
edge strength or direction. These values may be weighted differently during feature matching
to determine the most appropriate combination for the particular application. For instance,
the difference in position of corresponding features in consecutive frames of an image sequence
may be weighted higher then if these features were matched between two images with a larger
baseline between them (i.e., between two keyframes).
The two criteria introduced in the previous section, cross-correlation and SSD, may also be
used for feature matching where the components of the descriptors are compared instead of pixel
values within a window. Similarly, the inverse of the weighted average of the differences between
descriptor properties may also be used as a criterion. An example involving edge matching is
illustrated here where the idea can be easily applied to corner matching by replacing the edge
descriptor inputs with corner descriptor inputs.
Assuming an edge descriptor includes values for orientation, θ, position, [x, y]! , and
strength or contrast, c, the inverse sum of squared distances between the descriptor properties of two edges would be:
S=

w0 (θl − θr

)2

+ w1 (xl − xr

)2

1
+ w2 (yl − yr )2 + w3 (cl − cr )2

(4.18)

where the subscripts l and r refer to the “left” and “right” images (two images being checked
for correspondences, to avoid confusion with weight subscripts) and the weights w0 , · · · , w3 can

differ from each other and may be iteratively adjusted for best results.
4.3.3.3

Combining methods

Correlation-based methods produce dense disparity maps which may be desired for certain
applications (such as scene reconstruction) but may not be required for other applications (such
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as determining camera motion or object reconstruction). Therefore, feature-based methods,
although significantly more complex, appear to be more applicable to determining camera
motion while correlation-based methods may be more appropriate for reconstruction. Featurebased methods can be appealing when there is a priori knowledge of the scene (e.g., the scene
is expected to contain many lines). For this particular application, the motion of a camera
through an indoor scene is desired. In this case, there may be little texture in the scene but
distinct corners that may be robust for feature detection. To combine the advantages of each
method, corner detection is used to limit items to search but pixel values – as opposed to feature
descriptors – are used for matching.

4.3.4

Homography matrix

A 2D homography, or homography matrix, depicts any combination of rotations, translations
and scales between two 2D planes. A homography is considered a projective transformation
and can therefore be used to map from points in one image to their correspondences in another
(or the same image) under the assumption that the images are projective planes. If the imaged
points are projections of 3D points that lie on a single 2D plane in the world, their correspondences can be related by a homography. Similarly, if the difference between two images is very
small – the distance from the cameras to the imaged points is much greater than the distance
between the cameras – their correspondences can be approximated by a homography. Therefore
homographies work well for fitting data between consecutive frames of a video.
A homography matrix, H, relates a set of N points in one image, xi , to their correspondences
in another image, x%i , via:
x%i = Hxi

(4.19)

where i is the point index (i = 1, 2, . . . N ). Details on how to solve this equation can be found
in [33]. The 3×3 H matrix has 8 degrees of freedom (as opposed to 9) because it is only defined
up to a scale. Since each point correspondence contains horizontal and vertical components,
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each can account for two constraints on H and therefore 4 point correspondences are required
to fully determine H. If more than 4 correspondences are known, which is desirable when these
point correspondences contain noise, RANSAC can be used to determine the best solution
according to a specific cost function (see Algorithm 4.3 in [33]). Correspondences that do not
fit within a desired error (computed using the cost function) of the homography are considered
to be outliers and rejected. If the camera intrinsic parameters are known, they should be used
to normalize all image coordinates before fitting the homography in order to improve outlier
detection.

4.4

Structure and motion

The 2D POR of a subject can be determined within a scene image after eye tracker calibration
(see Section 3.6). This 2D POR can then be converted to camera coordinates to be ray traced
through VOIs transformed to the same camera coordinate system. To convert 2D POR from
image to camera coordinates, the intrinsic parameters are required. To transform VOIs from
world to camera coordinates, the extrinsic parameters at the time of POR capture are required.
This section focuses on obtaining these extrinsic parameters, or the scene camera motion.
Camera motion can be described by camera projection matrices which encompass the 3D
position and orientation of the camera in the world and the internal camera parameters that
describe how the image is captured. Therefore, a camera projection matrix can be used to
calculate where a 3D point in the world will appear in an image taken by a camera with the
internal parameters and at the position and orientation defined within the matrix.
Camera projection matrices corresponding to frames of a video can be determined through
an iterative structure and motion recovery process (e.g., [11]). In these types of algorithms,
features are tracked through the video to determine the motion of the camera by alternately
reconstructing these features (structure) and obtaining camera projection matrices (motion)
from these feature tracks and their reconstructions. Structure and motion recovery from images
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is a very popular issue in modern computer vision research. There are many fundamental
concepts that support the solution to this problem. However, with the prior knowledge of
our camera intrinsic parameters, obtained via camera calibration, this problem simplifies to
iteratively solving two fundamental problems: (1) the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem, and
(2) the triangulation problem. The PnP problem is solved to determine camera pose – position
and orientation – and triangulation is used to determine the 3D coordinates of features. For
a complete review of the mathematics involved in obtaining 3D structure and motion from
images, especially in the case of an uncalibrated camera, the reader is referred to [33] and [90].
As introduced in Section 4.2.3, a camera projection matrix transforms a point from the
world coordinate system into the image coordinate system:
x = PX

(4.20)

where X is a 4×1 homogeneous vector representing the 3D point in the world, P is the 3×4
camera projection matrix and x is a 3×1 homogeneous vector representing the pixel position in
the image captured by this camera at which the 3D point X is imaged. In order to fully describe
the transformation from a point in the world to a pixel in an image, the camera projection
matrix P must include both the extrinsic parameters – 3D position C and orientation R – of
the camera at the time the image was captured; and the intrinsic parameters of the camera.
The intrinsic camera parameters include the camera focal length f , skew α (typ. α = 0), pixel
dimensions (sx and sy ) and principal point (c̄x , c̄y ). Equation 4.20 is essential to structure
and motion recovery from images and is the basis of the two fundamental routines discussed in
this section: solving the PnP problem and triangulation. Before these routines are described,
keyframe selection is discussed. Keyframe selection allows us to solve for the camera pose (the
PnP problem) for a subset of frames, keyframes, that represent the overall camera motion and
use these keyframes to determine the 3D positions of features via triangulation. The PnP
problem can also be solved to determine the camera pose of frames that are not keyframes, or
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(a) Small baseline

(b) Large baseline

Figure 4.3: Triangulation uncertainty due to noisy pixel coordinates for keyframes separated by (a) a
small and (b) a large baseline. The overlap of the grey regions show where the point may be reconstructed
(for noisy pixel values falling within the gray area). With a larger baseline, this region is more centered
on the correct location. With a smaller baseline there is more ambiguity, especially in depth.

intraframes from 2D↔3D feature correspondences.

4.4.1

Keyframe selection

Keyframes serve two main purposes: (1) they break up an image sequence into a smaller set
of representative frames; and (2) they are selected to be used for robust triangulation. Two
images used for triangulation should not be consecutive images (in an image sequence taken
at 30 Hz), rather images with a larger baseline; the baseline between images is the distance
between camera centers. Therefore, keyframes are chosen so that they are far enough apart to
produce good triangulation results (Figure 4.3).
A common method [78] used in various reconstruction applications [77, 89, 45] selects
keyframes by calculating the error of a fundamental matrix3 fit versus a 2D homography fit to
the pair of frames in question. The frame that produces a fundamental matrix (with respect to
the previous keyframe) with a lower error than the homography matrix and has more than 90%
3

See [33] or [90] for details on the fundamental matrix.
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of features in common is chosen. In implementing this technique, we found that the errors of
the homography and fundamental matrix fits were extremely close for most pairs of keyframes
(especially those with a small number of features in common) and that the time to compute
both of these fits, in a RANSAC fashion, was undesirable. Additionally, in earlier versions of
our algorithm, we found that the criteria for keyframe selection can be less complex. We had
success with simply defining every 30th frame as a keyframe and, on a separate occasion, with
taking the last frame in sequence with more than 50 features in common with the previous
keyframe [66]. Inspired by [60], our keyframe selection routine used in this algorithm (Section
5.3.1.3) is a little smarter than these two elementary methods .

4.4.2

The Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem

There are two different problems to solve when computing a camera projection matrix from 3D
points and their corresponding projections in an image [25]. If the camera intrinsic parameters
are known, the problem to solve is the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem. If the camera
intrinsic parameters are unknown, then one must use camera resectioning to solve for P. With
camera resectioning and an uncalibrated camera, six correspondences are required and the
resulting projection matrix is obtained up to a projective ambiguity. In the case of the PnP
problem, a minimum of either four 2D↔3D correspondences of features that are on the same
plane in the world or six correspondences of features on multiple planes in the world are required
for the camera projection matrix to be fully determined (including scale). Since our camera
is calibrated, we solve the PnP problem to get the extrinsic parameters of our camera – its
rotation and translation – for a given frame.
This process requires a minimum of four 2D↔3D point correspondences (where, in this
context, 1 point correspondence is considered a 3D point and its 2D projection in one image).
If only four or five correspondences are used, no three should be colinear and all four should
lie on the same plane in the world; otherwise, six or more correspondences are required. The
PnP problem can be solved using ground truth – premeasured 3D points in the scene and
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their true 2D correspondences in the image – to get a camera projection matrix defined in the
same reference system as the ground truth. The process of solving the PnP problem can also
be used throughout structure and motion recovery to determine the camera projection matrix
for a frame using 3D feature points that were previously reconstructed and their 2D positions
tracked through that frame. Since our intrinsic parameters are known, this process can be
considered that of solving for our extrinsic parameters: the 3×3 rotation matrix R and the 3D
translation (after rotation) vector t. These extrinsic parameters can then be composed into a
normalized camera projection matrix P % where P% = [R t] = K−1 P. This normalized camera
projection matrix can be used to project 3D points in the world into 2D normalized image
coordinates (see Section 4.1).
Here we present the basic approaches to solving the PnP problem for the two cases of:
(1) four or more 2D↔3D correspondences that refer to points that are coplanar in the world,
and (2) six or more 2D↔3D correspondences that refer to points that are not all coplanar in
the world. For alternative methods for solving the PnP problem, see [62]. The basic methods
presented here worked well in our FixTracer algorithm but may be slower than the one proposed
in [62].
Case 1: If all feature correspondences (from reconstructed tracked features or ground truth)
refer to points that are coplanar in the world, the PnP problem becomes one of solving for the
homography that maps 3D points in the world coordinate system to 3D points in the camera
coordinate system. The key to solving this planar PnP problem – and to our ray tracing
process that is discussed later – is the fact that with known camera intrinsic parameters, 2D
image points can be converted to 3D points within the image plane, where a ray from the camera
center to the true world point intersects the image plane. These 3D points are referred to as
being in normalized image coordinates or camera coordinates with a z (or depth) value equal
to one (normalized to one focal length away from the camera center); the camera center is at
the origin of this normalized coordinate system. The homography, H, from camera coordinates
in a plane to world coordinates in a plane can be converted to the rotation matrix, R, and
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translation vector, t, that describe the transformation of this plane from world coordinates to
camera coordinates using the method laid out in Section 4.4.2.1.
Case 2: If the feature correspondences refer to points are not all coplanar than the Direct
Linear Transform (DLT) algorithm can be employed to solve directly for the rotation matrix
and translation vector, just as in the 2D homography case (Section 4.3.4) but with an added
dimension. In this case a matrix is composed using the 3D normalized camera coordinates and
the 3D world points. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of this matrix is calculated and
the rotation matrix is initialized to the last singular vector reshaped into a 3×3 matrix. To
improve this rotation matrix, the SVD of this matrix is obtained and the matrix recalculated
using singular values equal to one. The translation vector is taken as the last three elements of
the last singular vector scaled by the ratio of the norm of this vector to the norm of the new
rotation matrix. The rotation matrix is refined again by converting it to a rotation vector and
then back to a rotation matrix [5].
If there are more than four (case 1) or six (case 2) correspondences and these correspondences
contain noise, then the results should be iteratively refined (no matter which method is used:
planar or DLT). A basic method for this refinement is gradient descent [33].
4.4.2.1

Homography matrix to Rotation matrix and translation vector

Two sets of 3D points, each within a plane, can be related by a 3×3 homography such that a
point in one plane can be mapped to its correspondence in the other using this homography.
Therefore, this homography contains all the information needed to transform all points in
one plane (or one coordinate system) to their correspondences in another. To obtain this
transformation in the form of a 3×3 rotation matrix and a 3-element translation vector, the
following method is used.
Since the 3D camera coordinates are normalized to the image plane, it is best to also
normalize the 3D world points before computing the homography between these two planes.
Here, “normalized” refers to transforming the points to have a mean of zero, via translation
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vector tw , and rotating them to be aligned along its axes of greatest variability via rotation
matrix Rw . The homography is then computed between these two sets of normalized points
(Algorithm 4.3 in [33]). Once the homography is obtained, the rotation Rn and translation tn
between these normalized points are computed. Then these transformations are denormalized
to determine the final rotation R and translation t. Here, we refer to the three columns of
the homography matrix H as h1 , h2 and h3 and the three unit vectors of the rotation matrix
between normalized coordinates Rn as u1 , u2 and u3 . These rotation matrix unit vectors are
obtained from the homography matrix column vectors as follows:
u1 =

h1
|h1 |

(4.21)
(4.22)

u2 = h2 − (u1 ·h2 ) u1
u2
u2 =
|u2 |

(4.23)

u3 = u1 × u2

(4.26)

(4.24)
(4.25)

where · denotes a dot product and × denotes a cross product. The translation vector tn is set

to h3 (the third column of H). The final rotation matrix and translation vector are then:
t = tn + Rn tw
R = Rn Rw

(4.27)
(4.28)

This denormalization is important in order for the translation vector – and, in turn, the camera
position computed directly from these extrinsic parameters – to be to the correct scale.
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4.4.3

Triangulation

Triangulation refers to the method of determining a 3D point from corresponding image points
in at least two different images and the projection matrices of these images; material presented
in this Section is summarized from [90]. Triangulation requires knowledge of both the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of the camera for each image if 3D points are required up to a Euclidean reconstruction (i.e., absent of any projective ambiguity). In this section, triangulation
using two images is presented. This routine can be expanded for correspondences across from
multiple (i.e., more than two) images. Given one pair of 2D↔2D corresponding points (i.e., the
position of a single feature in two images) in camera coordinates (x1 and x2 ) and the camera
positions and orientations for each image (t1 , R1 , t2 , R2 ), the 3D point of this feature, X
can be determined by the intersection of two rays starting at the camera centers and going
through the image points. Unfortunately, since these image locations and camera parameters
are noisy estimates, these 3D rays will most likely not intersect. This presents the necessity
for a triangulation routine which approximates the point X by the point of minimum distance
from both rays (Figure 4.4).
In Figure 4.4, the rays l and r are expressed with respect to the first (left) camera coordinate
system as follows:
l = ax1 (a ∈ ')

(4.29)

r = t + bR! x2 (b ∈ ')

(4.30)

where t and R are the extrinsic parameters of the stereo system – the rotation and translation
in world units of the second camera with respect to the first camera – and ' represents the

set of real numbers. These stereo extrinsic parameters can be calculated from the extrinsic
parameters of each individual image with respect to the world coordinate system (t1 , R1 and
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Figure 4.4: Triangulation with nonintersecting rays (reproduced Figure 7.9 of [90]).

t2 , R2 ) via the following equations:
R = R2 R!
1

(4.31)

t = t1 − R ! t2

(4.32)

For more detail on extrinsic parameters see Section 4.2.1. The vector w in Figure 4.4 is defined
orthogonal to both l and r by the cross-product: w = x1 × R! x2 . Therefore, X is the midpoint

of a segment connecting l to r with the same direction as w. The endpoints (p1 and p2 ) of

this segment are points along the rays l and r (with a and b from Equations 4.29 and 4.30,
respectively) such that:
p2 − p1 = cw

(4.33)

ax1 − bR! x2 + c x1 × R! x2 − t = 0

(4.34)

,

-

with p1 and p2 – defined in the coordinate system of the first camera – equal to ax1 and
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bR! x2 + t, respectively. The line connecting these points obeys the equation: ax1 + cw, c ∈ '.

In order for there to be a unique solution to Equation 4.34 and in turn the reconstructed point
X, the rays l and r must not be parallel. Similarly, the closer the two images are to each other
(i.e., the smaller the baseline between the images and the closer l and r are to being parallel),
the worse this intersection determination will be. For this reason, it is desirable to use images
separated by a large baseline, keyframes, when performing triangulation (see Section 4.4.1).

4.5

Ray tracing

Ray tracing is a common method used in computer graphics to render images; information
presented in this section is summarized from [93]. In image rendering applications, ray tracing
is used to determine which surfaces are intersected by a ray of light or seen from a particular
viewing pose. The order of these intersections can determine which objects shadow or occlude
other objects in the scene. In FixTracer, ray tracing is used to determine which volume-ofinterest (VOI) in the scene a subject is fixating by intersecting a ray from the camera center
through the camera coordinates of the POR in the image plane with VOIs in the scene (Section
5.4.2). The VOI intersected by this ray with the smallest positive distance along the ray from
the camera center can then be determined as the fixated VOI and the point of intersection
between the ray and this VOI is the subject’s 3D POR. In order to perform this ray tracing,
the 3D measurements of the VOIs must be known so that they can be broken down into the
polygons which comprise them. For instance, a cubic VOI would be defined by its six square
faces. On the other hand, points-of-interest can be defined by spheres and intersections with
these spheres can also be tested (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1

Intersection of a ray with a polygon

Ray tracing through polygons is comprised of three steps to be performed on each polygon in
the scene:
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Figure 4.5: Computing the normal to the plane in which a polygon lies. In this example the polygon is
the dark triangle defined by vertices V1 , V2 , and V3 . The normal to the plane is the cross product of the
vector V12 (from V1 to V2 ) to the vector V13 (from V1 to V3 ).

1. Get the normal to the plane that contains the polygon.
2. Check if the ray intersects this plane and, if so, get the distance along the ray to the point
of intersection.
3. Check if the intersection point is contained in the polygon.
4.5.1.1

Get the normal to the plane containing the polygon

The normal to the plane that the polygon lies in can be determined from three points on the
plane; these points can be taken as three of the vertices of the polygon of interest. Two vectors
are then drawn, both from the same vertex pointing to each of the other two vertices (Figure
4.5). The cross product between these two vectors is then the normal to the plane. This normal
should be normalized to unit length so that it just represents the orientation of the plane.
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4.5.1.2

Check if the ray intersects this plane

Since the plane is infinite, the ray will intersect the plane as long as they are not parallel. If
the plane is behind the ray (i.e., the ray points in the opposite direction of the plane), then
the distance to the intersection point will be negative. In this section, it is assumed that the
starting point of the ray is [0, 0, 0] because in FixTracer the ray is defined in camera coordinates
and starts at the camera center. Also, the vertices of all VOIs are transformed from their initial
world coordinates to camera coordinates before ray tracing begins. The distance, t, along a ray
– defined by its direction vector [i, j, k] – where the ray intersects a plane with normal [a, b, c]
can be calculated as:
t=

d
axo + byo + czo + d
t=
ai + bj + ck
ai + bj + ck

(4.35)

where [xo , yo , zo ] is the starting point of the ray which results in the simplification to Equation
4.35. The value of d is calculated from the plane equation (ax + by + cz + d = 0) where
[x, y, z] is any point in the plane (and therefore can be taken as one of the vertices of the
polygon being checked). A positive distance indicates that the plane is intersected by the ray.
If this intersection point is contained in the polygon (see next section), this distance is stored
in a buffer to later determine which polygon is intersected first after t is calculated for every
polygon in the scene.
4.5.1.3

Check if the intersection point is contained in the polygon

The intersection point, q, of the ray with the plane is simply the distance along the ray times
the ray direction vector:
q = t[i j k]

(4.36)

If the ray did not start at [0, 0, 0], the ray starting point would have to be added to this point.
After this intersection point is found, it is checked to see if it falls within the boundary of
the polygon (as opposed to just the infinite plane in which the polygon lies). The angle between
the intersection point and each consecutive pair of vertices in the polygon is then calculated (see
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(a) Point inside triangle

(b) Point outside triangle

Figure 4.6: Check used to determine if a point is inside a polygon. Points inside (a) and outside (b)
triangle with corresponding angles between pairs of vertices labeled. Note, this check works for all
polygons (i.e., planar regions with 3 or more vertices).

Figure 4.6); this is when it is important that vertices (of polygons with more than three vertices)
are defined in either clockwise or counterclockwise order as opposed to “random” order (e.g.,
random order = { top left corner, bottom right corner, top right corner, bottom left corner}).

If the sum of these angles is 360◦ , the point is within the polygon. To allow for small error due

to noisy estimates near the edges of the polygon, the sum may be checked against an arbitrarily
tight range centered at 360◦ (i.e., 359◦ to 361◦ ).

4.5.2

Intersection of a ray with a sphere

Spheres can be defined by quadratic equations of the form:
(x − xc )2 + (y − yc )2 + (z − zc )2 = r 2

100
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where (xc , yc , zc ) is the position of the center of the sphere and r is the radius of the sphere.
Points along the ray starting at [0, 0, 0] with direction [i, j, k] obey the equations:
x = it

(4.38)

y = jt

(4.39)

z = kt

(4.40)

with t the distance along the ray from [0, 0, 0]. If we plug these equations into Equation 4.37,
we can solve for the intersection points of the ray with the sphere. After making the substitions
in Equations 4.40, Equation 4.37 becomes:
at2 + bt + c = 0

(4.41)

with
a = i2 + j 2 + k2

(4.42)

b = −2 (ixc + jyc + kzc )

(4.43)

c = x2c + yc2 + zc2 − r 2

(4.44)

The two solutions of t to the quadratic equation (Equation 4.41) give the distances to the
points of intersection, if they exist (Figure 4.7). If the ray passes through the sphere (Case A in
Figure 4.7), two positive real solutions are obtained with the smaller solution being the distance
to the intersection with the closer end of the sphere and the larger being the distance to the
intersection with the “back” end of the sphere. In this case, the smaller distance is stored as the
distance to the point of intersection. If the ray just grazes the sphere (Case B in Figure 4.7),
the two positive real solutions are equal (i.e., one unique solution is obtained) and that distance
is stored. Other options are the ray starts inside the sphere (irrelevant to our application) or
does not intersect the sphere (i.e., the sphere is not fixated).
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Figure 4.7: Intersection of a ray with a sphere. In this figure, t1 and t2 are the two solutions to Equation
4.41. For the case of t1 < 0 < t2 , the camera center is inside the sphere.
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Chapter 5

FixTracer Algorithm
This chapter describes the FixTracer algorithm in detail which is an offline algorithm that has
been implemented in Matlab (www.mathworks.com). A flowchart of the algorithm is presented
in Figure 5.1. The main inputs to this program are the eye and scene videos, each of which are
digitized to frames of 480×720 pixels (height×width). Additional required inputs are volume-ofinterest (VOI) dimensions and locations and scene camera intrinsic parameters. Ground truth
points that are not VOI vertices can also be input, if desired. Otherwise, ground truth points
can be set to VOI vertices via the FixTracer graphic user interface (GUI) (Section 6.3.4.1).

5.1

Synchronization

Since the eye and scene videos are recorded separately and the scene video is dynamic, the videos
must be synchronized. Synchronization is necessary in order for the point-of-regard (POR) in
the scene video, corresponding to tracked eye features, to be overlaid on the correct area of the
scene captured at the same moment in time that these eye features were in this position. To
simplify synchronization, an electronic strobe is activated once near the beginning of the videos
and once near the end of the videos. The two resulting flashes, each visible in both eye and
scene videos, can be used to align the two video records and adjust for any difference in frame
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of FixTracer algorithm.
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rate between the cameras. The FixTracer GUI allows input of the frame numbers during which
the two flashes occurred. A regression is then computed using the built-in Matlab function
regress to determine the linear mapping from eye frame index to corresponding scene frame
index and vice versa. The result of this regression is a slope and intercept value stored in a
.mat file loaded for POR calibration and ray tracing (see Figure 5.1).

5.2

Eye video processing

This section discusses the processing of the eye video and creation and processing of POR data
(top left box of flowchart labeled “Get 2D PORs and Fixations” in Figure 5.1). No scene
processing is performed during any of the steps discussed in this section; however, the POR
calibration discussed in Section 5.2.3 does require the scene video for user interaction. After
all steps in this section are complete, the eye video is no longer required by FixTracer unless
its frames are desired for inclusion in the output videos (generation of these videos are not
included in the flowchart in Figure 5.1).

5.2.1

Track pupil and corneal reflection

We detect the pupil and corneal reflection (CR) in each eye video frame using the radial
symmetry detector [54] described in Section 3.5.1.3. This technique detects circular regions of
specified radii using the gradients at those distances away from each point. Therefore, with
the gradient pointing from dark to light, the pupil center is detected as the point with the
minimum total gradient (as contributed by points one radius away) for its radius and the CR
center is detected as the point with the maximum total gradient for its radius. This technique
works well for detecting the pupil and CR by allowing a large range of pupil radii values (e.g.,
10-40 pixels) to be searched in the first frame and a tighter range (around the pupil radius
detected for the previous frame) in future frames (e.g., 25-30 pixels). To allow for pupil dilation
and constriction, we update the range of pupil radii to center at the radius of the previously
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Set initial pupil radius range to pRadius = range(10, 40).
for each frame of eye video do
3:
Load eye image, convert to grayscale and downsample by a factor of 2.
4:
Search for radial symmetry using radius values from pRadius.
5:
Store position, confidence* and radius (rp ) of pixel resulting in minimum radial gradient
for pupil.
6:
Search an 80×80 region to the bottom left of the pupil center for radial symmetry using
radii in range(2, 7) pixels.
7:
Store position and confidence of pixel resulting in maximum radial gradient for CR.
8:
if pupil confidence > 200 then
9:
Update pRadius = range(rp − 2, rp + 2) for next pupil search.
10:
end if
11: end for
* confidence = absolute value of total gradient contribution of surrounding pixels, see Section
3.5.1.3 or [54].
1:
2:

Figure 5.2: Pseudocode for tracking pupil and CR.

detected pupil. Pseudocode for this routine is provided in Figure 5.2.

5.2.2

Compensate for headgear motion

POR in the scene video is typically obtained from the relative position of the pupil with respect
to the CR (e.g., pupil center minus CR center [58], Section 3.5.1.4). Since the eye tracker
headgear may move with respect to the subject’s eye, we account for this motion – which
directly affects the pupil minus CR vector independent of eye movements – using our technique
described in [46] and [52]. In short, we separate the effects of eye movements and headgear
movements using the equations:
ge Pt − CRt
ge − gh
= Pt − Ph

Ph =

(5.1)

Pe

(5.2)
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where Xe represents pupil (X = P) or CR (X = CR) position due to eye movement, Xh
represents position due to headgear movement and Xt represents the positions tracked in the
eye video (from Section 5.2.1). We use gain values ([horizontal, vertical]) of ge = [0.56, 0.46]
and gh = [0.88, 0.87], which were determined empirically as described in Section A.1. Between
calculating Ph and Pe , we smooth Ph (headgear motion) by a median filter of width 7 frames
followed by a Gaussian filter of width 21 frames and standard deviation 4. Then we calibrate
Pe data to POR in scene (see following section).

5.2.3

Calibrate POR

POR calibration is the process of mapping from eye movements (the Pe array) to 2D PORs
in scene images. This mapping requires correspondences between pupil positions (samples in
Pe ) and scene positions (coordinates in scene images) using the portion of each video (eye and
scene) that was captured during subject calibration. Subject calibration should be performed
at least once per subject and preferably each time the headgear is taken off and put back
on; see Section 6.2.3 for details on how the subject is calibrated. The start and end of the
frame range during which the subject calibration occurred is selected manually by the user as
well as the frame ranges during which the subject fixated each calibration point as described
in Section 6.3.3. The median horizontal pupil coordinate during this frame range is then
determined and the middle occurrence of this coordinate is chosen as the eye frame to use
for this calibration point. The corresponding scene frame, determined from synchronization
(Section 5.1), is displayed to the user for selection of the fixated calibration point in this image.
The position in Pe for this eye frame and the manually selected scene position are then taken
as the correspondence for this calibration point and the process is repeated for all calibration
points. This develops a correspondence between 2D points in the Pe array (containing horizontal
and vertical values) and the manually selected coordinates of calibration points in the scene
images, which represent the corresponding 2D PORs. The homography matrix between the eye
and scene image coordinate systems is computed using these correspondences (Section 4.3.4).
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This homography matrix is then applied to each point in the Pe array to produce a 2D POR
corresponding to each frame of the eye video.

5.2.4

Identify fixations

We use the duration-sensitive I-VT algorithm that we evaluated in [69] to identify the start and
end of each fixation. Before each POR is processed, we check to determine if the POR is outside
of the image boundary. A POR outside of the image bounds (x or y coordinates < 1, x > 720,
or y > 480) is determined to be the result of a track loss and processing skips to the next POR;
a track loss may be due to the algorithm failing to detect the pupil or CR (e.g., due to occlusion
by an eyelid) or to the subject blinking. In the case of a valid POR (i.e., within image bounds),
the distance between the POR (b = [xb , yb ]) and the previous valid POR (a = [xa , ya ]) is
,

computed. This distance, the standard Euclidean distance d =

.

-

(xb − xa )2 + (yb − ya )2 , is

then compared to a threshold, dmax . If d is less than dmax , the two PORs are potentially within
one fixation, otherwise they are not. A count, potfix, is updated each time a POR matches
this criterion. When a POR no longer matches the criterion, potfix is reset to 1; potfix starts
at 1 because it represents the number of PORs in the current potential fixation and after the
first match (e.g., a ↔ b) two PORs are within the potential fixation (with one more, after each

additional match). When potfix reaches the minimum fixation duration, tmin , a fixation is

found and the start of the fixation is stored. The fixation ends as soon as a POR no longer fits
within dmax of the previous valid POR and the duration of the fixation is stored. Pseudocode
for this fixation-identification procedure is presented in Figure 5.3.

5.3

Scene video processing

This section discusses the processing of the scene video to obtain the projection matrices of the
scene camera (top right box of flowchart in Figure 5.1). No information from any step discussed
in Section 5.2 is required during any of the steps discussed in this section; in other words, these
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Initially potfix = 1 and all PORs are labeled as not within fixations.
for all valid PORs (not track losses) do
Calculate the Euclidean distance from this POR to the previous valid POR: d.
if d ≤ dmax then
Increment potfix.
if potfix = tmin then
Mark this POR and corresponding previous PORs as within a fixation.
Store start of fixation.
else if potfix > tmin then
Mark POR as within a fixation.
end if
else
if potfix ≥ tmin then
Fixation ended on last valid POR, store fixation duration.
end if
Reset potfix = 1.
end if
end for
Figure 5.3: Pseudocode for fixation-identification algorithm.
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stages can be performed in parallel or reverse order (i.e., get scene camera motion then get
PORs and fixations).
With knowledge of the camera intrinsic parameters (from camera calibration), we can reconstruct feature points and calculate camera position and orientation up to a metric reconstruction
with colinearity, parallelism and proportions preserved but to an unknown scale [33]. With additional knowledge of the 3D location of at least four coplanar (or six non-coplanar) features
in the world, we can obtain a metric reconstruction of the world with colinearity, parallelism,
proportions and scale preserved. Therefore, we use vertices of our VOIs (whose locations and
dimensions are measured for fixation tagging) as ground truth to initialize our structure and
motion calculation; if desired, other points in the scene can be used as ground truth (Section
6.3.4.1). After feature tracking and keyframe selection, we calculate the camera projection matrices for two keyframes, the ground truth frames, using our 3D ground truth points and their
positions in these two keyframes (see Section 6.3.4.1 for how these 2D↔3D correspondences
are generated). Then, features tracked through these keyframes are reconstructed and used
to obtain camera projection matrices of additional keyframes. These new matrices are used
to reconstruct additional features, which are then used towards calculating additional camera
matrices and the process continues until all camera projection matrices are computed; this
may require additional selection of ground truth points but was not necessary in our tests (see
Chapter 9). We break down this process in more detail in the remainder of this section.

5.3.1

Track features

The feature tracking process is the slowest and most error-prone part of the FixTracer algorithm.
We start by detecting corners in all frames of the scene video (or all frames of the section of
the scene video that we wish to process). Then we determine initial feature tracks by taking
advantage of the fact that the camera only moves a small amount between consecutive frames,
such that corresponding features between these frames have very similar pixel coordinates. This
helps keep the processing time down by using the feature motion through previous positions
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to match it to the feature that most obeys this motion vector. Image information is then
only used on features not matched using the motion vector prediction. Since this process may
introduce errors in the feature tracks, we developed a procedure to clean these tracks (Section
5.3.1.4). Since we would like to have features in common between distant keyframes, so that
the projection matrices of these keyframes are correctly positioned and oriented with respect
to each other, we have also developed a routine to merge feature tracks that correspond to the
same point in the world (Section 5.3.1.5). These clean and merge steps are performed after
keyframe selection (Section 5.3.1.3) to reduce the amount of feature positions that need to be
processed. These steps are all described in more detail in the remainder of this section. Our
feature tracking process is also described and tested in [68].
5.3.1.1

Detect corners

As mentioned in Chapter 4, we use the Harris corner detector [32] to find robust features in
our images (Section 4.3.1). The Harris corner detector is relatively fast compared to three
other corner detectors that we tested [34, 81, 27] and worked especially well when using a fairly
large radius of 10 pixels for our corner neighborhood. To further speed up corner detection,
we subsample each image to half its original size before corner detection; this is sufficient
because of the low quality of our scene camera. For this subsampled image we use a radius
of 5 pixels, sigma (standard deviation of smoothing Gaussian) of 1.5 pixels and threshold of
400. Corner detection is performed on the grayscale version (obtained using the built-in Matlab
function rgb2gray) of each video frame independent of all other video frames and the 2D image
coordinates of detected corners are saved in a separate .mat file for each frame; these corner
positions are multiplied by 2 to account for the subsampling and represent positions in the
full-size image. We remove corners that are within 20 pixels of the image boundary as these
positions are most affected by camera distortions and these corners are often the result of the
undesirable black band around the frame (e.g., along right edge and bottom edge of image in
Figure 5.4). During the corner detection process, the image difference between the current and
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Figure 5.4: Harris corners detected in a scene video frame. Corners marked in red were removed due to
proximity to image boundary before storing corner positions.

previous frame is computed to determine the maximum distance to search for matches in the
following step of the algorithm. This image difference is approximated by the average absolute
difference between corresponding pixel coordinates. We compute this value during the corner
detection process because all images are loaded during this process (and are not necessarily
loaded during the matching process).
5.3.1.2

Get initial feature tracks

Feature matching is often performed by correlating certain characteristics of the features such
as the pixel values in the neighborhood of the feature (grayscale correlation), phase information
about the feature neighborhood (monogenic phase) or the strength and orientation of the edges
in the feature neighborhood (e.g., the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the image gradient);
for more details on feature matching, see Section 4.3 or [90]. These correlations can be time
consuming and, in the case of matching features through an image sequence, do not take
advantage of the fact that features tend to move only a small amount between consecutive
112
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video frames. Therefore, we chose to use a nearest-neighbor approach with prediction of the
feature position via its motion vector through previous frames. In this section, we use the first
four frames of one of our test scene videos to demonstrate our feature tracking. Pseudocode for
our feature tracking is presented in Figure 5.3.1.2 with an illustration in Figure 5.6.
Since we used a large feature radius in our Harris corner detector (i.e., about twice the
typical radius size), features are not crowded together. Feature correspondences between the
first two frames are determined by matching each feature in the first image to the nearest
feature in the second image. For the third frame, the motion of features through the first two
frames is calculated to predict the position of each feature in the third frame. For all remaining
frames, the motion vector of the feature through the previous three frames is computed to
make two predictions: (1) from the position of this feature in the frame two frames back (pb
in Figure 5.6), and (2) from the position of this feature in the previous frame (pc in Figure
5.6). If a feature was not present in the frame three frames back, the prediction is made using
just the previous two frames, as in the case of frame 3. If a feature was not present in the
previous frame, the prediction is made assuming continuous motion using just the frames three
and two frames back as: pb = b + 2d1 (see Figure 5.6). Corners that fall within 20 pixels of the
predicted position for a given feature are putatively added to that feature track. If two different
matches are obtained from each of these prediction steps (i.e., a feature present in both the
previous frame and the frame two frames back is matched to two different corners in the current
image), the results are compared using the normalized image neighborhoods; the match whose
difference between feature neighborhoods is smaller is chosen as the correct match.
Grayscale correlation is then used to search for matches for features in the current frame
remaining (i.e., not assigned to a feature track) after these prediction steps. This grayscale
correlation is performed against all unmatched corners from the previous frame (i.e., features
in the previous frame not yet assigned to a feature track). The maximum distance searched
for matches during grayscale correlation is determined using the difference between images
calculated during corner computation. If the difference between the previous and current image
113
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f = first frame to process. N = last frame to process.
Load differences between images computed during corner detection → d.
Load corners in frames f and f + 1.
if d(f + 1) then
Match corners in frame f to nearest neighbors in frame f + 1, store matches.
else
Store all corners in matches.
end if
f = f + 1.
while f < N do
f = f + 1.
Determine which corners in previous frame were not matched to any stored features.
Load corners in frame f .
if d(f ) then
Match corners in current image to already matched corners in previous two images
using motion vector predictions.
Determine which corners in current frame were not matched to any stored features.
Use correlation to match corners between f and f − 1 that have not been matched to
any stored features.
else
All corners in this frame match all corners in previous frame.
end if
end while
Set keyframes.
Clean matches.
Merge features.
Figure 5.5: Track corners through all frames.
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Figure 5.6: Motion vector prediction for initial feature matching. In the example images in this figure,
frames 1 through 3 have been previously processed and the feature marked has been tracked through these
three frames. The region of the images shown is the same exact region (in terms of pixel coordinates) for
all three frames for illustration of how the feature is moving through the video (i.e., the feature is moving
to the left of the region). The predicted positions from frames 2 and 3 (pb and pc , respectively) resulted
in the same feature in frame 4 being chosen as the proper match for this feature track, as marked at the
bottom of this figure.
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is less than the mean difference for all pairs of consecutive images, the maximum distance is
set to 20 pixels, otherwise a maximum distance of 40 pixels is used; these values worked well in
initial testing on multiple scenes. All correspondences between the previous and current frame
(determined by motion vector prediction or grayscale correlation) are then fit to a homography
matrix to find and remove outliers.
Since image information is not used in the prediction steps, a feature can latch onto an
incorrect match, particularly in the case of the current feature being occluded in the new view.
To alleviate this problem, tracks are cleaned after keyframe selection to remove bad matches
and/or separate tracks belonging to multiple features (Section 5.3.1.4). On the other hand, since
image information is not used for some or all of the matches in a given frame, the matching
process is performed relatively quickly. Since grayscale correlation is only used to match corners
that remain after the motion vector prediction steps, the time to produce the correlation results
is greatly reduced as there are significantly fewer combinations of features to check.
5.3.1.3

Set keyframes

After features are preliminarily matched through all frames of the image sequence, keyframes
are selected (see Section 4.4.1 for background on keyframes). The first frame of the image
sequence is chosen as the first keyframe. For each following frame, the number of features in
common between this frame and the previous keyframe is determined. Then, the coverage of
these features across the current frame is computed by dividing the image into 64 bins in a
uniform 8×8 grid and counting the number of bins that contain at least one feature (Figure
5.7). The last frame to have more than 60 features in common with the previous keyframe
and more than 50% of its bins filled is chosen as the next keyframe (see Section 9.1 for more
on parameter settings). If a frame that matches both of these criteria can not be found, the
frame 10 frames away from the previous keyframe is chosen as the next keyframe. The process
is repeated to find the next keyframe with respect to the last keyframe set and so on until the
end of the image sequence is reached.
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Figure 5.7: Calculation of feature coverage for keyframe selection. Red crosshairs mark features that
were tracked through this frame and green crosshairs represent features in common between this frame
and the previous keyframe. The potential keyframe is divided into a uniform grid of 8×8 bins (outlined
in yellow) and all bins that contain at least one feature in common with the previous frame is counted
to determine the percentage of coverage of these inliers. Darkened bins do not contain common features,
the remaining bins are counted to determine coverage. In this example, this frame has 104 features in
common with the previous keyframe and 39 out of the 64 bins contain at least one of these features for
a percentage coverage of 60.9%.
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To reduce the amount of working memory used, feature positions in intraframes – frames
that are not keyframes – are removed from the feature tracks. Also, features that are not present
in at least two keyframes are removed. This keyframe selection step may be skipped (or moved
to after the merging step) and the following procedures performed on the feature tracks through
all frames. Otherwise, the following steps only use information about the feature positions in
keyframes. Initial feature tracks are saved prior to removing intraframe results from the tracks
as this information is required later to obtain the camera projection matrices for intraframes.
5.3.1.4

Clean feature tracks

Multiple problems may appear within feature tracks. A tracked feature can drift, jump from
one feature to another or be inaccurately matched in intermediate frames but then return to its
proper position in future frames. The routine presented here aims to correct all of these types
of problems. Pseudocode for this routine is presented in Figure 5.3.1.4.
For each feature, its image neighborhood in each keyframe in which it has been tracked is
computed and normalized so that all pixel values fall within the range of 0 to 1. This image
neighborhood, in a given frame, is referred to as a feature vector for that frame. Normalization
of this image neighborhood (such that the pixel values range from 0 to 1) makes this routine
robust against illumination changes in the scene. An N ×N distance matrix is computed for

each feature f , with N equal to the number of keyframes through which this feature was
tracked. The value at (i, j) in the distance matrix is the Euclidean distance between the feature
vectors in keyframes i and j. These distances are then compared to a threshold, dClean. If all
distances are below the threshold, the feature track is determined to be good and left alone.
If all distances are above threshold, the feature track is entirely removed. If, for any feature
vector, the distance to all other feature vectors exceeds dClean, the feature coordinates in that
keyframe are removed from the track. If a feature vector is within threshold of one other feature
vector, x, it is considered to correspond to all feature vectors that are also within dClean of x.
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for each feature track f do
Determine in which keys this feature is present.
Get normalized image neighborhood around feature in each keyframe: feature vectors.
Create distance matrix Df containing distances between all pairs of feature vectors.
if max of Df > dClean then
Zero out entries corresponding to feature vectors that are not within dClean of any
other feature vector.
Move good matches (within dClean of some but not all feature vectors) that belong to
a separate feature to new feature tracks.
end if
end for
Remove tracks that no longer span two keyframes.
Figure 5.8: Clean feature tracks.

For example, if the distance matrix for feature f tracked through keyframes 1 to 5 is:
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and dClean= 4.5, then the feature track is broken between keyframes 2 and 3 and assumed to
correspond to two different features, one present in keyframes 1 and 2 and the second present
in keyframes 3, 4 and 5. More examples (with corresponding images) are provided in [68]. We
set our dClean threshold to 10 (normalized grayscale values) to obtain the results presented in
Chapter 9; see Appendix A.2 for an evaluation of varying dClean. This threshold depends on
the radius used to compute the image neighborhoods. We used image neighborhoods of width
w equal to that used in our corner detector and in our grayscale correlation: w = 21 pixels
(equivalently, a radius of 10). Figure 5.9 shows an example of a feature track that was cleaned.
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Figure 5.9: Example of a feature track that was cleaned using a dClean of 10. The feature position is
marked in yellow in each keyframe through which the feature was tracked (top). The feature shifted from
the bottom of the lowest shelf piece to the top of the shelf piece in keyframe 7 and returned to its initial
position (in the world) for keyframes 8 and 9. The distance matrix generated for this feature through
these keyframes (bottom) contains the Euclidean distances between the normalized image neighborhoods
(shown beside its corresponding row and column in the matrix) or feature vectors for every combination
of keyframes. For example, the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors in keyframes 8 and 9 is
1.3 normalized grayscale levels and the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors in keyframes 7
and 8 is 10.5. Using this distance matrix, the feature was removed from keyframe 7.
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Merge feature tracks

A common problem with feature tracking is “broken” features, where a feature may not be
detected in some intermediate frames and redetected later as a “new” feature. These breaks
in feature tracks may be due to occlusion, the feature falling outside the image boundaries or
the feature detection or matching scheme missing the feature in a given frame. Reconnecting
these broken features can be of great benefit to a structure and motion recovery routine. In
some cases, not merging these tracks may even make structure and motion recovery impossible
because a minimum number of features must be in common between previously processed
keyframes and the current keyframe being processed in order to compute camera motion.
Our routine for merging features is very similar to the previously presented routine for
cleaning feature tracks and should be carried out after the cleaning procedure. Pseudocode for
this routine is presented in Figure 5.10. First, a mean normalized feature vector is computed
for each feature. Since this routine is performed after cleaning the feature tracks, these mean
vectors should accurately represent their features. Next, one F ×F distance matrix, D, is

computed with F equal to the number of features remaining after the clean procedure. Here,
D(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between the mean vectors for features i and j. These distances
are compared against a different threshold, dMerge, to determine which features correspond.
This threshold is set more strictly than dClean for two reasons: (1) mean vectors are relatively
smoother than the individual vectors used in the clean procedure, and (2) it is more costly to
merge features that should not be merged than to not merge features that should be merged.
Features within a distance of dMerge = 1.25 from each other were merged together to obtain
the results presented in Chapter 9. Figure 5.11 shows an example of a feature track that was
cleaned.

5.3.2

Get scene camera motion

Scene camera motion is obtained through an iterative process of computing camera projection
matrices and 3D feature coordinates. First, ground truth is used to compute camera projection
121
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Compute a mean normalized feature vector for each feature.
2: Create a distance matrix containing the distance between every combination of 2 mean
feature vectors: D.
3: Merge all features i and j with D (i, j) < dMerge.
1:

Figure 5.10: Merge recovered features.

matrices for two keyframes. These two keyframes, and their projection matrices, are then used
to reconstruct all features in common between them. This results in the initial structure and
motion (Section 5.3.2.2). These features are then used to compute more projection matrices
which are in turn used to compute more features and the process continues until all keyframe
projection matrices are computed or there is no more additional information (Section 5.3.2.3).
If projection matrices for all keyframes are not computed, the user is prompted to select ground
truth points in one of these keyframes (for which a projection matrix was not computed) and
the process repeats; this additional selection of ground truth was not required for any of the
eight videos tested and presented in Chapter 9. Once projection matrices for all keyframes are
determined, projection matrices for intraframes are calculated using the final reconstructed 3D
features and the initial feature tracks (from Section 5.3.1.2). Projection matrices that are not
computed after this step are then filled in using the projection matrices of neighboring frames
(Section 5.3.2.5). The result is a projection matrix for every frame of the scene video, with
reprojection errors computed and stored for each frame.
5.3.2.1

Prepare ground truth

Since we aim for the structure and motion that is initialized from our ground truth to ultimately
result in the calculation of projection matrices for all keyframes, the algorithm automatically
selects the middle two keyframes to use as ground truth frames because these frames have the
shortest average distance (in terms of number of keyframes) from all other keyframes. These
frames are presented to the user for verification (Section 6.3.4.1). These frames should represent
122
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Figure 5.11: Example of two feature tracks that were merged together using a dMerge of 1.25. Each
feature is shown by its position in the keyframes through which it was tracked and its mean normalized
feature vector. This feature was temporarily lost after keyframe 6 due to the scene camera moving down
and the feature leaving its view. The feature came back into view when the camera moved back up
before keyframe 9 and was tracked as a new feature present in just keyframes 9 and 10. The Euclidean
distance between the mean feature vectors for these two feature tracks is 1.10 normalized grayscale
values. Therefore, these features are merged using dMerge = 1.25.
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two different views of the scene (i.e., be separated by a large baseline) and contain at least 4
ground truth points; if only 4 or 5 ground truth points are used, no three of these points should
be colinear and all of these points should be coplanar in the 3D world, otherwise 6 or more
points are required. The user is then prompted to select these ground truth points in the first
ground truth frame; these points may be VOI vertices (recommended) or any other premeasured
points in the scene (Section 6.3.4.1). These manually selected points in the first ground truth
frame are then automatically matched to points in the second ground truth frame using the
homography between the two frames to produce rough guesses as to the locations to search for
each match. These matches are then presented to the user for verification or correction (Section
6.3.4.1). The result of ground truth setup is a set of 2D-2D-3D correspondences that contains
2D locations of 4 or more points in two keyframes and their corresponding 3D coordinates in
the world.
5.3.2.2

Get initial structure and motion from ground truth

The PnP problem (Section 4.4.2) is solved using the ground truth information prepared in the
previous step to obtain the camera projection matrices for each of the two ground truth frames;
to solve the PnP problem (i.e., solve for the position and orientation of the camera) throughout
the FixTracer algorithm, we use the function compute extrinsics from [5]. This function
computes an initial guess of the projection matrix using the Direct Linear Transform and then
optimizes this guess with up to 20 iterations of gradient descent. The function also computes reprojection errors for each point (i.e., Euclidean distance between reprojection of 3D coordinates
using the newly computed camera matrix and the corresponding 2D coordinates input). We use
these reprojection errors to determine outliers as points whose errors are greater than 100 times
the median error and recompute the projection matrix (using the same compute extrinsics
function) without these outliers. The final average reprojection error (computed after removal
of outliers) for each projection matrix is stored.
The final projection matrices for the two ground truth frames are then used to recon124
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struct all features in common between these two frames. Features are reconstructed using the
triangulate function from [37] after normalizing the feature correspondences to camera coordinates. These reconstructed features are then used to start the calculation of camera projection
matrices for remaining keyframes.
5.3.2.3

Update structure and motion using keyframes

The structure (reconstructed 3D feature coordinates) and motion (of the scene camera described
by its projection matrices at keyframes) is updated iteratively until no more information can be
obtained. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.12 and pseudocode is provided in Figure 5.13.
For each keyframe, all features in this keyframe that have been previously reconstructed are used
to calculate the camera projection matrix for this frame. The same process used to calculate
the camera projection matrix in the previous step is performed using final feature tracks (from
after merge step, Section 5.3.1.5) instead of ground truth points. If, after determining outliers
and recomputing the projection matrix P, the average reprojection error is less than the average
reprojection error of the previously stored projection matrix for this keyframe (as a projection
matrix for a given keyframe may be computed multiple times using additional information
each time during this iterative step) or there is no projection matrix stored yet for this frame,
the new projection matrix and reprojection error are stored. This process is repeated for all
keyframes. Then, we loop through all keyframes whose projection matrices were updated. All
features in this keyframe and at least one other keyframe with a computed projection matrix are
reconstructed using the same method to reconstruct features in Section 5.3.2.2, only now more
than two keyframes may be used to reconstruct a feature. If any projection matrix was updated,
the process is repeated because even if no “new” features (i.e., features not yet reconstructed)
were reconstructed, “old” features have been reconstructed with the new projection matrices
which were either previously unknown or potentially less accurate (because they had higher
reprojection errors during the last reconstruction of these features). When no more projection
matrices are updated, the process is complete and the structure (3D feature coordinates) is
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final; features are no longer reconstructed after this step.
5.3.2.4

Get motion of intraframes

Final reconstructed feature positions from the previous step are used along with the initial feature tracks determined in Section 5.3.1.2 to compute the projection matrices for all intraframes.
If any intraframe does not contain at least four reconstructed features, its projection matrix can
not be computed. Also, if the intraframe contains four or five reconstructed features but these
features are not all coplanar in the world, the projection matrix can not be computed. These
projection matrices are generated in the following step of the algorithm. For intraframes that
do have four or more coplanar reconstructed features or six or more non-coplanar reconstructed
features tracked through them, their projection matrices are computed in the same manner as
done throughout the structure and motion recovery process.
5.3.2.5

Get final motion

For all frames whose projection matrices were not computed, approximate projection matrices
are assigned. Projection matrices are not stored for a frame if either the frame does not have
at least four reconstructed features tracked through it or the compute extrinsics function
failed to compute a projection matrix due to degenerate data (e.g., only have information on
four or five features and these features are not coplanar in the world or features are collinear
in the scene frame) resulting in a singular or badly scaled matrix of feature correspondences.
Each of these projection matrices are created by filling in each of its 12 elements individually.
Each element is assigned to the median value of this element over the previous 10 frames (or
fewer, if on second to tenth frame). If on the first frame, the median value of this element over
the next 10 frames is used. The array for each projection matrix element through all frames
is median filtered with a width of 5 frames to further clean the motion results; this removes
undesirable spikes in the motion data due to bad feature positions in isolated frames. This
process is performed separately for the extracted camera positions and orientations; that is,
126
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Figure 5.12: Updating structure and motion. Middle frame outlined in bold is the current keyframe being
processed. Frames on either side of this frame with images shown are keyframes for which projection
matrices have already been computed. Frames grayed out are frames whose projection matrices have
not yet been computed. The three objects in the scene are for illustration and meant to represent
random items. In step 2, all five features marked with ×’s in the current frame are used to compute
the projection matrix (only one arrow is shown for clarity). Similarly, all features marked with ×’s and
"’s are reconstructed in step 3 using the projection matrices of their corresponding frames; arrows are
only shown for one feature for clarity. Other features in common between this frame and other frames
with computed projection matrices are also reconstructed, even if they have already been computed,
now that additional information is available.
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newInfo = 1
Initialize skipPs to empty array.
while newInfo do
(Re)initialize getPkeys to empty array.
Determine which features have been reconstructed.
for each keyframe k do
Determine which features are present in this keyframe and have been reconstructed.
if at least 4 features in this keyframe have been reconstructed then
if these reconstructed features are same as last features used to calculate Pk then
Continue to next keyframe.
end if
Compute Pk for this keyframe.
if Pk was computed okay then
Store features used to calculate Pk .
if Reprojection error decreased from last calculation of Pk then
Store Pk , reprojection error and append k to getPkeys.
end if
end if
end if
if no new P was computed then
if P∀k have not been computed then
Prompt user to select ground points in first k whose P was not reconstructed.
Compute Pk from ground truth.
if Pk was computed okay then
Store Pk , reprojection error and append k to getPkeys.
else
Append k to skipPs.
end if
else
newInfo = 0.
Exit loop (no new information and no P left to compute).
end if
end if
end for
for each k in getPkeys do
for each feature f in k do
if f is present in at least one other keyframe with a P then
Get all keyframes that this feature is present in.
if these keyframes were not all used to reconstruct f previously then
Reconstruct feature and store keyframes used to reconstruct it.
end if
end if
end for
end for
end while
Store final reconstructed features and computed projection matrices.
Figure 5.13: Pseudocode for updating structure and motion for keyframes.
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(a) Initial camera positions

(b) Initial camera angles

(c) Final camera positions

(d) Final camera angles

Figure 5.14: Camera positions and orientation angles (a,b) before and (c,d) after filling in empty values
(initially set to 0 inches or 90 degrees) and median filtering initial results. These data correspond to
the scene and task described in Section 9.2 for which a subject was wheeled in a chair to three different
locations.

each element of the camera position vector for each of these frames is filled in using the camera
positions of the previous frames, etc. Figure 5.14 shows an example of the camera positions
and orientations across all frames before and after this final motion recovery step.

5.4

Get 3D PORs and encode fixations to VOIs

This portion of FixTracer combines the results from eye and scene video processing (Sections
5.2 and 5.3, respectively; see Figure 5.1). In order to tag a fixation, the required inputs are:
(1) intrinsic parameters of the scene camera; (2) POR position in one scene frame during the
fixation; (3) camera projection matrix for this scene frame; and (4) 3D positions and dimen-
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sions of VOIs. The camera projection matrices for all frames are normalized; this means that
the camera intrinsic parameters were used to convert feature image coordinates to normalized
camera coordinates (see Section 4.2.2) before reconstructing features, and positions obtained
from projecting 3D points with these matrices are in normalized camera coordinates within the
image plane. A normalized camera projection matrix is one where P = [R t] (i.e., t = −RC

and K is a 3×3 identity matrix in Section 4.2.3 Equation 4.10). To convert image coordinates
to normalized camera coordinates, we use the normalize function from [5]. This function takes
into account the intrinsic parameters in K as well as the geometric distortion of the camera. To
return to image coordinates from these normalized camera coordinates, we first divide by their
third element (i.e., treat the 3D Cartesian camera coordinates as a homogeneous 3-vector),
then distort the coordinates (using apply distortion from [5]), then apply the camera calibration matrix (Section 4.2.2, Eqn. 4.8). The steps required to tag fixations are described in
the following two sections.

5.4.1

Prepare VOIs

In this first version of FixTracer, VOIs can be rectangular solids or points-of-interest (POIs);
also, in this version, rectangular solid VOIs are all assumed to have the same orientation with
respect to the world coordinate system with the top and bottom faces parallel to the xz-plane,
the right and left faces parallel to the yz-plane and the front and back faces parallel to the
xy-plane. These restrictions can be extended in later versions of FixTracer by allowing more
description of VOI dimensions and locations (e.g., objects with more than 4 polygons defined
by many vertices) and/or including more ray intersection functions (e.g., intersection of a ray
with a cone). With the current restrictions, a VOI can be easily measured manually, described
by one coordinate and its dimensions and this information for all VOIs can be easily input via
a text file.
VOI information is input via a text file that contains the 5-character VOI tag, width, height
and depth of the VOI and 3D world coordinates of the front lower left corner (Figure 5.15).
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This text file can be created in any text editor by separating its elements by commas and saving
it with a .csv or .txt extension or creating it in a spreadsheet application (e.g., Microsoft Excel)
and saving the file as a comma-separated values (.csv) file. With the orientation assumed as
previously described, the width is the length of the VOI along the x-dimension, height along
the y-dimension and depth along the z-dimension. This input VOI text file should also contain
the tag, or name, assigned to each VOI. POIs are input with their coordinates as the front lower
left coordinate and their dimensions all set to zero. The units of this information are arbitrary
and determine the units of the final results.
FixTracer reads in this text file and generates all the vertices of the VOIs. These vertices
are then arranged in clockwise order to create a 3 × 4 × 6V matrix containing the 3 × 4 polygon

matrix (3 coordinates, 4 vertices) for each of the 6 faces of the V VOIs; these are the polygons
that are checked for gaze intersections. This allows FixTracer to report which face of the VOI
is intersected and the 2D location of the point of intersection – the subject’s POR – within the
face.

5.4.2

Ray trace fixations

For each fixation, the middle frame of the fixation is taken as its representative frame. The
middle frame is used because the end frames are more likely to be the end or beginning of
a saccade whose POR was misconnected to the fixation. The rotation and translation of the
camera coordinate system for this frame is extracted from the camera projection matrix for
this frame, determined as described in Section 5.3.2. VOI vertices are converted from world to
camera coordinates using these camera rotation and translation values. The 2D POR in the
scene video is converted to camera coordinates using the normalize function from the Camera
Calibration Toolbox [5] which first uses the focal length and principal point coordinates (values
in the camera calibration matrix) to convert to points in the image plane and then undistorts
these points using the distortion coefficients. The z-value of these points in the image plane is
1 in normalized camera coordinates. The vector from the camera center [0, 0, 0] to this point
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Figure 5.15: Defining VOIs. Example VOIs with corresponding VOI file as it would appear in a spreadsheet or a text editor (e.g., Microsoft Excel or TextEdit, resp.). Column names in headerline of file are
unimportant but this is how they are set when the output VOI file is generated for Python (either way,
FixTracer skips this line when reading the file so the line only serves as a guide to the user).
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is normalized to unit magnitude to determine the ray direction; here, normalized just refers to
dividing by the magnitude of the vector. This ray is then traced through (i.e., checked against)
every VOI face or sphere, where points-of-interest are represented by spheres of radius 2. The
distance to all surfaces or spheres intersected is computed (Section 4.5) and the VOI intersected
first (with smallest distance to intersection point) is determined to be the fixated VOI. The
point of intersection with this VOI is then converted back to world coordinates, using the same
camera rotation and translation values, to obtain the 3D POR. For rectangular solid VOIs, the
intersected face (e.g., front, right, etc.) is stored and the coordinates of the POR within this
face is calculated (see Section 5.5.2). This gives one the opportunity of further investigating
fixations within a face of a VOI as well as provides more detail on these fixations in case one
wants to look at smaller areas-of-interest or VOIs within the previously defined VOI.

5.5

Composing additional output information

The information presented in this section that is output by FixTracer is additional information
that is not required to tag fixations. In other words, this section does not discuss the following
information that is also computed by FixTracer and available for output: 2D pupil and CR
positions tracked through the eye video, 2D POR in the scene video, start and duration of
all fixations and 3D camera position and orientation for all scene video frames. The following
information is computed by FixTracer to be used for analysis or visualization of eye (fixation)
and head motion.

5.5.1

3D Point-of-Regard

The 3D POR for each fixation is obtained from the ray intersection of this fixation with the
first interesected VOI in the scene. This 3D POR in camera coordinates is simply the ray
direction scaled by the distance to the intersection point (calculated during ray tracing, see
Sections 4.5 and 5.4.2). The camera rotation matrix R and translation vector t for the frame
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Figure 5.16: Ray tracing a POR through VOIs in camera coordinates. The image plane is shown with
the principal point outlined in bold and the 2D POR in the scene video, converted to camera coordinates
in the image plane, shaded in dark gray. In this example figure, the gray star on the front surface of
a VOI is intersected by the ray from camera center (origin of camera coordinate system) through the
POR. This intersection point is determined to be the 3D POR for this fixation (which is then converted
to world coordinates) and the box on which this star lies is the fixated VOI.
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used to trace this fixation are then used to convert this 3D POR in camera coordinates Xc to
world coordinates Xw :
Xw = R−1 (Xc − t)

5.5.2

(5.4)

2D POR in face of VOI

Knowledge of the POR within the face of a VOI can allow someone to analyze these fixations
as one might analyze fixations on static images as captured by a remote eye tracker. For an
example of using 2D POR in face for data visualization, see Section 7.2.
PORs in the face of a VOI are computed after the 3D POR has been converted to world
coordinates. Figure 5.17 describes the process. The 2D POR in the face is computed with
respect to the upper left corner of the face. The world coordinates of this vertex of the face is
obtained from the input VOI information. In the following equations, P refers to the 3D POR
in the world (Xw in the previous section), A refers to the upper left corner of the face, B refers
to the upper right corner and C the lower left corner (as in Figure 5.17). The x-value of the
POR in the face is then the scalar projection of the vector from the upper left corner of the
−→
−
−
→
face to the POR (AP ) onto the top edge of the face AB. The y-value is the scalar projection of
−→
−→
−
−→
this same vector AP onto the left edge of the face AC (which is perpendicular to AB). These
values are computed as follows:
−→
p = AP = P − A

−−
→
b = AB = B − A
φ = cos−1

"

p! b

|p| |b|

#

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

x = |b| cos φ

(5.8)

y = |b| sin φ

(5.9)

where p! b is the dot product of the vectors p and b.
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Figure 5.17: Computing POR in VOI face. Box-1 from Figure 5.15 is used for this example. CS =
coordinate system. Coordinates in parentheses are of the vertices of the face defined in the right face
coordinate system. Bold capital letters are points in the world coordinate system. x and y are the final
coordinates of the POR in this VOI face.

5.5.3

3D subject motion

With the assumption that the scene camera (which is attached to the eye tracker headgear worn
by the subject) moves minimally with respect to the subject’s head (in comparison to head
motion with respect to the world), the subject’s head position throughout the video sequence
can be approximated by the scene camera position; if desired, the initial displacement between
this camera and a specific point on the observer (e.g., center of head) may be computed and
used to obtain the head position data anchored at this point. The subject’s head orientation
is approximated by the orientation of the scene camera. These approximations are sufficient
because we are not using them to obtain 3D POR via line-of-sight but for visualization of
subject motion or analysis of overall subject motion behavior. The equations used to obtain
the head positions and orientations are described in the remainder of this section.
The position of the center of projection of the camera C for a given frame is the null
vector of the camera projection matrix P for that frame. The rotation matrix of the camera
R is the top left 3 × 3 submatrix of the normalized camera projection matrix (obtained in
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Section 5.3.2). This rotation matrix describes the rotation from world coordinates to shifted
camera coordinates which is then followed by a translation t to the camera-centered camera
coordinate system. As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, these transformations are related by the
equation: t = −RC where C is in non-homogeneous coordinates. The translation vector t can

be extracted directly from the normalized camera projection matrix as its last column.

Since we are interested in the head rotations, we would like to define them in terms of
the head rotating right and left, up and down, or twisting about its center (i.e., torsional
movements). Therefore, FixTracer extracts the roll, pitch and yaw angles from the rotation
matrix R. These angles are defined (as in Section 4.2.1) by first the head rotating about the
z-axis, which is described by the yaw angle, then rotating left or right (about the new y-axis)
defined by its pitch and finally up or down (about the new x-axis) as indicated by the roll angle
(Figure 5.18). These yaw (θ), pitch (φ) and roll (ϕ) angles can be extracted from the rotation
matrix R as follows:




cos φ cos θ

cos φ sin θ

− sin φ






R = 
 sin ϕ sin φ cos θ − cos ϕ sin θ sin ϕ sin φ sin θ + cos ϕ cos φ cos φ sin ϕ  (5.10)



cos ϕ sin φ cos θ + sin ϕ sin θ cos ϕ sin φ sin θ − sin ϕ cos θ cos φ cos ϕ

 r11

= 
 r21




r12 r13 

r22 r23 


r31 r32 r33

θ = cos

−1

01
/0
0 r11 0
0
0
0 cos φ 0



(5.11)



(5.12)

φ = sin−1 (−r13 )
01
/0
0
0
−1 0 r33 0
ϕ = cos
0 cos φ 0

(5.13)
(5.14)

Since these angles are ill-defined from the rotation matrix (e.g., cos(30) = cos(−30)) and we can
conservatively say that the head does not rotate more than ±90◦ about any axis, we constrain

these angles. We first calculate the pitch angle as it is used to calculate the other two angles.
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Figure 5.18: Illustration of how head rotations are defined. Axes marked in red are the axes that are
being rotated, with the rotation being around the black axis and defined in a right-handed coordinate
system, as shown. One might imagine the x-axis as pointing out of the left ear, the z-axis pointing out
of the nose and the y-axis pointing out of the top of the head.

If the pitch angle φ is outside the range [−90◦ , 90◦ ], it is recalculated as φ = cos−1 (− cos φ).
To constrain the roll and yaw angles to this range, we use the absolute value function | · | in

Equations 5.14 and 5.12 because the cosine of all angles in this range is positive. See [85] for
more details and other rotation conversions.

5.5.4

Fixations text file

The fixations text file is generated in a comma-separated format and contains the following
information (across 10 columns in order as numbered):
1. Fixation number.
2. Frame number for start of fixation.
3. Fixation duration in frame numbers, can be converted to seconds using 30 frames = 1
second.
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4. X-coordinate of 3D POR in world.
5. Y -coordinate of 3D POR in world.
6. Z-coordinate of 3D POR in world.
7. x-coordinate of 2D POR in VOI plane.
8. y-coordinate of 2D POR in VOI plane.
9. Face of VOI fixated (e.g., front, right, etc.).
10. Tag of VOI fixated.
This file is meant for analysis of fixations (see Chapter 7 for examples). Note, no information
about the subject motion is presented in this file. The reason for this is that fixations span
multiple frames and the head motion changes over the course of the fixation. Head motion
information is contained in the file (described in the following section) produced for 3D animated
visualization. All positional units in this text file and the following text file are the same as in
the input VOI information.

5.5.5

Text file for visualization

The text file used to generate a visualization in Maya (see Section 7.4) is generated in a commaseparated format and contains the following information (across 12 columns in order as numbered):
1. Frame number from original .mov file (i.e., may not start at 1).
2. X-coordinate of subject head position.
3. Y -coordinate of subject head position.
4. Z-coordinate of subject head position.
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5. Roll angle (about twice-rotated x-axis that points out of subject’s left ear) of head rotation.
6. Pitch angle (about once-rotated y-axis that points out of top of subject’s head) of head
rotation.
7. Yaw angle (about z-axis that points out of subject’s nose) of head rotation.
8. X-coordinate of POR if in fixation, else 0.
9. Y -coordinate of POR if in fixation, else 0.
10. Z-coordinate of POR if in fixation, else 0.
11. Duration of fixation (in frames) that spans this frame, if in fixation, else 0.
12. Number corresponding to VOI face fixated.
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Chapter 6

FixTracer User Guide
The FixTracer algorithm, which is described in detail in Chapter 5, was designed to process
videos obtained from a wearable portable monocular eye tracker. The algorithm was developed
and tested using the 5th generation RIT Wearable Eye Tracker described in the following section
(Section 6.1) and with two different scene cameras. The remainder of this chapter describes
how to use the FixTracer program from scene setup to producing video outputs. This program
was implemented and tested on a Macintosh computer and requires Matlab R2009a or later.

6.1

The 5th Generation RIT Wearable Eye Tracker

The scene camera used with the 4th Generation RIT Wearable Eye Tracker is a miniature RGB
camera of low resolution (380 TV lines1 ).

In order to provide more information about the

scene and potentially improve feature tracking and estimation of camera motion, we tested
FixTracer on scene videos from a higher resolution (HR) camera in addition to videos from
this camera, which we refer to as our standard or low resolution (LR) scene camera. With
the 5th generation tracker, the eye and scene videos are recorded separately to avoid the need
1

A TV line is a horizontal analog scan across a frame. A camera with N lines of resolution, scans each frame
N times.
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for an expensive multiplexer and to eliminate horizontal information from the scene camera
being lost as a result of multiplexing. Videos are now recorded directly to digital format on SD
cards using two lightweight portable camcorders, one for each camera (eye and scene). Since
the videos are recorded separately, they must be externally synchronized. Synchronization is
achieved by activating an electronic strobe at the beginning and end of video capture.
The HR scene camera (Supercircuits PC241XS) used with the 5th Generation RIT Wearable
Eye Tracker in some of our tests records 520 TV lines of resolution. This camera is an RGB
board camera and is shown in Figure 6.1(a); although the camera is heavier than the standard
LR scene camera (Figure 6.1(b)) and less practical, tests on this camera show promise for
future versions of the eye tracker that may have smaller cameras of equal resolution. Figure
6.2 shows a comparison of an image taken by the standard LR scene camera and the HR board
camera. As mentioned previously, video from the scene camera is recorded separately from the
eye video to achieve maximum resolution and therefore requires an additional camcorder and
synchronization. Upon completion of the FixTracer algorithm – developed using videos from
the higher resolution camera – videos collected with the standard LR scene camera were also
successfully run through the algorithm (these results are presented in Section 8.2 and Chapter
9). In fact, the LR scene camera performed better than the HR scene camera in a direct
comparison (Section 8.2); however, there is still motivation to use an HR scene camera in order
to produce higher quality output videos.

6.2

Data collection

FixTracer requires a video of the scene from the subject’s perspective and a video of one of the
subject’s eyes. These videos must be synchronized and the scene camera must be calibrated;
calibration of the eye camera is futile in the current version of FixTracer. The subject must also
be calibrated in order to map his or her eye movements to PORs in the scene. Fixation points
used for subject calibration (or calibration points) may also serve as ground truth points which
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) HR scene camera mounted onto the eye tracker headgear. (b) The 5th Generation RIT
Wearable Eye Tracker with slimmer headgear designed by Positive Science, LLC. Video of the eye is
recorded and captured by one camcorder and video from the scene camera is captured by an additional
camcorder, both held in a belt pouch worn by the subject.

are required to determine the scale and orientation of the world coordinate system; ground truth
points may also be vertices of VOIs or neither VOI vertices nor calibration points. This section
discusses set up of ground truth points and VOIs, capture of eye and scene videos (including
requirements for synchronization), subject calibration (including setup of calibration points)
and scene camera calibration.

6.2.1

Setting up ground truth and volumes-of-interest

It is best to set up ground truth points in the scene before running a subject. These points
should span a large area of the scene but still be visible in a single frame from the scene camera.
There must be at least four ground truth points with three of these points non-colinear. If using
only four or five ground truth points, they must lie on the same plane in the world. If using
six or more ground truth points, they do not need to be coplanar in the world. As long as one
of the two requirements are met – (1) four or more points coplanar in the world with three
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(a) Frame from standard LR scene camera

(b) Frame from HR board scene camera

Figure 6.2: Comparison of standard scene camera used with the RIT Wearable Eye Tracker and higher
resolution camera used during development of FixTracer and for generating some of the results presented
in Section 8.2 and Chapter 9. Square regions show a zoomed-in view of roughly the same area in both
images.
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non-colinear, or (2) six or more points non-coplanar in the world – ground truth points may be
calibration points, VOI vertices, neither or a combination of these. Ground truth points that
are also VOI vertices have three advantages: (1) these points are already measured because all
VOIs must be measured; (2) ground truth points between VOIs produce robust tagging results
for fixations close to the border between these VOIs; and (3) if multiple VOIs are defined, the
user has the option of choosing which vertices to use as ground truth points based on which
best span the desired keyframes (see Section 6.3.4.1). Ground truth points may be clearly and
specially marked (e.g., by placing LEDs in the scene) or just specified points already present
in the scene (e.g., the top right corner of a shelving unit). Either way, the 3D location of all
ground truth points must be measured with respect to the same coordinate system in which
VOIs are measured and 3D results are defined; this world coordinate system should be righthanded for compatibility with Maya. For the sake of 3D visualizations generated in Maya,
it is recommended to measure everything such that the floor is at y = 0 because the floor is
positioned in the Maya scene at this height (see Section 7.4.1); the location in the x and z
direction of the origin is arbitrary. However, it is best to not place the origin at a point that is
likely to be fixated because PORs not on VOIs are set to (0, 0, 0); of course this default can
be easily changed in a future version of FixTracer, if desired. If ground truth points are not
VOI vertices, ground truth information can be fed into FixTracer via a text file that contains a
header line, one row per ground truth point and 4 columns containing the following information:
(1) ground truth point number, (2) x-coordinate in world coordinate system, (3) y-coordinate
in world coordinate system, and (4) z-coordinate in world coordinate system. The text file
should be saved in a comma-delimited format (Figure 6.3(a)).
The current version of FixTracer is designed to ray trace through VOI blocks (rectangular
solids) or point-of-interest (POI) spheres. One could directly extend FixTracer to be used with
any VOI that can be defined by a mesh of polygons or a geometric object for which ray tracing
equations can be defined (e.g., an ellipsoid). VOIs should be chosen such that they surround
regions in the scene for which the researcher would like to analyze fixations. These VOIs may
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(a) Ground truth points file

(b) VOIs file

Figure 6.3: Example input files for ground truth locations and VOI dimensions and locations.

be: open volumes (e.g., sections of store shelves) in which case fixations would be made within
the volume but 3D POR results would be defined on the surface of the intersected face, or solid
VOIs (e.g., a cereal box or multiple adjacent cereal boxes). For each VOI, its three dimensions
and the 3D location of the lower left corner on its front surface (surface facing the positive
z-direction) should be measured. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, it is best to measure
these volumes with respect to the floor being at y = 0. VOI information is fed into FixTracer
via a text file that contains a header line plus one row per VOI and 7 columns containing the
following information for each VOI: (1) 5-character name, (2) width (length along x-direction),
(3) height (length along y-direction), (4) depth (length along z-direction), (5) x-coordinate in
world of lower left corner of front face, (6) y-coordinate for same vertex, (7) z-coordinate for
same vertex. For POIs, the width, height and depth values should be entered as 0. Like the
ground truth points file, this VOI text file should be saved in a comma-delimited format (Figure
6.3(b)).
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Figure 6.4: Example of a good eye image when subject is looking straight-ahead. Illumination is fairly
uniform across the image and the CR is located within the iris-sclera boundary.

6.2.2

Running a subject: obtaining eye and scene videos

To capture the eye and scene videos for a particular run, the subject is asked to put on the
RIT Wearable Eye Tracker (Figure 6.1). The eye camera should be positioned so that it blocks
as little of the subject’s view as possible and the eye is centered in the frame (Figure 6.4); to
achieve this, the eye camera is typically below the eye and directed upwards towards the eye
(as in Figure 6.1). The infrared diode (IRED) on the headgear should be directed so that the
illumination across the eye image is uniform and the desired CR does not get occluded by the
bottom eyelid or appear over the sclera (Figure 6.4). Uniform illumination is desired for robust
pupil detection; if the illumination is not uniform it might be difficult to segment the pupil
region from its background. It is best to set up the eye camera and IRED while the subject is
looking straight-ahead (e.g., at the middle point of a calibration grid) and check the images as
the subject looks at all the calibration points to make sure that the CR does not roll off the
cornea (and onto the sclera) when the subject is looking at the outermost calibration points.
The scene camera should be positioned so that it is approximately aligned with the subject’s
line-of-sight when the subject is looking straight-ahead. The center of the scene image should
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be near the straight-ahead point that the subject is fixating (e.g., middle calibration point) and
the image should be aligned so that horizontal lines in the scene are roughly horizontal in the
image.
Once the eye camera, IRED and scene camera are positioned properly, the two camcorders
are set to record. Then, an electronic strobe is activated so that it is visible to both the eye
and scene cameras. The subject is then calibrated and given one or more tasks to perform.
After performing his/her task, it is desirable to have the subject look at the calibration points
again to later check his/her POR calibration. The strobe is activated again before the video
recordings stop so that at least two instances of time (i.e., two frames of each video) can be
used for synchronization and these instances cover the range of captured video frames; one may
choose to also activate the strobe between tasks, if multiple tasks are performed.

6.2.3

Subject calibration

Fixation points for calibration may be a variety of different things and should range from 5 to 9
points. These points should be set up so that the outermost four points are near the corners of
the scene image and the innermost point is near the center of the scene image (Figure 8.1(a)).
In the case of a 9-point calibration, the remaining 4 points should be roughly midway along the
lines connecting the 4 corner points. Some options for calibration points include: (1) points
drawn on a white board, (2) points present on objects in the scene and specified to the user,
or (3) positions of an assistant’s thumb that is moved for each calibration point. The subject
is positioned approximately 5 feet away from these points and asked to fixate each one in turn.
Subject position and calibration points should be carefully selected so that eye movements made
to fixate each calibration point do not result in the subject’s CR falling outside of the boundary
between the iris and the sclera. The subject is free to move his or her head during calibration
as long as the calibration points still span the scene image well.
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Camera calibration

The scene camera on the eye tracker headgear must be calibrated in order to convert between
image and camera coordinates (Section 4.2.2). Some use the term camera calibration to refer
to determining both the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera, but these two tasks
are separated in this dissertation such that camera calibration is considered to be the task of
obtaining the intrinsic parameters of the camera. The scene camera only needs to be calibrated
once; if the same scene camera is used with multiple subjects performing multiple tasks over
multiple runs, results from a single camera calibration can be used for each run assuming that
the camera settings are unchanged (i.e., fixed zoom and focus). With both the standard scene
camera used in the 5th generation system and the HR scene camera used in some of our tests,
these settings are always fixed. With some of the results presented in the following chapter,
camera intrinsic parameters were obtained using a different physical camera from the same
manufacturer and with the same model number as that used to collect the processed videos
(i.e., from a different headgear). This is not necessarily recommended but shows promise for
room for a small amount of error in the intrinsic parameters.
One can calibrate the scene camera by recording a video of a checkerboard pattern with
the camera in various positions and at various orientations. Some example images from a
scene camera calibration are shown in Figure 6.5; the use of about 50 different views of the
checkerboard pattern has proven to provide robust calibration results. These images must be
extracted from the calibration video in the exact same manner as used to extract frames from
the scene video during camera motion tracking so that the camera intrinsic parameters are
affected equally (e.g., by the video compression algorithm within the portable camcorders).
Currently, the images are extracted directly from the .mov files recorded on the camcorders
using the mmreader options in Matlab R2009a. The Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab
[5] is used to determine distortion parameters and the parameters of the camera calibration
matrix from these checkerboard images; all of these intrinsic parameters of the scene camera
are used during camera tracking (Section 6.3.4). Since the Camera Calibration Toolbox is
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Figure 6.5: Example images extracted from a video captured for scene camera calibration.

designed to read image files, as opposed to frames from .mov files, supporting functions were
written to prepare the image data required by the other functions in the toolbox.

6.3

Running FixTracer

Figure 6.6 shows the main window of the FixTracer graphical user interface (GUI). This program
is semi-automatic because it includes a small number of tasks that require user interaction. User
interaction is required to aid FixTracer in synchronizing the eye and scene videos, if they are
not already in sync. In this case, the frame numbers during which the strobe was activated
in each video must be input. These frames could be easily determined automatically but it
was found during testing that a large number of frames in the videos did not require processing
because extra unimportant activity was recorded (e.g., prior to subject calibration). Since videos
tended to include a large number of superfluous frames, it was undesirable to have FixTracer
check all frames for the occurrence of flashes when frame numbers at which to start and end
processing required input anyway. As in the case of most eye tracker systems, user interaction is
required for POR calibration to select during which frames of the video the subject was fixating
each calibration point and to select the positions of these calibration points in these frames of
the scene video. Final user interaction is required to accept ground truth frames, select the
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Figure 6.6: FixTracer GUI in its initial state.
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location of ground truth points in one keyframe and verify the positions of ground truth points
automatically matched in a second keyframe. These interactive tasks have been designed to
aid the user in these processes as much as possible and are described further in the following
sections (when they occur).
After starting the FixTracer application for the first time, the user selects a folder for the
current project. In this chapter, buttons with ellipses are referred to as “browse” buttons and
open windows that allow the user to browse his or her computer to select folders or files. The
name of the project folder selected is used as the current project name and appended to all
output text files and videos. Upon its selection, the Matlab current working directory is changed
to this folder. All .mat files saved by each stage of the algorithm are placed in this folder. This
helps to make the code modular and allows the user to stop between tasks and restart the
process at another time without having to start back at the beginning. The save and load
buttons at the top of the FixTracer GUI (Figure 6.6) allow the user to save all GUI settings in
the project folder and load them at a later time, respectively. The following sections describe
how to set up the inputs required by FixTracer and run the interactive and fully-automated
tasks. Task sections are named according to their corresponding buttons shown in Figure 6.6.
In this chapter, Matlab variables and file names are formatted in typewriter font (e.g., inv K,
Project VOIs.csv, etc.).

6.3.1

Inputs

The inputs required by FixTracer are: (1) .mat file containing the intrinsic parameters of the
scene camera (e.g., as generated by the Camera Calibration Toolbox [5]); (2) .mov file for
scene video; (3) .mov file for eye video; (4) frame numbers in each video during which strobe
was activated (if videos are not in sync); (5) comma-separated text file containing the VOI
information. If desired, a comma-separated text file containing ground truth point locations
can be input in addition to the VOI text file; input text files were described in Section 6.2.1.
FixTracer determines the total number of frames in each video from the .mov files and defaults
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the start and end frames for processing to the first and last frames of each video, respectively.
These start and end frames (i.e., range of frames to process) can be updated if only a subset of
the video requires processing. Additionally, if the subset of the video to run through the entire
FixTracer algorithm (i.e., to obtain subject head motion, 3D POR and fixation tags) does not
contain the subject calibration, the frame range of the subject calibration (in the same videos)
may be separately set (see Section 6.3.1.4). FixTracer initially assumes that the first and last
frames of .mov files are synchronized; this could be the case if the raw .mov files obtained from
the eye tracker were cut (e.g., using QuickTime Pro) to just contain all frames between the
locations of the synchronization flashes. If these videos are not in sync they can be synchronized
using the FixTracer interface as described in Section 6.3.1.3.
The project folder should always be selected first. Other inputs – camera intrinsic parameters, movie files, text files – can be selected in any order. In fact, one could use FixTracer
to just track the pupil and CR through an eye video, in which case the scene camera intrinsic
parameters, scene movie and text files are not required. Similarly, one could use FixTracer to
just track the motion of the scene camera, in which case the eye video is not required. Here, we
discuss the preparation of all inputs in the order their controls appear on the FixTracer GUI.
6.3.1.1

Scene camera intrinsic parameters

The scene camera intrinsic parameters should be contained in a .mat file. This file can be the
file produced directly from the “Save” button on the Camera Calibration Toolbox GUI [5] or a
file that includes the following parameters:
1. K (or KK as stored by the Camera Calibration Toolbox) = 3× 3 camera calibration matrix.
2. alpha c = scalar skew coefficient (default alpha c = 0).
3. cc = 2 × 1 array containing the x and y image coordinates of the principal point.
4. fc = 2 × 1 array containing the focal length, f , scaled by the physical pixel dimensions,
sx and sy :

2

f f
sx sy

3

.
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5. kc = 5 × 1 vector containing the distortion coefficients.
FixTracer immediately loads this file, extracts the above parameters from it and resaves them
in the current project folder with the name sceneCamIntrinsicParameters.mat. During this
process, if the camera calibration matrix in the original file is named KK it is restored as K
and the inverse camera calibration matrix is computed and stored (so that it only needs to be
computed once) as inv K. If the skew or distortion coefficients are not stored in the original
file, they are defaulted to 0.
6.3.1.2

Video settings

Upon selection of the browse button corresponding to the scene movie, a window appears
prompting the user to select the scene .mov file. File browsing starts in the Movies folder of the
active User and files that can be selected are filtered to end in .mov or .MOV (Figure 6.7(a)).
After the file is selected, FixTracer reads the number of frames in the file and sets the start
and end frames to process to the first and last frames of the movie (Figure 6.7(b)) unless these
frames were set in a previous session and saved in the project folder. Selection of the eye movie
is the same.
6.3.1.3

Set Synchronization

In order for FixTracer to know which eye frame corresponds in time to which scene frame,
the user must input the frame numbers of flash occurrences via selecting the “Set Sync...”
button which pops up an additional GUI (Figure 6.8). After entering the frame numbers, the
“Synchronize” button is selected, FixTracer computes the linear conversions from eye frame
number to scene frame number and vice versa and the GUI closes. These conversions are
stored in the files eyeFrame2sceneFrameB.mat and sceneFrame2eyeFrameB.mat in the current
project folder; only one of these is necessary to convert between frame indices in either direction
but both are stored. The font color of the “Set Sync...” button is changed to green after these
files are generated. If the checkbox to the right of this button is checked (the default), any
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7: (a) Selecting a scene video file after pushing button marked in (b). (b) FixTracer GUI
updated after video file selection.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: (a) GUI for setting frames to synchronize the eye and scene videos that appears after
selecting button marked in (b). (b) Frame numbers designating sections of videos to process. Scene
frame numbers were manually entered (circled) and eye frame numbers (boxed) were automatically
updated using computed synchronization.

time a frame number is entered in the start or end field for either video, the corresponding
field of the other video is updated using the appropriate .mat file just saved. Now is the best
time to set these frame numbers. These are typically set using frame numbers in the scene
video, in which case they are entered in the fields circled in Figure 6.8(b) and updated in the
fields outlined with a rectangle in the same figure. If the checkbox after the button for setting
synchronization is not checked, these frame numbers can be updated independently but this is
not recommended.
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POR calibration

If the subject is calibrated in a different portion of the input video than that desired to be
fully processed (i.e., encoded with fixated VOIs, etc.), the frame numbers of the start and end
of subject calibration can be input separately within the “POR calibration” panel. Whether
this is the case or not, the number of calibration points used to calibrate the subject should
be set in this panel; the default is 9. If the user wants to set alternate frames for calibration,
the corresponding checkbox is selected and additional controls appear (Figure 6.9). The pupil
and CR need to be tracked through these frames in addition to the frames corresponding to
the section of the scene video to be processed. However, the frames of the scene corresponding
to these POR calibration frames do not need to be processed and are only used for selection
of calibration points. The button on this panel is selected to start tracking the pupil and CR
through these eye video frames. This can be performed before or after tracking the pupil and
CR through the main section of the eye video (corresponding to the scene frames to process)
but must be performed before selecting the “2D POR and Fixations” button (else it will run
automatically upon selecting the “2D POR and Fixations” button).
6.3.1.5

VOIs and ground truth text files

Upon selecting the browse button after either the VOIs or ground truth points text fields, a
window pops up to allow the user to select files filtered by the extensions: .csv, .CSV, .txt and
.TXT. When a VOI file is selected, the VOI information is read in and a copy of the VOI file is
stored in the current project folder with the project name followed by VOIs.csv in a format
that is readable by Python; if the original file was generated in MS Excel, it is not readable by
the Python script until it is converted to the proper format by FixTracer (files generated in a
text editor can be read directly by the Python script). In addition to generating this local copy
of the VOI text file, a VOIs.mat file is saved containing the following variables:
1. VOI = 3 × 8 × V matrix containing the 3D world coordinates of the 8 vertices of each VOI.
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Figure 6.9: Setting an alternate frame range for POR calibration. After the “Use alternate frame range
for calibration” checkbox is checked, the new controls shown here (at arrow) are displayed and the start
and end frames – in the scene video – are entered.
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2. ROI = 3× 4× 6V matrix containing the 3D world coordinates of the 4 vertices in clockwise
order of each face of each VOI where V is the number of VOIs and each VOI has 6 faces.
3. Faces = 1 × 6 cell array containing the names of faces in the order that they are defined
in ROI. For example: Faces{1}=‘front’, Faces{2}=‘right’, etc. Faces are defined in

the same order for every VOI.
4. VOItags = (V + 1) × 1 cell array containing the name of each VOI and the “other” tag
for fixations not on VOIs.

5. origVOIs = V × 6 matrix containing the original measurements (without VOI tags) read
in from the text file: width, height, depth and 3D world coordinates of the lower left
coordinate of the front face for each VOI.
If an optional text file containing ground truth information is input, the file is read and the
information stored in groundTruth3D.mat containing the variable g3D which is a 3 × G matrix

containing the 3D world coordinates of G ground truth points. Also, as in the case of the VOI
file, a file is generated with the project name followed by Gpts.csv containing this information
and stored in the current project folder.

6.3.2

Track pupil and corneal reflection

To obtain 2D POR in each scene frame, first the pupil and CR must be tracked through the
corresponding eye frames. This is one of the slower steps of the algorithm and takes about 0.6
seconds per frame. Upon clicking the “Track Pupil and CR” button, FixTracer starts searching
for the pupil and CR in the first eye frame using a large initial radius range for the pupil. This
range is narrowed and updated for future frames around the previously detected pupil radius.
The pupil detector robustly tracks the pupil throughout the eye image sequence and handles
constrictions and dilations of the pupil. No user input is required during this step. Both the
pupil and corneal reflection are detected in each eye frame using the radial symmetry detector
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[54] as described in Section 3.5.1.3. When FixTracer is finished tracking the pupil and CR
through all frames the file pupilCr.mat is saved containing the following variables:
1. CR = an Ne × 3 array containing the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates of the CR
in each of Ne eye frames and the corresponding strength of this detection (value in Sn at

this pixel position, see Section 3.5.1.3).
2. Pupil = an Ne × 3 array containing the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates of the
Pupil in each of Ne eye frames and the corresponding strength of this detection.

3. Pradius = an Ne × 1 array containing the radius of the detected pupil in each eye frame.
4. crRad = a scalar value containing the radius value at the center of the range of radii used
to detect the CR in all eye frames.
Note, if the pupil and CR are detected separately (i.e., in an alternate frame range) for POR
calibration, the file CalibPCR.mat is saved containing the same set of variables for that frame
range. After the pupil and CR are tracked and the pupilCr.mat file is saved, the font color of
the “Track Pupil and CR” button is changed to green.

6.3.3

2D PORs and Fixations

In order to ray trace fixations, the frame range and 2D POR in the scene video must be known
for each fixation. To get this information, first the pupil and CR are tracked (described in
previous section); if the pupil and CR detection has not yet been performed, it will automatically
commence upon selecting the “2D POR and Fixations” button. Then, these tracked positions
are used to determine the eye-in-head rotation by removing the affect of headgear motion with
respect to the head [52]. This eye-in-head rotation is then calibrated to 2D POR in the scene.
The start and end of fixations are determined solely from the 2D POR coordinates.
After the user selects “2D POR and Fixations”, the user must aid FixTracer with POR
calibration. The user is asked to outline the sections in the Pupil data corresponding to subject
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calibration (Figure 6.10(a)) and then, within these data, one section (per calibration point)
that corresponds to a fixation on each calibration point (Figure 6.10(b)). Then, the user
is asked to select the locations of these calibration points in the corresponding scene frames
(Figure 6.10(c)). FixTracer takes the median pupil position for each calibration point and uses
the frame during which that position was obtained as the “calibration frame”. This makes
FixTracer robust to blinks and saccades that may occur during calibration as the median
position does not occur during a blink and most likely not during saccades (or nearby fixations,
as long as the subject fixated the actual calibration point for longer than nearby fixations).
These calibration frames are converted from eye frame indices to scene frame indices using the
synchronization described in Section 6.3.1 and these scene frames are presented to the user for
selection of the calibration point locations. FixTracer uses the method described in Section
5.2.2 to compensate for any headgear motion with respect to the head so that 2D POR in the
scene accurately corresponds to eye-in-head motion. The process of computing headgear motion
with respect to the head and correspondingly eye-in-head motion and calibrating these data
to POR in the scene is fairly instantaneous. Once the POR is calculated for all scene frames
the file POR2D.mat is stored along with supporting files that contain the manual selections and
correspondences used to generate these POR for backup purposes.
Immediately following POR calibration, the start and end of fixations are detected directly
from these 2D POR data using the method described in Section 5.2.4. Default parameters for
this fixation identification are a minimum duration of 3 frames (100 msec) and a minimum
distance between consecutive POR positions that can be within the same fixation of 20 pixels.
This process takes about 0.2 msec per frame and produces the file fixation results.mat that
contains the following variables:
1. POR = Ne × 2 array containing the horizontal and vertical coordinate of the POR in
each scene frame corresponding to Ne eye frames. Note, the number of eye frames does

not necessarily equal the number of scene frames (e.g., Ne ∼
= Ns ); in the case of the 5th
Generation RIT Wearable Eye Tracker, the number of eye frames tends to be greater than
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(a) Select frame range for subject calibration

162

(b) Select frame range for each calibration point

(c) Select each calibration point

Figure 6.10: User input for POR calibration; there are 8 calibration points in this example scene. In
(a) and (b) blue lines represent the pupil horizontal position data and black rectangles represent what
the user selected. The user first (a) selects the frame range during which the subject was calibrated and
then (b) selects the range of frames during which the subject fixated each calibration point. These frame
ranges can include blinks and small saccades. One scene frame corresponding to each of these fixations
is then presented to the user (c) so that the user can select the corresponding calibration point. In this
example, calibration points were squares of paper with X’s drawn on them; the X’s were darkened in (c)
for illustration.
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the number of scenes frames due to the eye camera capturing at a slightly faster frame
rate than the scene camera.
2. dmax = scalar distance used to determine if two PORs could be within the same fixation (if
their distance apart were greater than dmax, they could not be within the same fixation).
3. fixdur = 1 × F array containing the duration (in frames) of each of F fixations.
4. fixstart = 1 × F array containing the start eye frame of each of F fixations.
5. fixend = 1 × F array containing the end eye frame of each of F fixations. This is

superfluous information but is obtained during the fixation identification process and
stored for completeness.

6. inafix = Ne × 1 array containing a 1 if the eye is fixated during the corresponding frame
of the eye video (i.e., inafix(10) = 1 if the subject’s gaze is fixated during the 10th frame

of the processed section of the eye video) or a 0 otherwise.
Following fixation identification, one frame for each fixation is displayed and a “fixation-only”
video, as described in Section 2.3, is generated containing each of these frames. These frames
(Figure 2.2) contain one scene frame, the corresponding eye frame inset (with the detected pupil
and CR outlined and positions marked with crosshairs) and a crosshair at the calibrated POR
location circled with a circle of radius 20 pixels (equal to dmax used for fixation identification).
To portray the separation of fixations, odd fixations are shown with cyan crosshairs and even
fixations are shown with yellow crosshairs. This video is saved with the project name followed
by FixationsOnly.mov. After fixations are detected, the font color of the “2D POR and
Fixations” button is changed to green and the number of detected fixations is displayed on the
GUI (as in the final view of the GUI shown in Figure 6.14).
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Get scene camera motion

To ray trace fixations and obtain the subject’s head motion through each frame of the scene
video, the motion of the scene camera is required. This motion estimation requires detecting
and tracking corners through the scene video. These steps require no user input and are run by
the user selecting the corresponding buttons on the FixTracer GUI. When the “Detect Corners”
button is selected for the first time (for a given project), a folder named Corners is created.
As corners are detected in each scene frame, a separate .mat file is stored in the Corners folder
containing the x and y pixel coordinates of the corners in this frame. After corner detection
is complete and a file is saved for each frame, the font color of the “Detect Corners” button is
changed to green and corner tracking can commence. Corner detection takes about 0.6 seconds
per frame.
The “Track Corners” button is selected to start the feature tracking process. Since corner
detection does not require user interaction and tracking typically is performed immediately
following the detection of all corners, the user can skip selecting the “Detect Corners” button
and just select “Track Corners”. In this case, the corner detection process starts automatically
and the tracking process immediately follows. Note, it would be faster to detect corners while
tracking them and avoid loading each image an extra time, storing the corners (during detection)
and then loading the corners (during tracking). In the current version of FixTracer, these steps
are separated for modularity so that different corner detection processes can be used with
different matching processes and parameters can be altered during the matching processing
without the need to redetect all corners. After corners are tracked through all frames the font
color of the “Track Corners” button is changed to green and the number of keyframes set is
displayed on the GUI (as in the final view of the GUI shown in Figure 6.14). Corner tracking
– including initial matching, setting keyframes, cleaning matches and merging matches – takes
about 1.4 seconds per frame with the majority of time consumed by the initial matching process.
After corner tracking is complete, the following files are saved:
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1. initMatches.mat = contains two arrays xMatched (yMatched) which are each M1 × Ns

containing the x (y) coordinates of M1 corners tracked through Ns scene frames with

zeros where a corner is not matched in a given frame.
2. keyframes.mat = contains a 1×K array of the scene frame numbers of each automatically
selected keyframe.
3. truncatedMatches.mat = contains two arrays xMatched (yMatched) which are each M2 ×

K containing the x (y) pixel coordinates of M2 features tracked through K keyframes with
zeros where a corner is not matched in a given frame. Note M2 may not (and most likely
will not) equal M1 because features that are not tracked through at least two keyframes
are removed: M2 ≤ M1 .

4. cleanedMatches.mat = contains two arrays xMatched (yMatched) which are each M3 ×K

containing the x (y) pixel coordinates of M3 features tracked through K keyframes with
zeros where a corner is not matched in a given frame. Note M3 may be greater than, less
than or equal to M2 because some features may be removed and some corner tracks may
be split into multiple tracks due to poor correspondences.

5. mergedMatches.mat = contains two arrays xMatched (yMatched) which are each M4 × K

containing the x (y) pixel coordinates of M4 features tracked through K keyframes with
zeros where a corner is not matched in a given frame. Note M4 may not equal M3 because
some corner tracks may be combined: M4 ≤ M3 .

6. fmeans.mat = contains the variable fmeans which is a 21 × 21 × M3 matrix containing

the 21 × 21 mean normalized image neighborhood for each feature. This is stored so that
one can rerun the merging step with altered parameters without the need to regenerate
these means.

7. featuresDmat.mat = contains the variable dmat which is an M3 × M3 matrix containing

the Euclidean distances between each pair of feature means. As in the case of fmeans.mat,
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this file is stored so that one can rerun the merging step without regenerating this matrix.
Generation of this matrix is the slowest step of the merging process.
6.3.4.1

Setup ground truth

Keyframes are automatically selected during the process of corner tracking. After corner tracking is complete, the user can set up the ground truth information. If desired, the 3D location of
ground truth points can be input into FixTracer via a text file by inputting the text file name
in the corresponding field or selecting the browse button after this field (see Figure 6.6). This
file is not required and it is recommended to instead use VOI vertices as ground truth points.
Selecting the “Setup Ground Truth” button on the FixTracer GUI opens a window that displays
two keyframes to the user for approval (Figure 6.11). These keyframes should represent the
scene well from two different views and contain at least six (or four, if all points are coplanar
in the world) ground truth points (e.g., VOI vertices) in common between the two keyframes.
If these keyframes are sufficient, the user selects “Yes” and a separate GUI is presented to the
user (Figure 6.12). This GUI displays the first keyframe of the approved keyframe pair (ground
truth keyframes) at full size so that the user can select 4 to 10 ground truth points. Below the
image are three pulldown menus to aid the user in setting up the 3D positions of these ground
truth points. The first pulldown is automatically updated after selection of each ground truth
point with the number for the next ground truth point to be selected; this pulldown can be
used if a previously-selected ground truth point needs to be reselected. The second pulldown
menu allows the user to choose the VOI that this ground truth point is a vertex of, if applicable,
or to choose whether the 3D information is contained in a file previously loaded (via the main
FixTracer GUI) or is to be entered in the command line.
If the next ground truth point to be selected is a VOI vertex, the VOI is chosen from the
second pulldown menu and its vertex is chosen from the third pulldown menu. The surface of
the VOI whose normal points in the positive z direction (which typically points towards the
camera but can be arbitrarily set when defining VOI measurements) is considered the front
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Figure 6.11: Approval of keyframes to be used for initializing camera motion with ground truth. The
dialog text is unfortunately hard to read, it asks: “Do these keyframes depict two different views of the
scene and both contain at least six ground truth points (or four coplanar)?”

Figure 6.12: GUI for selecting ground truth in one keyframe.
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R
Figure 6.13: User selecting the front upper right vertex of a Gain&
box that has been assigned the tag
GAIN4 in the VOI text file. Before this selection, the user selected the front upper left vertex of the VOI
named GAIN1.

face. The surface pointing in the positive y direction is considered the top face and its vertices
shared with the front face are the “Front Upper” vertices. The surface pointing in the positive
x direction is considered the right face and its vertex shared with the front and top faces is
referred to as the “Front Upper Right” vertex, etc. The example in Figure 6.13 shows the user
R
box that has been assigned the tag GAIN4 in
selecting the front upper right vertex of a Gain&

the input VOI text file. After choosing the VOI and its vertex from the pulldown menu, the
user hits “Go” and selects the point in the image. The 3D location of this point is automatically
obtained from the VOI information previously loaded (when the VOI file was set).
If the 3D location of the next ground truth point to be selected is contained within an
input text file, the second pulldown menu is set to “from file,” the user hits the “Go” button
and selects the point in the image and its 3D location is taken from the line of the text file
corresponding to the point number in the first pulldown menu. If the 3D location of the next
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ground truth point is to be entered manually, “other” is chosen from the second pulldown menu
and the user is prompted in the Matlab command window for the x, y and z coordinates; all
ground truth coordinates must be defined in the same units and coordinate system in which
the VOIs are defined. After selecting all ground truth points in the first keyframe, FixTracer
automatically matches these points to their corresponding locations in the second keyframe and
presents these matches to the user for verification. If any matches are inaccurate, the user can
choose to correct these matches. If some matches are correct and others are not, the user can
select outside of the image region for the correct matches and select the correct location within
the image for the incorrectly matched points.
6.3.4.2

Scene camera motion

Estimation of scene camera motion may or may not require user interaction beyond selecting
the “Scene camera motion” button. In the results presented in this dissertation, out of the 11
videos processed (3 presented in Section 8.2 and 8 in Chapter 9) none of these videos required
user interaction during this step. User interaction is only necessary if the automatic updating
of structure and motion does not result in a projection matrix for every keyframe due to not
enough features in common between reconstructed features and the features in the keyframes
whose projection matrices were not computed. In this case, the user is prompted to select
ground truth points in one of these keyframes (for which a projection matrix was not computed)
using the same GUI used to select ground truth points in the first ground truth frame. After
this new ground truth information is prepared, the structure and motion is updated again
and new projection matrices may be computed for multiple frames due to the new features
reconstructed using this frame. Note, in future versions and depending on the amount of user
interaction desired, one may want to select ground truth points in more keyframes, particularly
if the reprojection error for a keyframe is high or the distance between ground truth frames and
the current frame is great (e.g., for longer videos); this may improve overall motion and tagged
fixation results. After scene camera motion is computed for keyframes, it is automatically
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computed and refined for all intraframes and the following files are saved:
1. FinalKeyMotion.mat containing the variables:
(a) Pkeys = 3 × 4 × K matrix containing the 3 × 4 normalized camera projection matrix
for each keyframe.

(b) Perrs = 1 × K array containing the average reprojection error for each keyframe.
(c) rVector = 3 × K matrix containing the 3D rotation vector for each keyframe; this

is the rotation vector that is positioned at the camera center and points along the
positive z-axis defined in world coordinates. This variable is currently not used by
FixTracer but computed by the compute extrinsics function and therefore stored
in case it is desired at a later time.

(d) keyframes = same array stored in keyframes.mat as described in Section 6.3.4.
2. FinalFeatures.mat containing the variables:
(a) features3D = 3 × M5 matrix containing the x, y and z coordinates in the world

of each reconstructed feature. Note, M5 may be less than M4 in Section 6.3.4 because features that were not reconstructed are removed. Since features that were
not present in at least two keyframes were consistently removed from the matrices
of saved matches, M5 will most likely equal M4 but may be less than M4 if not
all projection matrices were computed (and therefore some features may not have
been computed) or features were removed during the structure and motion recovery
process due to large errors (which is not done in the current version of FixTracer).

(b) xMatched (yMatched) = each an M5 ×K array containing the x (y) image coordinates

of features corresponding to the features reconstructed in features3D. May be the
same as in mergedMatches.mat (Section 6.3.4), see note for features3D.

3. FinalMotion.mat containing the variables:
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(a) Pall = 3 × 4 × Ns matrix containing the 3 × 4 normalized camera projection matrix
for each scene frame.

(b) Perrs = 1 × Ns array containing the average reprojection error for each scene frame.
(c) rVector = 3 × Ns matrix containing the 3D rotation vector for each scene frame,
see note for FinalKeyMotion.mat.

4. camPoses.mat and fixedCamPoses.mat each contain the following two variables before
and after (respectively) median filtering to fill-in missing values and remove noise from
the data as described in Section 5.3.2.5:
(a) camAngles = 3 × Ns array containing the yaw, pitch and roll angles of the camera
(see Section 5.5.3 and Figure 5.18) for each scene frame.

(b) camPositions = 3 × Ns array containing the x, y and z coordinates of the camera
center in the world for each scene frame.

5. headPoses.mat and fixedHeadPoses.mat same as for camera poses above but anchored
at the center of the head and cam in the variable names replaced with head (i.e., headAngles
and headPositions).
6. FinalFixedMotion.mat includes the 3 × 4 × Ns matrix Pfinal containing the 3 × 4

normalized camera projection matrix for each scene frame after the median filtering step
(see Section 5.3.2.5).

In addition, a backup file SandMbackup.mat containing all variables used and calculated within
the getStructureAndMotion.m function is saved. After all these files are saved, the font color
of the “Scene camera motion” button is changed to green. This process, without additional
manual selection of ground truth, took about 0.05 seconds per frame when processing a video
segment of 601 frames with 5 iterations of updating the structure and motion; most of this
time is consumed performing gradient descent to refine the camera projection matrices each
time they are computed. This camera motion estimation routine would not be appropriate for
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a real-time application because of its iterative nature and the fact that results for later frames
are used to compute results for earlier frames.

6.3.5

Ray trace fixations

Tracing fixations does not require any user interaction after selection of the “Ray Trace Fixations” button. However, the VOI text file must be set before ray tracing but this file will most
likely be set before ground truth setup. VOIs to which a user would like to tag fixations can
be easily changed and this ray tracing step rerun; no other steps need to be rerun to do this.
After fixations are traced through all VOIs the font color of this button turns green and the
following files are generated:
1. fixTraceBackup.mat = containing all variables used and computed during the ray tracing
process (outside the intersectROIs.m function).
2. FixVOIs.mat contains the following variables:
(a) FixFace = 1 × F cell array containing the name of the fixated VOI face (e.g., front,
left, etc.) for each fixation.

(b) FixROI = 1 × F array containing the number corresponding to the VOI face intersected. In this case, all VOI faces are numbered from 1 to 6F since each volume

(box) has 6 faces. In other words, these numbers are unique for each VOI face and
may be useful for grouping fixations into the surfaces fixated (e.g., for generating
histograms or calculating time spent fixating each face).
(c) FixTag = 1 × F cell array containing the name of the fixated VOI for each fixation

(as defined in the VOI text file). If no VOI is fixated, the name “other” is assigned
to the fixation.

(d) FixVOI = 1 × F array containing the number corresponding to the fixated VOI. As
in FixROI, these numbers are useful for analysis.
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(e) POR = Ne × 2 array containing the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates of the
POR in each scene frame corresponding to each eye frame that the pupil and CR
was tracked through (same as in Section 6.3.3).
(f) POR3D = 3 × F array containing the computed x, y and z world coordinates of the

POR for each fixation. For fixations not tagged to a predefined VOI, these are set
to (0, 0, 0).

(g) PORinROI = 2× F array containing the x and y pixel coordinates of the POR defined
within the face of the fixated VOI with respect to its upper left corner. For fixations
not tagged to a predefined VOI, these coordinates are set to (−1, −1).
(h) PORinSceneVid = 2×F array containing the horizontal and vertical pixel coordinates
of the POR in the scene frame that was used to trace each fixation (one POR per
fixation).
(i) FixFrame = 1 × F array containing the scene frame number used to trace each
fixation.

3. FixTags.mat contains just the FixTag cell array described in item 2c.
An example of the final FixTracer GUI after all steps through ray tracing fixations are complete
is shown in Figure 6.14.

6.4

Outputs

FixTracer can generate videos and text files of its results. Videos can be customized as described
in the following section.
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Figure 6.14: Final FixTracer GUI. Font color of all task buttons are green and the number of fixations,
keyframes and tasks completed are displayed at the bottom of the GUI.
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Make Video

Video files generated from within Matlab are .avi files. Upon selecting the “Make Video” button
on the FixTracer GUI, another GUI opens that allows the user to customize his or her output
video. The initial video GUI appears in Figure 6.15. The default video name is set to the
current project name appended with Video.avi. Other defaults are to include only one frame
per fixation (these are the same frames used to trace fixations), show the eye frame (in the
top left corner) and show fixations. Fixations are shown with alternating colors of cyan and
yellow for the crosshair and circles around the fixation point with radius equal to the maximum
distance used during identification of fixations. Figure 6.16 shows the video GUI after selecting
to show VOI tags on an alternate frame than shown in previous figure. Figure 6.17 shows
another frame with the option of including face tags. The frame of the video that is displayed
in the GUI can be altered using the field on the top left of the GUI after the words “Example
Frame.” Figure 6.18 shows the GUI with the option to include all frames of the video. The
frame shown in this figure is the first frame of the video sequence and appended to this frame
are the optional labels as entered by the user on the GUI interface. The POR crosshair is dark
red for this frame because it was determined that the person was not fixating during this frame.

6.4.2

Make Text Files

Two text files are generated upon selection of the “Make Text Files” button; these are described
in Section 5.5.5. In the current version of FixTracer, this requires no interaction as the text files
automatically store all the information deemed appropriate for the given text file. In the future,
this may be customized to output specific items of interest (i.e., a subset of the information
currently being output).
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Figure 6.15: Initial state of GUI for customizing output video.

Figure 6.16: Video GUI with VOI tag.
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Figure 6.17: Video GUI with VOI and face tags.

Figure 6.18: Video GUI showing first frame of full video with optional labels in bottom left corner as
entered by the user in the GUI.
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Chapter 7

Data Visualization
In this chapter we present some examples of how one might utilize the information output by
FixTracer. These examples include: (1) time per VOI bar plots; (2) fixation plots; (3) 3D view
of PORs on VOIs; (4) 3D animated visualization of subject motion and fixations on VOIs. It
is important to note that although the visualization presented in Section 7.1 could be created
from the results of manual coding, the visualizations in Sections 7.2 to 7.4 could not. FixTracer
does not just replace manual coding but it produces additional information about POR and
subject motion in the world coordinate system that could not be obtained via manual coding.

7.1

Time per VOI bar plots

One example of how to analyze the data output by FixTracer is to look at the total amount of
time a subject (or multiple subjects) spent fixating VOIs. This information is often obtained
from manually coding eye tracker videos but has never before been obtained from automatically
coding videos from a portable eye tracker. An example fixation bar plot is shown in Figure 7.1.
This histogram was made using data from the scene to be described in Section 9.2 in which a
subject (Subject 2) looked at a display of various boxes.
Fixation duration is stored during the identification of fixations (Section 5.2.4). Time spent
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Figure 7.1: Histogram of total time spent fixating each VOI for task described in Section 9.2. See Figure
9.27 for a key showing the VOI names in the scene.

fixating each VOI can then be determined by summing the durations of all fixations on each
VOI. This allows for an automatic generation of a bar plot for visualizing how long a subject
(or multiple subjects) spent fixating each VOI.

7.2

Fixation plots

To illustrate how one might create a fixation plot from the results of FixTracer, we conducted
an example comparison task. For this example, one subject was asked to look at two different
products and choose which he preferred. Even though these data were collected with a portable
eye tracker with the subject moving his head freely, the output 2D PORs defined in the VOI
faces (Section 5.5.2) can be used to plot fixation positions on images of these faces. Example
fixation plots using these data are shown in Figure 7.2. This figure shows the PORs computed
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7.2: Visualization of fixations on product packaging using FixTracer results from a direct comparison task. (a,b) Fixations depicted by circles overlaid on VOI faces using computed PORs defined in
these faces. The radii of the circles represent the fixation durations. These PORs were captured using
FixTracer on data from a portable eye tracker with the subject moving his head freely. (c)-(e) show
three keyframes from the corresponding scene video to illustrate the extent of head motion during this
task.

on the front faces of the two VOIs with their radii equal to the fixation durations. With data
from multiple subjects, fixation density plots could be generated. This type of analysis has been
done with data from remote trackers before (where the scene is static, see [3] for an example)
but has never been done before with data from a portable eye tracker.
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3D view of PORs on VOIs

R
In this section we present how Maya&
– a 3D computer graphics and modelling software package

– can be used to visualize the 3D POR results on VOI surfaces. We use the Python scripting
language to import information from text files into Maya. The following section discusses the
Python scripts used for this example.

7.3.1

Python scripts

Two Python scripts were generated for loading information into Maya: (1) script to load VOI
positions and dimensions; (2) script to load fixation information. These scripts take commaseparated text files generated in Matlab by FixTracer as inputs. These text files were explained
in Sections 6.2.1 and 5.5.4, respectively.
The script for loading VOI information generates a cube for each VOI, positions the cube
at the VOI center position and scales the cube along the x, y and z directions according
to the VOI width, height and depth, respectively. The cube is generated using the Python
command polyCube() from the Maya package with the VOI tag name as input. If the VOI
has 0 dimensions – is a point-of-interest (POI) – then the spaceLocator() command is used
instead. The setAttr() command is used to scale the cube (if not a POI) and position the
cube or POI. Running this Python script within Maya generates all VOIs as Maya objects with
their names set to the tags used in FixTracer (Figure 7.3).
The script for loading fixation information computed by FixTracer generates a sphere for
each fixation and centers the sphere at the 3D POR position. If desired, the size of the sphere can
be scaled according to the fixation duration. The sphere is generated using the Python command
polySphere() from the Maya package and assigned the name FixN for the Nth fixation. The
setAttr() command is used to position (and scale, if desired) the sphere. Each fixation sphere
is added to the Maya scene at its computed start frame (stored in the .csv file) using the
setKeyframe() command. Therefore, one can look at the last frame of the Maya visualization
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Figure 7.3: VOIs loaded into Maya from Boxes scene (see Chapter 9 for scene details). For comparison
with the real scene, see left image of Figure 8.5.

to view all 3D PORs on VOIs as presented in Figure 7.4; similarly, one can look at all PORs
up to a desired point in time by adjusting the Maya playhead accordingly.

7.3.2

Importing into Maya

The Python scripts are called from within Maya by running commands in the Python tab
of the Maya Script Editor. A snapshot of the command window in the Maya Script Editor is shown in Figure 7.5. The import command is used to load the Python script by
either typing import followed by the full path to the Python script or by adding the directory in which the Python script is located to the path using the path.append() function
from the sys package and just typing import followed by the name of the Python script.
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Figure 7.4: PORs and VOIs loaded into Maya from Boxes scene (see Chapter 9 for scene details). POR
for first fixation is highlighted.

The script is run by typing the script name followed by a period and the function name
with any required inputs in parentheses. For example, the script for importing VOI information is named importVOIs.py and is run on the text file Project1 VOIs.csv by typing:
importVOIs.main(‘‘Users/smunn/Documents/Project1 VOIs.csv’’).

7.4

3D animated visualization of head motion and POR

This section discusses the generation of a 3D animated visualization of all FixTracer results.
The POR and/or Fixation videos described in Section 2.3.1 are useful for visualizing where
the person is looking but not great for visualizing where the person is standing with respect
to what he or she is looking at or for visualizing how the person is rotating his or her head.
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Figure 7.5: Importing and calling Python scripts in Maya. The reload function is only necessary if the
Python script is edited while the Maya application is open and needs to be reloaded.

Also, since these POR and Fixation videos show the POR in a moving reference system (i.e.,
dynamic scene video frames), one can not overlay the results of multiple subjects in one of
these videos. With the 3D visualization displayed in a fixed exocentric reference frame (i.e., the
world coordinate system), one can view the results of multiple observers simultaneously. Here
we discuss how to generate the visualization for one observer, a process which can be easily
extended for multiple observers.
As in the previous section, this 3D visualization is generated using Maya and Python. First,
the basic Maya scene is loaded containing a subject model, a POR sphere and a plane at the
floor (Section 7.4.1). Then, the VOI information and results from FixTracer are imported
into Maya via Python scripts described in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.4.2, respectively. Section 7.3.2
described how to run the Python scripts from within Maya. In the final section of this chapter,
example frames from some 3D animated visualizations are shown.
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Maya scene

The subject is represented in the Maya scene by a stick figure which we named Guy. Since we
do not obtain any information about the motion of the subject’s arms or legs, Guy is simply
modelled by a cylinder body with an ovoid head and two spherical eyes (Figure 7.6). The
subject’s 3D POR is represented by a sphere whose size varies with fixation duration. The floor
is represented by a plane and allows us to model the body of Guy using a long cylinder that
extends below the floor so that when the subject’s head position moves up and down Guy does
not appear above the floor surface and subjects of different heights can be represented using
the same model with just more or less of it cut off by the floor (Figure 7.6). Note, the floor is
assumed to be parallel to the bottom surfaces of VOIs and at y = 0; if VOIs are not measured
accordingly, the floor should be translated to the proper y value or its visibility can be turned
off within Maya.

7.4.2

Python scripts

Two Python scripts are used to create the animation described in this section: (a) script to
load VOI positions and dimensions; (b) script to load 3D subject head position, orientation,
POR and fixation duration. As described in the previous section, these scripts take commaseparated text files generated in Matlab by FixTracer as inputs. The Python script for loading
VOI information was described in Section 7.3.1.
The script for loading FixTracer results moves Guy and the POR sphere according to these
results. The text file input contains information for every frame of the scene video; this text file
was described in Section 5.5.5. For each frame (i.e., row of text file), the Python script positions
Guy and rotates his head according to the subject head position and orientation (respectively)
stored in the corresponding row of the text file using the setKeyframe() command. The
POR sphere is positioned and scaled according to the 3D POR position and fixation duration
(respectively) using this same command. The setKeyframe() command is used in order to set
this information at a specific time (i.e., in the frame of the visualization corresponding to the
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Figure 7.6: Basic Maya model for 3D animated visualization.

current scene video frame).

7.4.3

Example results

Example frames from the Toys (LR video set) and Posters data are shown in Figures 7.7 and
7.8, respectively; see next chapter for details on these scenes. To view full animations, go to
www.cis.rit.edu/vpl/3DPOR.
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Figure 7.7: Example frames from Maya visualization using data from the Toys scene captured by the
LR camera.

Figure 7.8: Example frames from Maya visualization using data from the Posters scene.
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Chapter 8

Results Part I - POR Accuracy
This chapter discusses the accuracy of POR information. This includes the accuracy of PORs
in the scene video as well as the accuracy of fixation PORs computed within faces of VOIs
and, consequently, 3D PORs. Section 8.1 discusses the accuracy of 2D PORs in the scene video
and Section 8.2 discusses the accuracy of 2D PORs in VOI faces or equivalently 3D PORs.
Evaluating the accuracy of 2D PORs in VOI faces is equivalent to evaluating the accuracy of
3D PORs as these 2D PORs are obtained directly from the 3D PORs that are constrained to
be within the faces of VOIs; the error in the dimension perpendicular to the VOI face is zero
resulting in the 3D error (between true and measured positions) being equal to the 2D error in
the face. In Section 8.2 we also briefly discuss the accuracy of our camera calibrations.

8.1

Accuracy of 2D POR in scene video

The accuracy of the 2D POR in the scene video is dependent on several items: (1) the methods
used to track eye features through the eye video; (2) the method used to determine how the eye
has moved within the head from tracked eye features; (3) the subject’s ability to fixate specified
points during calibration; (4) the calibration performed to map eye-in-head positions to PORs
in the scene video; and (5) the synchronization of the eye and scene videos. In this section,
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we evaluate the accuracy of the computed POR in the scene video compared with manually
selected PORs while paying specific attention to our method used to determine eye-in-head
motion (i.e., item 2 in the preceding list).
We compare the accuracy of our method for compensating for headgear motion – the CHM
method – to obtain eye-in-head position (Section 5.2.2) to the standard technique introduced
in Section 3.5.1.4; our method is described in detail in [46] and [52]. In sum, we compensate for
headgear motion by defining two gain values that describe the relative motion of the corneal
reflection (CR) versus the pupil during (1) rotational eye-in-head movements (eye gain) and (2)
translational movements of the eye in the eye video due to motion of the headgear with respect
to the eye (headgear gain). Appendix Section A.1 contains results of empirically measuring the
eye and headgear gain values for multiple subjects. We derived approximate eye and headgear
gain values using a simplified schematic eye model in [52]. Section 8.1.1 contains results of
testing the accuracy of POR data calibrated using our CHM technique versus the standard
pupil minus corneal reflection (P-CR) technique for various types of headgear movement.

8.1.1

Comparison of methods: CHM to P-CR

To compare the accuracy of our CHM method to the standard P-CR method, one subject was
asked to perform a series of tasks involving different types of headgear movement. For each
task, the subject was calibrated using a 3×3 grid of fixation points drawn on a white board
about 10 feet in front of the subject. The calibration points were separated by a distance of 17
inches in the horizontal direction and 17 inches in the vertical direction (Figure 8.1(a)). This
is referred to as a “calibration session” in the remainder of this section. The subject was then
asked to walk around the room and look at 8 fixation points posted on four walls of the room
(Figure 8.1(b)). For each task, a different type of headgear motion was introduced, as follows
(with the task name in parentheses):
1. No intentional headgear movement (Unintentional).
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(b)

Figure 8.1: (a) Example frame from scene camera during a calibration session. Since the subject was
calibrated many times, he was only asked to look at the corner points and the middle point (5 of the
9 points shown) for each calibration. In this image, the first and last fixation points that were placed
around the room for the tasks are also visible (and marked with arrows). (b) The other 6 fixation points
placed around the room as visible in four frames from the scene camera.

2. Headgear jerked in the middle of the task (Jerk).
3. Subject wiggled headgear while walking (Wiggle).
4. Subject took headgear off and put it back on in the middle of the task (Replace).
5. Subject “bounced” while walking (Bounce).
All tasks were run in sequence with a calibration session in between such that the calibration
could be used to test the consistency of the POR calibration after the previous task and to
create a fresh calibration for the following task. The subject was asked to keep his head and
the headgear still during calibration.
The pupil and CR were tracked through the entire video (containing all tasks and all calibration sessions) using the method described in Section 5.2.1. These data were then used
to compute eye-in-head movements via the CHM technique described in Section 5.2.2 and to
compute P-CR data for comparison; these data sets will be referred to as Eye data and P-CR
data, respectively. These two sets of data were separately calibrated to 2D POR in the scene
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Figure 8.2: Example frame from video manually coded for true POR positions.

video using the same frame numbers and scene video coordinates for each of the 9 calibration
fixation points by creating two 3×3 homography matrices: one for Eye to POR and one for P-CR
to POR (see Section 5.2.3). These homographies were used to map all Eye and P-CR data for a
given “block” (from before the prior calibration session through the task and to the end of the
next calibration session). Fixations were identified for each set of POR data using the method
described in Section 5.2.4 to create two arrays (one for each data set) of 1’s and 0’s the length of
the scene video; a 1 indicates that the subject was fixating during that frame and a 0 indicates
he was not. Fixations common to both sets of POR data were determined by taking the intersection of these two fixation arrays. A video containing one scene frame per fixation (common
to both data sets) was then generated to evaluate results with crosshairs at the positions of the
POR from each data set (Figure 8.2). This video was manually coded one frame at a time by
an unbiased user with no information about which crosshair came from which data set. The
crosshairs were only present so that the manual coder could decide if a fixation was on one of
the predefined fixation points (one of the 9 calibration points or the 8 points placed throughout
the room). For each fixation on a predefined fixation point, the coder manually selected the
center of that fixation point in the scene image. These selected positions were then compared
to the POR positions from each data set and the results are tabulated in Table 8.1.
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1

2

3

4

5

Segment
POR Calibration
Unintentional
Calibration check
POR Calibration
Jerk (before)
Jerk (after)
Calibration check
POR Calibration
Wiggle
Calibration check
POR Calibration
Replace (before)
Replace (after)
Calibration check
POR Calibration
Bounce
Calibration check

CHM
14.7 ± 9.0
19.6 ± 10.5
20.4 ± 8.3
12.7 ± 7.1
14.9 ± 7.5
14.8 ± 8.0
21.0 ± 11.3
14.7 ± 6.9
24.0 ± 12.8
18.9 ± 12.0
16.3 ± 7.3
13.2 ± 5.6
11.3 ± 7.2
16.7 ± 10.1
11.3 ± 5.1
22.2 ± 11.6
10.0 ± 4.6

192
P-CR
12.9 ± 7.4
23.0 ± 11.5
15.9 ± 7.9
11.5 ± 6.0
16.9 ± 7.8
12.8 ± 7.2
18.1 ± 9.2
12.6 ± 5.3
59.4 ± 22.0
17.0 ± 8.9
14.7 ± 5.8
13.8 ± 6.3
10.9 ± 6.9
12.8 ± 7.5
10.6 ± 4.4
22.0 ± 10.4
7.5 ± 5.1

Table 8.1: Average distance (in scene image pixels) between computed POR and manually selected POR
for each data set (± standard deviation.

Table 8.1 presents the results for each task block (where a “block” includes the numbered
task and surrounding two calibration session). Results are broken down into results on fixations
during the previous calibration session (used to compute POR homography for that block
of data), fixations on points placed throughout the room and fixations during the following
calibration session. Headgear motion was minimized during all calibration sessions. For tasks
that involved a specific headgear motion in the middle of the task (Tasks 2 and 4), the results
for that task are broken into fixations before and after that motion occurred. Average errors
were computed by taking the average Euclidean distance between the computed POR values
from each data set and the manually selected POR location.
Results of each POR calibration (before task) serve as a reference for the best possible
accuracy for POR for that block. These results depict the accuracy of the calibration mapping
(homography) from eye image coordinates to scene image coordinates.
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(a) Calibrations (before tasks)

(b) Tasks

(c) Calibration checks (after tasks)

Figure 8.3: CHM vs. P-CR error plots. Each bar represents the mean error for that data set with error
bars equal to the standard error (the standard deviation divided by the number of fixations used to
compute these errors). Error during tasks is shown to full-scale and with the same y-axis as the other
two plots for comparison.
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Figure 8.4: Example frame from video manually coded for true POR positions.

Figure 8.3 plots the results presented in Table 8.1. Results from the two techniques were by
far the most different for the task during which the subject was asked to wiggle the headgear.
Headgear motion made during this task was roughly equivalent to the headgear motion made
to compute the headgear gains in Section A.1.2 which is the most likely reason why our CHM
technique performed best on this task. Figure 8.4 shows the errors averaged across the blocks
versus the three types of segments: calibration, task and calibration check.
The P-CR technique performed surprisingly well in the presence of headgear motion. Except
for the P-CR data in the third task, all error ranges overlapped for all other tasks including the
first task during which no intentional headgear motion was introduced. This result is significant
because the P-CR technique makes the assumption that the pupil and CR move equally during
headgear motions, which is not the case according to our headgear gains, and is therefore often
assumed to produce artifacts in POR data due to headgear motion. Based on our results, errors
in the P-CR data during headgear motion due to this simplifying assumption were masked by
other sources of noise such as errors in pupil or CR detection or POR calibration. Nevertheless
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the improvement over the P-CR method for the unnatural task of wiggling the headgear shows
potential for the CHM method. This task and the Bounce task (Task 5) were the only tasks
during which fixations occurred while the headgear may have been moving. Although the PCR method performed relatively well for tasks where the headgear made one major movement
(Tasks 2 and 4), it is possible that the method is particularly poor during headgear motion.
This hypothesis requires further investigation.
One reason that compensating for headgear motion may not be necessary is that when the
eye camera moves, resulting in movement of the pupil and CR in the eye image, the scene
camera most likely moves as well, resulting in a movement of the fixated point in the scene
video. However, since the eye camera and scene camera point in opposite directions (i.e., the eye
camera points at the eye and the scene camera points away from the eye), horizontal movements
of the headgear should have a negative affect on the POR position. Our CHM method may be
improved in future versions by explicitly taking into account the separate motions of the eye and
scene camera and possibly their intrinsic parameters such that motions computed from pixel
displacements in the eye image can be transferred to expected pixel displacements in the scene
image. Also, inspection of the CHM results suggested an accumulation of a bias throughout
each trial which should be investigated further.

8.2

Accuracy of 3D POR

The simplest way to evaluate 3D POR accuracy is to compare the true 2D POR in the face
of a VOI to that estimated by FixTracer because all computed 3D PORs are constrained to
being within the face of a VOI (by the ray tracing procedure). In this section, unless otherwise
noted, when referring to a 2D POR, we are referring to the 2D POR defined in a face of a
VOI. Looking at this 2D POR accuracy is equivalent to looking at the accuracy of the 3D POR
when the true and estimated 3D PORs lie in the same VOI face. However, fixations incorrectly
tagged to nearby faces might have 3D PORs that are very close to the actual 3D POR but
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meaningless 2D PORs (in VOI face). On the other hand, a 3D POR incorrectly tagged due
to its ray intersecting a VOI between the true VOI and the scene camera might be highly
inaccurate. In this section, we only evaluate the accuracy of 2D PORs that have been tagged
to their correct VOI face.
We evaluated our POR accuracy using both the low-resolution (LR) and high-resolution
(HR) cameras in the Boxes scene to be described in Section 9.2. To properly compare these
two cameras we took videos with each from approximately the same position and representing
the same camera movement; no subjects were used. Two eye tracker headgears, one with each
scene camera, were held together as the scene videos were captured. We evaluated the accuracy
of the output POR independent of the accuracy of the 2D POR in the scene video by manually
selecting fixation points in the two scene videos.
The two scene videos were synchronized using the same method used to synchronize our eye
and scene videos and segmented to corresponding sets of 696 frames. The videos were processed
using the camera intrinsic parameters for their respective cameras and the scene camera motion
was tracked for each (Section 5.3). During this video processing, 18 keyframes were selected
for the HR video and 21 for the LR video. In Matlab, three sets of 50 frame numbers between
the start and end frame of the processed clip were randomly generated. Within each set,
any frame number within three frames of the previous random frame number was removed
resulting in a total of 124 frames for all three sets. For the first two sets of frame numbers,
the corresponding HR frame was presented and one of 21 premeasured fixation points was
manually selected (Figure 8.5); these points were manually measured within the VOI faces to
the nearest

1 th
8

inch. The synchronous frames from the LR camera were then presented and the

same fixation points were manually selected. During this process, it was discovered that three
fixations selected in the HR frames were occluded in the corresponding LR frames. Therefore,
these fixations were removed from the test and fixation points were first selected in the LR
frames for the third set of fixations. In the end, 121 total fixations were traced.
Out of the 121 fixations, 15 fixations (5 per set) were tagged incorrectly using data from
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Figure 8.5: 21 premeasured points from which test fixations were manually selected. These fixation
points were also used with actual subjects in Chapter 9.

the high-resolution (HR) camera and one fixation was tagged incorrectly using data from the
low-resolution (LR) camera. Figure 8.6 shows the single fixation incorrectly tagged using the
LR data. This fixation was incorrectly tagged because the ray intersected the top left corner
of the CAPRS box lying between the true fixation point and the scene camera; the intersection
point for this fixation was calculated to be less than 0.2 inches from the left edge of the CAPRS
box. This fixation came from the first set of manually selected fixations that were selected in
the HR video prior to selection in the LR video; in the LR video, this fixation point was nearly
occluded by the CAPRS VOI that FixTracer ultimately determined to be the fixated VOI. The
accuracies of the PORs for the 106 fixations correctly tagged using the HR data and the 120
fixations correctly tagged using the LR data were computed by comparing the FixTracer output
PORs to the corresponding manually measured points in the scene. These results are tabulated
in Tables 8.2 and 8.3. The errors were lower for the LR camera than for the HR camera. Figure
8.7 plots the individual errors (estimated POR − measured POR) for the 136 correctly tagged

fixations (106 HR and 120 LR). Out of the 105 fixations that were correctly tagged using both
the HR and LR scene videos, only 7 had a computed POR that was better using the HR data
than using the LR data (¡7%) and the average improvement for these 7 fixations was 0.2 inches.
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Figure 8.6: The single manually selected fixation that was incorrectly tagged using data from the LR
camera. The fixation ray grazed the CAPRS box before intersecting the proper GAIN1 box.

Set
Number of fixations
Tags correct (%)
Mean error
Standard error of errors

1
39
87.2%
1.15
0.03

HR
2
44
88.6%
0.95
0.02

3
38
86.8%
1.17
0.02

1
39
97.4%
0.51
0.01

LR
2
44
100.0%
0.56
0.01

3
38
100.0%
0.56
0.01

Table 8.2: Accuracy of fixation tags and PORs in face for three different sets of manually selected
fixations from videos taken by LR and HR cameras. Error is calculated as the Euclidean distance
between the measured and estimated PORs for fixations that were correctly tagged. All error values are
in inches.

Mean error
Standard error of errors
Maximum error
Minimum error

Total
1.08
0.75
4.63
0.10

HR
X
0.79
0.69
4.62
0.01

Y
0.59
0.54
2.27
0.02

Total
0.54
0.33
1.50
0.08

LR
X
0.44
0.32
1.19
0.00

Y
0.25
0.23
1.16
0.01

Table 8.3: Overall accuracy of POR in face combined from three sets of manually selected fixations with
the same fixation points selected in synchronized frames from an LR scene camera and an HR scene
camera. All error values are in inches and calculated as the Euclidean distance between the measured
POR and estimated POR. Horizontal and vertical errors are calculated as the absolute value of the
difference between the measured and estimated horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively.
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Figure 8.7: Accuracy of PORs in faces of VOIs computed using data from the LR camera (×) and
HR camera ("). Horizontal and vertical errors were computed by subtracting the measured x and y
coordinates (respectively) from the corresponding coordinates estimated by FixTracer.
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One might expect the results from the LR camera to be worse than those from the HR
camera simply because of its lower resolution. Also, selecting the proper positions of fixation
points in the LR images was more difficult (than in the HR images) because the points were
harder to visually localize. This leads to the expectation that the 2D PORs in the scene
video were less accurate for the LR camera and therefore the traced fixations would lead to
less accurate results. However, the LR camera performed better than the HR camera. This
difference in performance is most likely due to the camera calibration, and therefore camera
intrinsic parameters, being less accurate for the HR camera. Table 8.4 shows the uncertainties
in camera intrinsic parameters output by the Camera Calibration Toolbox [5]. Results from
earlier runs of FixTracer using less accurate camera intrinsic parameters were significantly worse
than those presented in the following chapter; the majority of tag errors seen in earlier runs
were corrected with improved camera intrinsic parameters. The HR camera intrinsic parameters
could not be improved further via the Camera Calibration Toolbox past those used to produce
the results in this dissertation.
Another possible reason for a difference in performance between the HR and LR cameras
may be due to parameter settings (i.e., parameters may have been set for optimal performance
on LR imagery and may have required different values for processing the higher resolution
imagery). In attempt to alleviate this affect, the dClean parameter (see Sections 5.3.1.4 and
A.2) was carefully set to produce the highest percentage of correctly tagged fixations for each
camera. For the HR camera, a dClean of 9 was used and for the LR camera a lower dClean
of 6 was used. It makes sense that a higher dClean value was used for the HR camera because
the image neighborhoods were sharper which therefore could result in larger distances between
like neighborhoods. For instance, two different images of a blurred edge with the edge offset in
one image by 1 pixel would have a smaller distance between them than if the edges in the two
images were sharper.
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Parameter
Principal
point (cc)
Focal
Length (fc)
Distortion
coefficients (kc)

x
y
x
y
1
2
3
4

HR
2.68
1.98
2.57
2.15
0.007
0.013
0.001
0.001
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LR
1.07
0.68
1.24
1.11
0.003
0.0005
0.000
0.000

Table 8.4: Estimated uncertainties for camera calibration parameters computed using the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab. The toolbox documentation states that these values are “approximately
three times the standard deviations of the errors of estimation” [5]. Parameter names used in the toolbox
are given in parentheses; only four distortion coefficients were estimated.
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Chapter 9

Results Part II - Fixation Tagging
This chapter presents the accuracy of fixation tags to faces of VOIs. The previous chapter
discussed the accuracy of the traced POR intersections with VOIs. The fixation-identification
portion of our algorithm was compared to three manual coders to show the variations within
manual coders as well as between manual coders and the algorithm; these results have been
published in [69]. For these comparisons, the manual coders coded the start and end of each
fixation from the full POR video (see Section 2.3.1 for description of videos). For the results
presented in this section, we assume that the 2D POR in the scene video and the start and
end frames of fixations are accurate and discuss the accuracy of the fixation tags. This chapter
presents results of the final method for determining fixation tags incorporated into FixTracer
and described in Section 5.4; Appendix B discusses alternative methods that were tested and
how these methods compare.
The FixTracer algorithm as a whole has been tested on a variety of real scenes, a representative sampling of which is presented here. Figure 9.1 shows a frame of the scene video for each
scene discussed in this chapter along with the name assigned to these scenes for discussion; the
Shelves and Posters scenes were used for the results presented in [67] and [68]. All of these
scenes were captured by an eye tracker headgear, four with a high-resolution (HR) color board
camera with 525 lines of resolution and four with a low-resolution (LR) miniature color camera
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with 380 lines of resolution (see Section 6.1). All eye videos were captured by a monochrome
Supercircuits PC206XP camera with a different actual camera on each headgear used (one
used with the HR scene camera and a second used with the LR scene camera). Two different
subjects, referred to as Subject 1 and Subject 2, were used for these tests. Both subjects were
experienced with eye trackers, had been eye tracked before and had normal (Subject 2) or
corrected-to-normal (Subject 1 wore contact lenses) vision. The accuracy of the fixation tags
are tabulated in Table 9.2 and the results are discussed in Section 9.2 following the discussion
of parameter settings.

9.1

Parameter settings

The parameters used for these tests are tabulated in Table 9.1. Parameters that were not set
equally for all videos presented in this section are the distance used during fixation-identification
and the two keyframe selection parameters. For these three parameters, values in parentheses
represent the values used for a smaller number of scenes. The maximum distance between
consecutive PORs within the same fixation, dmax, was decreased to 10 pixels for the Shelves
and Posters scenes because of the smoother head motion in these scenes. In future versions
of FixTracer, one may want to automatically (and, conceivably, adaptively) set this parameter
using the results of the scene camera tracking. With this parameter set to only 10 pixels for the
Hairbands scene, only 23% of POR data were marked as within fixations; after increasing dmax
to 20 pixels, 89% of POR data were classified to fixations. The keyframe selection parameters
were made to be stricter for two of the videos – Posters and Boxes (Subject 1) – due to the
decrease in performance on these videos compared to the other six videos when using the
same parameter settings. Increasing these parameters made keyframes closer together which
improved performance for these two scenes.
Parameters for Harris corner detection are used with images subsampled to half their original
size (240×320) prior to corner detection. In other words, corners within 20 pixels (2×boundary)
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(a) Shelves (HR)

(b) Posters (HR)

(c) Hairbands (HR)

(d) Toys (HR)

(e) Toys (LR)

(f) Cube (LR)

(g) Boxes Subject 1 (LR)

(h) Boxes Subject 2 (LR)
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Figure 9.1: Single representative frame from each scene video tested along with the name assigned to
that clip. The scene camera used to capture each clip is given in parentheses after the clip name.
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of the boundary of the full-sized image were accepted and detected to be at least 10 pixels
(2 × radius) apart. The window size for grayscale correlation matching was therefore 21 × 21

pixels, as this matching was performed using the full-sized images. The “base distance” used
for feature matching, dmult, is the maximum distance between correspondences used during
the motion vector prediction stages and the maximum distance used for grayscale correlation
of images with relatively small image differences; for images with larger image differences, a
maximum distance of 2 × dmult was used (see Section 5.3.1.2). The tolerance parameter is

used during MSAC fitting of the homography matrix to eliminate bad matches during grayscale
correlation. Homographies fit during automatic matching of manually selected ground truth
points – in which case the homography just gives a rough starting point for where to search
for the correspondence – are fit using the Direct Linear Transform (DLT). When using the
DLT (also used during computation of camera projection matrices), outliers are determined as
points whose errors from the model prediction are greater than 100 times the median error. The
distance parameters used during the clean and merge steps were set to larger values than used
in [68] because the overall matching process was improved (compared to the one published in
[68]) and therefore a less strict parameter could be used to clean these features (see Appendix
A.2 for more on the dClean parameter).
The corner strength value, c, used to determine if a pixel is accepted as a corner pixel (via
comparison to the threshold reported in Table 9.1) is from [70, pg. 45] and recommended by

[47]:
c=

G2x G2y − (Gx Gy )2
G2x + G2y

(9.1)

where Gx and Gy represent the gradients across the horizontal and vertical directions (respectively) and each product of gradients (i.e., G2x , G2y and Gx Gy ) is smoothed by a Gaussian filter
with standard deviation equal to sigma; see Section 4.3.1 for more details on corner detection.
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Step
Fixation

Parameter
dmax

Value
20 (10)

identification

minL

3

sigma

1.5

radius

5

threshold
boundary

400
10

dmult

20

window

21

tolerance

0.05

minIn

60 (70)

Keyframe selection

minCv

50 (60)

Clean

dClean

10

Merge

dMerge

1.25

Corner detection

Matching (initial)
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Parameter description
Maximum distance (pixels) between two consecutive PORs within the same fixation
Minimum length (duration of frames) for a fixation.
Standard deviation (pixels) of smoothing Gaussian
Radius (pixels) of region considered in nonmaximal suppression.
Minimum strength for accepted corner (see text).
Distance (pixels) from image edges within which
corners were not accepted.
Base minimum distance (pixels) used in feature
matching (see text).
Width of window (pixels) used during grayscale
correlation.
Maximum distance in normalized image coordinates between point and homography prediction
used to determine if the point is an inlier to the
homography.
Minimum number of features in common (inliers)
between neighboring keyframes.
Minimum percentage of coverage of inliers between neighboring keyframes.
Maximum distance (normalized grayscale values)
between the normalized image neighborhoods of
a feature in different keyframes.
Minimum distance (normalized grayscale values)
between mean normalized image neighborhoods
of two features not considered to correspond to
the same world point.

Table 9.1: Parameters used during each step of the algorithm (that required parameter settings). Steps
are listed in order of when they are performed. Values in parenthesis represent alternative settings used
for one or more scenes. More details on parameters are described in Section 9.1; parameter units are
given in parentheses in the description column where appropriate. See Appendix A.2 for an evaluation
of varying the dClean threshold.
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Scene
Shelves
Posters
Hairbands
Toys
Toys
Cube
Boxes
Boxes

Camera
HR
HR
HR
HR
LR
LR
LR
LR

Subject
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
2

Number of
Frames
2501
1951
431
601
461
901
2201
2901

Number of
Fixations
160
148
48
59
36
41
98
282

207
Number of
Keyframes
9
15
4
6
10
16
41
28

Fixation tags
% Correct
98.8
98.7
97.9
98.3
100.0
95.1
86.7
92.6

Table 9.2: Results of fixation tagging in eight scenes.

9.2

Results

In this section we discuss the results for the eight video sets presented in Figure 9.1 with
tag accuracies and video statistics presented in Table 9.2; as mentioned previously, these tag
accuracies assume that the 2D POR in the scene video and the starts and ends of fixations are
correct. Here we use the phrase “video set” to refer to an eye video and its corresponding scene
video. The accuracy of all tags were determined via manual coding of the Tagged FixationsOnly videos (described in Section 2.3.1); note, the fixation crosshairs in all Fixations-Only
video frames shown in this section, except those from the Cubes scene, are outlined in black
for enhanced illustration. The manual coder was asked to label fixations that were incorrect
and fixations that were “borderline;” borderline fixations were described as those that were on
the border of two VOIs and could be argued as being on either of these VOIs (some examples
are shown in this section). This manual coding took less than one minute per video and was
performed by an unbiased user familiar with the Fixations-Only videos, eye tracking and manual
coding. All manual codes were verified to ensure that no blatant errors were made.
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Figure 9.2: VOIs and POIs (calibration points) for Shelves scene labeled with corresponding tags.

Shelves Scene
Subject 1 was asked to look at the eight calibration points marked in Figure 9.2 (CP-1 to CP-8)
to calibrate her POR. Six of these calibration points were placed along the top and bottom of
the second shelf region and two calibration points were placed in the back of this shelf region.
This placement was chosen so that the 8 calibration points were on two different planes in the
world, separated in depth, so that they would make robust ground truth points for initializing
structure and motion computation. After looking at each calibration point, the subject was
told to look amongst the products on the store shelves in front of her. The task took less than
90 seconds (including calibration) resulting in a 2,501-frame scene video to process and 160
fixations automatically detected using the stricter dmax setting. Less than one percent (0.2%)
of the POR data were considered to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR (this includes
frames during which the subject blinked or closed her eyes). 93.5% of PORs were classified as
within fixations.
For this video set, each fixation was tagged to a calibration point or to the right or left
side of one shelf. Figure 9.2 shows the 8 VOIs and 8 POIs with their corresponding labels used
for tagging. These volumes and points of interest were measured with a tape measure to the
nearest

1 th
8

inch. Right angles (e.g., at vertices of shelves) were assumed.
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Figure 9.3: Ground truth frames automatically selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second (Shelves scene).

After initial feature matching, 9 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 3 and 4 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes (between this
pair and pair including Keyframes 4 and 5) with the larger number of features (77) in common.
These keyframes were manually verified as acceptable keyframes that each contained the 8
ground truth (calibration) points. Ground points were manually selected in the first ground
truth frame and automatically matched in the second frame. All of these automatic ground
truth matches were manually accepted without any alteration and are shown in Figure 9.3.
Out of the 160 automatically identified fixations, 158 were correctly tagged (98.8% correct).
Figure 9.4 shows a fixation correctly tagged to a calibration point and a fixation correctly tagged
to a VOI. This figure also provides a good example of the extent of camera movement (i.e., how
much the view from the scene camera changes and the VOIs move through the scene). Figure
9.5 shows the only two fixations that were incorrectly tagged for this video set. These errors
may be due to the fact that the ground truth points used to initialize structure and motion
only covered the second shelf region and the ground truth frames showed very similar views of
the scene (see Figure 9.3). In fact, the Shelves scene produced the largest average projection
matrix errors of all the scenes tested (see Appendix A.3).
Figure 9.6 shows two fixations that were manually coded as “borderline” for this video. The
calibration point fixation in this figure is assumed to be correctly tagged as it was during the
subject calibration portion of the video and in the correct order that the subject was asked to
209
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Figure 9.4: Frames from automatically-tagged output video for fixations correctly tagged to a calibration
point (left) and a shelf region (right). Tags shown in bottom left corner.

Figure 9.5: The only two fixations incorrectly tagged by FixTracer in Shelves scene.
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Figure 9.6: Fixations tagged by FixTracer in Shelves scene that were considered “borderline” by the
manual coder.

fixate these points. The second borderline fixation suggests that VOIs should be more directly
tied to physical objects in the scene (e.g., individual products on the shelves) which would reduce
the likelihood of fixations on the borders of VOIs and may make VOIs, and consequently output
fixation information, more meaningful.

Posters Scene
Subject 2 was asked to look at the 8 calibration points marked in Figure 9.7 to calibrate his
POR. Calibration points were placed on two adjoining walls so that they would be on two
different planes in the world and span the scene area well (for robust initial structure and
motion computation); these points are more visible in Figure 6.10(c). After calibration, the
subject was told to look at the two posters on these two walls. This task also took less than
90 seconds (including calibration) resulting in a 1,951-frame scene video to process and 148
automatically-identified fixations to be tagged using the stricter dmax setting. Less than one
percent (0.7%) of the POR data were considered to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or
CR. 93.9% of PORs were classified as within fixations.
For this video set, fixations were tagged to calibration points, different regions of the two
posters and the two visible walls. Figure 9.7 shows the 8 poster regions and 2 walls defined
211
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Figure 9.7: VOIs and POIs (calibration points) labeled with their tags for Posters scene.

as VOIs and 8 POIs with their corresponding labels used for tagging; posters and walls were
defined as VOIs with their smallest dimension equal to 1-inch (i.e., Poster 1 had a width of
∆x = 1 inch and Poster 2 had a depth of ∆z = 1 inch). These volumes and points of interest
were measured with a tape measure to the nearest

1 th
8

inch. Right angles (e.g., at corners of

posters) were assumed and poster horizontal and vertical edges were assumed to be parallel
to the ground and the line connecting the two walls, respectively. The inner regions of Poster
2 were defined such that they stuck out 0.5 inches in the z-direction from the outer region
of Poster 2 (labeled P2-R1 in Figure 9.7); this allowed us to define all VOIs as rectangular
solids such that the ray through any fixations on one of these inner regions would intersect the
inner VOI before intersecting the outer VOI. Similarly, walls were defined as being 0.5 inches
“behind” the posters.
After initial feature matching, 15 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video
using the stricter settings (values in parentheses in Table 9.1). Keyframes 7 and 8 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes with the larger number of features (96) in
common. These keyframes were manually verified as acceptable keyframes, each containing the
8 calibration points which served as ground truth, and are presented in Figure 9.8. Ground
points were manually selected in the first ground truth frame and automatically matched in the
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Figure 9.8: Ground truth frames automatically selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second (Posters scene). Different colors used for points to
enhance contrast for illustration only.

second frame. All of these automatic ground truth matches were manually accepted without
alteration and are also shown in Figure 9.8.
Out of the 148 fixations automatically identified in the Posters scene, 146 were correctly
tagged (98.7% correct). Figure 9.9 shows a fixation correctly tagged to a calibration point and
a fixation correctly tagged to a region of each poster. This figure also provides a good example
of the extent of camera/head movement in this scene. Since the walls were defined as VOIs for
this scene, no fixations were tagged as other (i.e., not being on a measured VOI or POI). Figure
9.10 shows the only two fixations that were incorrectly tagged for this video set. These errors
are for consecutive fixations in frames whose projection matrices were not computed directly
due to a lack of features in common with reconstructed features (right of Figure 9.10) or a
frame whose neighboring frames had projection matrices not directly computed and therefore
may have been adversely affected by the median filtering of the camera motion. Figure 9.11
shows two fixations that were “borderline” for this video; under the assumption that 2D POR
in the scene video is exact, these fixation tags are correct.
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Figure 9.9: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer in Posters scene.

Figure 9.10: The only two fixations incorrectly tagged by FixTracer in Posters scene.
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Figure 9.11: Tags for two fixations near the border of VOIs in Posters scene.
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Hairbands Scene
The Hairbands and Toys scenes (in the following two sections) were captured in a model store
on the same day and with Subject 2. For each of these tasks, the subject was calibrated
in a separate aisle of the store and then guided to the location of the current task. For these
calibrations, the subject was asked to look at the tip of an assistant’s thumb as he stood in front
of the subject and moved his thumb in 9 distinct locations to span the scene video frame. Pupil
and CR data were tracked through each calibration segment and a calibration homography
from eye coordinates to scene coordinates generated as described in Section 5.2. Pupil and CR
data were separately tracked through the eye clips corresponding to each task and eye-in-head
motion extracted using the CHM method (Section 5.2.2). The calibration homography obtained
from the prior calibration sequence was then applied to these data to obtain POR in the scene
images.
For the Hairbands task, the subject was asked to “pick out hairbands for a 4-year old girl.”
The task took less than 15 seconds (not including calibration) resulting in a 431-frame scene
video to process and 48 fixations automatically detected. 2.0% of the POR data were considered
to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR. Using a dmax of 20 pixels during fixationidentification resulted in 88.9% of PORs being classified as within fixations (see Section 9.1 for
details on parameter settings).
For this video set, fixations were tagged to different sections of hair accessory products.
VOIs for the Hairbands scene are shown in Figure 9.12 and were measured by counting the
pegholes in the shelf backing – which were each 1-inch apart in the world – in the 7.2 megapixel
image of the scene shown in Figure 9.12.
After initial feature matching, 4 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 1 and 2 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes (between this
pair and pair of Keyframes 2 and 3) with the larger number of features (70) in common. These
keyframes were manually verified as acceptable keyframes and are presented in Figure 9.13.
Ground points at vertices of the back faces of VOIs were manually selected in the first ground
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Figure 9.12: VOIs for the Hairbands scene. Image used to measure VOIs (left) and name assigned to
each VOI (right).

truth frame and automatically matched in the second frame. All of these automatic ground
truth matches were manually accepted without any alteration and are also shown in Figure
9.13. These ground truth points all lied on the same plane in the world which was sufficient
because the camera intrinsic parameters were known (see Section 4.4.2).
Out of the 48 fixations automatically identified from this video set, one was incorrectly
tagged (97.9% correct). Figure 9.14 shows the first and last fixations that were both correctly
tagged and approximately represent the extent of camera movement during this task; the first
fixation is near the border of two regions so, due to POR accuracy, could have been on either
of the adjacent VOIs. Figure 9.15 shows the only fixation that was incorrectly tagged for this
video set. This fixation is very close to the border of the truly fixated VOI and the VOI that
217
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Figure 9.13: Ground truth frames automatically selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second.

Figure 9.14: First and last fixations of Hairbands scene, correctly tagged.

was automatically tagged as being fixated (see Figure 9.12). The computed 3D POR for this
fixation was only 0.1 inch from the bottom edge of the tagged VOI. This incorrect fixation
suggests that errors may be introduced into the camera motion tracking when an object in the
scene – in this case the subject’s hand – moves.
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Figure 9.15: The only fixation that was incorrectly tagged by FixTracer in Hairbands scene with zoomedin view on right.
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Toys (HR) Scene
As mentioned previously, the Toys scenes were captured in a model store with Subject 2. For
these video sets, fixations were tagged to each individual toy product; the VOIs used for each
toy clip are shown in Figure 9.16. These VOIs were roughly measured by overlaying grids
on a 7.2 Mp image of the scene (right of Figure 9.16). Assuming that the distance between
shelves was constant, the same grid was resized to the front of each shelf to roughly account
for perpective and camera distortion and each box of the the grid was estimated to be 3-inches
by 3-inches. The Toys LR scene video (next section) was not captured in unison with the HR
one and therefore their results should not be directly compared as they do not depict identical
camera motion, task or fixation patterns (see Section 8.2 for a direct comparison of the LR and
HR cameras).
For the task performed with the HR camera, Subject 2 was asked to remember details about
the different toys. The subject was given about 20 seconds to look at the toys resulting in a
601-frame scene video to process and 59 automatically-identified fixations to be tagged. One
percent of the POR data were considered to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR.
92.9% of PORs were classified as within fixations.
After initial feature matching, 6 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 3 and 4 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes with the larger
number of features (129) in common over keyframes 2 and 3. Upon verification of these
keyframes, keyframes 2 and 3 were manually selected as a better pair of ground truth frames
(with 126 features in common) as they appeared to better represent the scene. Ground points
were manually selected in the first ground truth frame and automatically matched in the second
frame. All of these automatic ground truth matches were manually accepted without alteration
and are shown in Figure 9.17.
Out of the 59 fixations automatically identified for this video set, one was incorrectly tagged
(98.3% correct). Figure 9.18 shows fixations correctly tagged to two different toys and provides
a good example of the extent of camera movement in this scene video. Figure 9.19 shows the
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Figure 9.16: VOIs for the Toys scene. Image with grids used to measure VOIs (left), name assigned to
each VOI (right).

only fixation that was manually coded as incorrectly tagged for this video set. This fixation
is near the bottom edge of the third toy on the top shelf (VOI S1-T3) and its corresponding
fixation ray was traced by FixTracer to go between the bottom of this toy and the top of the
toys below it. To improve results in these types of situations, one may want to extend VOI
regions beyond the physical VOIs if there is space between VOIs, as in this case; this could
corrupt the results of PORs defined in VOI faces (which may just require adjusting these 2D
PORs accordingly) but not 3D PORs.
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Figure 9.17: Ground truth frames manually selected with manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second (Toys HR scene).

Figure 9.18: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer in Toys HR scene.

Figure 9.19: The only incorrectly-tagged fixation in Toys HR scene with zoomed-in view on right.
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Figure 9.20: Ground truth frames manually selected with manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second (Toys LR scene).

Toys (LR) Scene
For the Toys task performed with the LR camera, Subject 2 was asked to count the number of
toys on the shelves. This task took about 15 seconds resulting in a 461-frame scene video to
process and 36 automatically-identified fixations to be tagged. Less than one percent (0.2%)
of the POR data were considered to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR. 97.0% of
PORs were classified as within fixations. The same VOIs were used for this video set as for the
HR video set (Figure 9.16).
After initial feature matching, 10 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 4 and 5 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes with the larger
number of features (114) in common. As in the case of the Toys video captured by the HR
scene camera, this keyframe pair was manually rejected. Keyframes 2 and 3 were manually
selected to be the ground truth frames (with 97 features in common) as they appeared to
represent the scene well. Ground points were manually selected in the first ground truth frame
and automatically matched in the second frame. All of these automatic ground truth matches
were manually accepted without alteration and are shown in Figure 9.20. Figure 9.21 shows
fixations correctly tagged to two different toys and provides a good example of the extent of
camera/head movement in this scene video. No fixations were incorrectly tagged for this video
set.
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Figure 9.21: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer in Toys LR scene. No fixations were incorrectly
tagged for this video set.
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Cube Scene
For most of the scenes previously discussed, the subject was only fixating the front surface of
each VOI (or the left surface of the right wall and regions of one of the posters in the Posters
scene). The Cube scene was used to look at fixations on multiple surfaces of a single VOI. This
scene was one of the more challenging scenes due to the large windows in the background. One
problem that these windows created was poor lighting that made the background bright and
the color cube in the foreground very dark in the LR scene video. As a result of this lighting,
many of the detected corners were along the profile edges of the cube and did not represent
fixed positions in the world (see Figure 9.22). Another problem created by these windows
was due to the dark structure between the window panes. This structure created very strong
corners which often occurred at intersections in the image (but not in the world) between this
structure and objects both inside and outside the building. These points do not represent true
fixed points in the world when the camera moves with respect to the objects creating these
intersections because the objects are at different distances from the camera. Other difficulties
with this scene were created by the trees in it. Outdoor trees were moving in the wind but a
larger problem with these trees was due to their fine repetitive texture that resulted in corners
(e.g., on leaves) shifting as they were matched across frames (e.g., from one leaf to another).
The dark branches of the trees created the same problem as described for the dark window
structure due to false intersections between these branches and objects in front of or behind
the tree. Cornelis et al. [11] attack these types of problems by removing features whose 3D
positions are not consistently reconstructed using different pairs of keyframes.
FixTracer performed remarkably well on this scene considering the poor feature tracks used
to generate its results. One reason FixTracer was robust against features tracked through images
that did not correspond to static points in the 3D world is that in the process of calculating
camera projection matrices the reprojection error between each 3D point projected into the
image and its detected image point is computed and if this error is greater than 100 times the
median error of all features, the projection matrix is recalculated with that feature removed.
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Figure 9.22: Matches between two keyframes used as ground truth frames. Many of these matches are
along the profile of the cube or intersections between the window structure and objects in front of or
behind the windows. These matches, as well as a couple of the matches in the indoor tree, do not
correspond to the same position in the world.

However, this check fails when the majority of features in the image represent these false points,
which is the reason for the errors in the two fixations that were incorrectly tagged for this video
set (Figure 9.26).
After initial feature matching, 16 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 8 and 9 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes with the larger
number of features (71) in common. These keyframes were manually verified as acceptable
keyframes and are presented in Figure 9.23. Ground points were manually selected in the first
ground truth frame and automatically matched in the second frame. One of these automatic
ground truth matches was manually corrected and is depicted in Figure 9.23. This ground point
match was incorrect due to the window structure in the background and is a good example of
the difficulty of feature matching in this scene video.
Figure 9.24 shows the naming convention used for the faces of the color cube. This was
the only scene for which the world coordinate system was not defined so that the floor was in
the y = 0 plane; the world coordinate system for this scene was aligned with the edges of the
cube. After calibration, Subject 1 was instructed to stand in three different locations and fixate
points marked on the front, left and top faces of the cube. This task (not including calibration)
lasted about 30 seconds and resulted in 901 frames to process and 41 automatically-identified
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Figure 9.23: Ground truth frames automatically selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame
and automatically matched ground truth in second (red) along with corrected ground truth (green).
Only one match was altered during manual verification.

fixations to be tagged. Less than one percent (0.4%) of the POR data were considered to be
track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR. 97.1% of PORs were classified as within fixations.
Figure 9.25 shows fixations correctly tagged to each face of the cube and the extent that the
subject was instructed to move. Figure 9.26 shows the only two fixations that were incorrectly
tagged for this video set.
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Figure 9.24: Cube scene VOI depicting how the faces were named.

Figure 9.25: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer in Cube scene.
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Figure 9.26: The only two fixations incorrectly tagged by FixTracer in Cube scene.
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Boxes Scene - Subject 1
For most of the previous scenes, some VOIs were touching but did not occlude each other and
were not displaced in depth. The Boxes scene was used to check the accuracy of fixations on
different faces of multiple VOIs. For this task, both subjects (on separate occasions) were asked
to look at specific points on different faces of the boxes. Subjects were shown images of the
boxes with these fixation points labeled (Figure 8.5) and each fixation point was again described
to the subject as they were asked to fixate them. These fixation points were intended to be
spread out on many different VOI faces in the scene, which could not all be viewed from a single
position. VOIs for the Boxes scene are shown in Figure 9.27. The positions and dimensions
of these VOIs were measured to the nearest

1 th
8

inch and it was assumed that neighboring

boxes were touching. As a reminder, all VOI faces are defined such that the face pointing in
the positive (negative) z-direction is the front (back) face, the face pointing in the positive
(negative) x-direction is the right (left) face and the face pointing in the positive (negative)
y-direction is the top (bottom) face (as illustrated in Figure 5.17).
Subject 1 sat in a wheeled chair and was moved to three different locations each of which
were about 8 feet from the boxes. Figure 9.28 shows a top-down view of the computed subject
motion with respect to the top faces of the boxes with the positions on the floor to which the
subject was approximately wheeled marked and numbered in the order the subject was moved;
Figure 5.14 shows more information from these motion data. Keyframes selected as ground
truth frames are outlined with squares in Figure 9.28. These ground truth frames (Figure 9.29)
are between the second and third marked chair positions. The positions of these ground truth
frames are most likely the reason that the computed subject position was closest to the intended
marked position for the later frames of the video and furthest from the first marked position.
Subject 1 took about 74 seconds to look at the specified fixation points resulting in 2,201
frames to process and 98 automatically-identified fixations to be tagged. Less than one percent
(0.2%) of the POR data were considered to be track losses due to loss of pupil and/or CR.
96.9% of PORs were classified as within fixations. The Boxes video set for Subject 1 contained
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Figure 9.27: VOIs for Boxes scene.
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Figure 9.28: Computed positions of Subject 1 in Boxes scene. The subject set in a wheeled chair and
was approximately wheeled to the three positions marked by X’s. Black dots represent head positions at
intraframes and magenta dots represent head positions at keyframes; ground truth frames are outlined
with squares. The tops of the VOIs are outlined for reference.
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Figure 9.29: Ground truth frames manually selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame and
automatically matched ground truth in second (yellow) along with the two ground truth matches (green)
that were corrected during manual verification (Boxes scene, Subject 1).

individual VOIs that subtended the smallest viewing angle of all the scenes tested. Also, since
the subject was wheeled in a chair, this task contained the most unnatural head motion.
After initial feature matching, 41 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video
using the stricter keyframe parameters. Keyframes 19 and 20 were automatically chosen as the
middle pair of keyframes with the larger number of features (74) in common but keyframes
21 and 22 were manually chosen to better represent the scene. Ground points were manually
selected in the first ground truth frame and automatically matched in the second frame. Two
of these automatic ground truth matches were manually corrected as depicted in Figure 9.29.
Out of the 98 fixations automatically identified from this video set, 13 were incorrectly
tagged resulting in the lowest percentage correct (86.7% correct) of the eight scenes tested.
Figure 9.30 shows fixations correctly tagged to four different VOI faces. These images also
depict the three main positions to which the subject was moved (see Figure 9.28). Figure
9.31 shows four representative incorrectly-tagged fixations. Four of the 13 fixations that were
incorrectly tagged were from the first five fixations of the video and on the front of the TIDE1
box like the one shown in the top left of Figure 9.31. The next three incorrectly tagged fixations
were on the front of the TISS1 box but tagged to the GAIN1 box behind the tissue box as in
the error in the top right image of Figure 9.31. Three of the 13 fixations coded as incorrect
were incorrectly-tagged to the front face of the WHTHN box just as the one shown in the bottom
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right of Figure 9.31; three additional errors were also incorrectly tagged to this face but on
neighboring boxes or incorrectly tagged as other but on the bottom of the front face of this
box as in the bottom left of Figure 9.31. These errors associated with the WHTHN box are good
examples of the increased difficulty of tagging fixations in this scene due to the smaller angular
subtense of the VOIs in the video (compared to the other scenes). Also, tag errors tended to
be towards the beginning of the video in frames furthest from the ground truth frames in both
distance and time (see Figure 9.28). Therefore, these errors are most likely the result of feature
tracks drifting and accumulation of error during the updating of structure and motion (Section
5.3.2.3) as these frames are processed latest. Errors in camera position calculation (i.e., camera
projection matrices) are illustrated in Figure 9.28 and the average projection matrix error for
both keyframes and intraframes are tabulated in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 9.30: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer (Boxes scene, Subject 1).
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Figure 9.31: Fixations incorrectly tagged by FixTracer (Boxes scene, Subject 1).
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Figure 9.32: Example of poor pupil detection due to a dark eye image (Boxes scene, Subject 2). The
pupil boundary is biased to contain pixels around the boundary of the CR because of their high gradient.

Boxes Scene - Subject 2
The task and VOIs for this video set are the same as those described in the previous section
(VOIs shown in Figure 9.27) except that Subject 2 was allowed to stand and move freely and
therefore got much closer to the boxes. Subject 2 took about 97 seconds to look at the specified
fixation points resulting in 2,901 frames to process and 282 automatically-identified fixations
to be tagged. Less than one percent (0.6%) of the POR data were considered to be track losses
due to loss of pupil and/or CR. 80.8% of PORs were classified as within fixations. This low
percentage of PORs classified to fixations and high number of fixations were due to relatively
noisy pupil data from this eye video (compared to the pupil data for the other scenes presented
in this chapter). Due to the dark eye images and the high contrast CR, the pupil boundary was
biased to contain pixels along the edge of the CR which often offset the detected pupil position
from its true position (Figure 9.32). Nonetheless, in this section we assume the POR crosshair
position and detected fixations are accurate and discuss how accurately these positions were
tagged to the VOI faces that they fell within in the scene video.
After initial feature matching, 28 keyframes were automatically selected for this scene video.
Keyframes 13 and 14 were automatically chosen as the middle pair of keyframes with the
larger number of features in common but keyframes 11 and 12 were manually chosen to better
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Figure 9.33: Ground truth frames manually selected, manually selected ground truth in first frame and
automatically matched ground truth in second (yellow) along with three corrected (green) ground truth
matches (Boxes scene, Subject 2).

represent the scene. Ground points were manually selected in the first ground truth frame and
automatically matched in the second frame. Three of these automatic ground truth matches
were manually corrected and are depicted in Figure 9.33.
Out of the 282 fixations automatically identified for this video set, 21 were incorrectly
tagged (92.6% correct). Figure 9.34 shows four of the more challenging fixations that were
correctly tagged. Figure 9.35 shows four incorrectly tagged fixations. Six of the fixations coded
as incorrect were incorrectly tagged to the top face of the CHEW2 box just as the one shown
in Figure 9.35. This error, like the one in Figure 9.31 for Subject 1, is a good example of the
increased difficulty of tagging fixations in this scene due to the small size of the VOIs. This
particular video set (from Subject 2) contained the most subject movement with respect to
VOIs being tagged (i.e., the VOIs were viewed from the most different angles).
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Figure 9.34: Fixations correctly tagged by FixTracer (Boxes scene, Subject 2).
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Figure 9.35: Fixations incorrectly tagged by FixTracer (Boxes scene, Subject 2).
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Chapter 10

Conclusions
Portable video-based eye trackers are relatively new to the vision research community [17].
Analysis of data from these eye trackers can be a difficult and tedious task and automation
of this analysis has yet to receive much attention. Extracting useful information from data
collected by portable eye trackers is challenging because the POR data are defined within a
scene video that is being captured by a moving camera. Therefore, POR positions in the scene
video can not be simply related to positions in the world or items-of-interest. Plotting these
raw POR data does not provide much, if any, information when the scene camera is moving.
The standard way to analyze data collected using a portable eye tracker is to manually code a
video on a frame-by-frame basis. This process can be tedious, time-consuming, subjective and
error-prone [69]. The goals of this dissertation were to simplify or eliminate the manual coding
process and generate information about a subject’s eye and head motion that can be easily and
meaningfully analyzed or visualized.
Since the main challenge of analyzing data from portable eye trackers is due to the motion
of the scene camera, we compute the scene camera motion from its video. This is a difficult
task because the scene camera is a miniature camera that captures low-resolution images of the
scene. Also, the scene camera moves with the subject’s head which can move frequently and
quickly. Therefore, a robust method to compute this camera motion via low-resolution imagery
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was necessary. To make our method robust, we generate initial feature matches which are
automatically inspected, cleaned and (where appropriate) merged. This allows us to generate
the initial feature tracks more quickly than if these feature tracks were to be the final tracks
used to compute structure and motion. Cleaning these feature tracks removes bad matches or
entire tracks and separates tracks that belong to more than one point in the world. Merging
feature tracks that do belong to the same point in the world extends some feature tracks so
that distant frames have more features in common.
We use our computed scene camera motion along with the standard POR output and
premeasured volumes-of-interest (VOIs) in the scene in a novel manner to determine which VOIs
are being fixated. The key to this technique is to convert all information into the scene camera
coordinate system at a single moment in time for each fixation. VOI information that is defined
in the world coordinate system is converted to camera coordinates using the computed camera
motion. POR information defined in image coordinates is converted to camera coordinates using
camera intrinsic parameters obtained from camera calibration [5]. With POR information in
the same coordinate system as VOI information (but still restricted to the image plane), ray
tracing can be used to determine which VOI is being fixated. This ray tracing is robust because
the rays do not originate from noisy computed eye positions (i.e., we are not tracing a subject’s
line-of-sight) rather from the camera center in its own coordinate system (i.e., the origin of
the coordinate system). It is difficult to accurately compute eye positions from eye tracker
videos because it requires accurate information about the shape of an individual’s eyes and the
distance of the eyes from the eye tracker cameras [19]. Eye shape varies between individuals
[9] and the distance between eye and the eye tracker cameras, on a wearable headgear, tends
to vary throughout data collection due to slight movements or slippage of the headgear with
respect to the head. We avoid these obstacles with our ray tracing method.
In Section 8.2 we evaluate the accuracy of 3D PORs computed by ray tracing fixations
through premeasured VOIs. Since all 3D PORs are constrained to a fixated 2D surface, the
accuracy of these PORs is equivalent to the accuracy of the POR defined within the fixated
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surface. We demonstrate an average error – in terms of Euclidean distance between estimated
and measured positions – of 0.54 inches (standard deviation of 0.33 inches) when using our
fixation tracing method on manually selected PORs in frames from a low-resolution scene
camera. This average error was computed using all PORs that were correctly tagged to their
fixated surfaces. Only one out of 121 manually selected PORs was incorrectly tagged using
data from the low-resolution scene video (99.2% of fixations were tagged to their correct VOI
face). Errors were higher for a higher resolution camera which is most likely due to the fact
that the camera intrinsic parameters for this camera were computed with higher uncertainties.
In Chapter 9, we present the accuracy of fixations being tagged to the correct VOI face for
eight real scenes using POR data from two subjects (i.e., no manual selection of POR). These
tests were conducted using both low and high-resolution cameras. The indoor scenes tested
varied from scenes representing sections of stores to scenes with large windows. VOIs in the
different scenes tested ranged from sections of posters to boxes at different depths. Subject
head motion in the different scenes varied from constrained to natural motions. Fixation tag
accuracies ranged from 86.7% in a scene with VOIs subtending relatively small viewing angles
to 100.0% with an average of 96.0% accuracy (standard deviation = 4.4%).
Our novel “fixations-only” videos in accordance with the FixTracer algorithm can greatly
simplify manual coding while still allowing some user input. The tagged “fixations-only” video
can be manually coded to correct FixTracer errors and produce confident results in significantly
less time than if the standard full POR video were manually coded.
This dissertation work lays the foundation for an automated system for analyzing data from
portable eye trackers. We present the potential of our FixTracer algorithm for computing 3D
head motion and POR and automatically encoding gaze fixations to VOIs. We also present new
opportunities for visualizing this information to more efficiently analyze portable eye tracker
data. Most of these visualizations require information – about POR and head motion in the
world coordinate system – that could not be obtained via manual coding. There are many
opportunities to extend this work and improve current limitations as discussed in the following
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section.

10.1

Future work

One of the goals of the FixTracer algorithm was to reduce manual intervention. Manual input
can be further reduced by automating the measurement and detection of ground truth points. If
this process were automated, however, it must be highly accurate and never produce crude errors
because this ground truth information is critical to the computation of scene camera motion.
Along these lines, automatic detection of fixation points used during subject calibration would
further reduce manual labor. This would require detection of the positions of calibration points
in the images as well as detection of the frame ranges during which a subject is fixating each
calibration point; applying the fixation-identification algorithm to pupil position data may be
helpful towards automatic selection of these frame ranges. This process would also need to
be highly accurate because it directly determines the accuracy of POR positions in the scene
video to trace. Automatic detection of flashes from the strobe used to synchronize videos may
also be desired; this detection is simple but may require searching through a large number of
frames. These steps are not automated in the current version of FixTracer because errors in
these results would most severely affect the performance of FixTracer. Therefore, in order to
have confidence in the results produced by FixTracer, verification of the results of each of these
steps would be strongly desired; this verification would not necessarily require much less work
than the manual input that would be replaced.
The initial feature matching step of the algorithm is the step whose improvement may have
the greatest impact. There is a good amount of feature matches between consecutive frames but
the percentage of matches that survive more than two frames falls off greatly with additional
frames. With a larger number of matched features across multiple frames, keyframes could be
selected to be further apart which may improve feature reconstruction and consequently improve
camera motion calculation; less keyframes would reduce overall processing time. Additionally,
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more features in common between distant frames would increase the likelihood that camera
projection matrices can be reconstructed for all keyframes without additional user input. This
increase in length of feature tracks would also most likely decrease errors at frames furthest
from the ground truth frames (see Boxes S1 results in Section 9.2). In the current version of
FixTracer, color information from the videos is not used. Later versions may benefit from the
use of this available information.
Bundle adjustment may improve the final camera motion results. However, if bundle adjustment were used on the reconstructed features and camera projection matrices, the following
two constraints should be enforced: (1) camera intrinsic parameters are known and should not
be adjusted, (2) rotation matrices should remain true rotation matrices (i.e., be symmetric
matrices with two equal eigenvalues and one unit eigenvalue). Also, sparse bundle adjustment
would have to be implemented in order to handle situations where not all features are tracked
through all images. Other possibilities for improving camera motion tracking include: using
more ground truth (e.g., include a new pair of ground truth frames every 1000 frames or measure
and select more ground truth points), and investigating and cleaning of features that produce
inconsistent reconstructions during the updating of structure and motion (Section 5.3.2.3).
Another area for improvement in the FixTracer algorithm is in execution time. Currently,
the slowest steps of the algorithm (by a very large margin) are pupil and CR detection, corner
detection and initial feature matching. Corner detection is the slowest step on a per frame
scale with its bottleneck being grayscale dilation performed during nonmaximal suppression to
find the best corner candidates in each image neighborhood. However, even if the execution
time of the algorithm was decreased, FixTracer by design is an offline system; it could not be
implemented in real-time due to the iterative nature of the structure and motion recovery and
the fact that camera motion computation for a single frame may be affected by both past and
future frames.
This dissertation was focused primarily on processing the scene video from the eye tracker.
Improvements can also be made in processing the eye video. Specifically, our method for
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compensating for headgear motion should be further developed. Whether using this method
or the standard pupil minus CR method, the accuracy of 2D PORs in the scene video (Section
8.1) could use improvement to ensure that information obtained from these data – fixations, 3D
PORs and fixated VOIs – accurately depict subject fixation behavior. Of course, if a commercial
system were used to determine 2D POR in the scene (e.g., the Yarbus system from Positive
R
), this information could be easily input into FixTracer; supporting functions have
Science&

been written for using Yarbus data in FixTracer.
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Appendix A

Additional Results
This Appendix presents additional results obtained during development and testing of FixTracer that are not crucial to its understanding. Section A.1 presents results of calculation eye
and headgear gains for multiple subjects. Section A.2 presents results of evaluating the affect of
the dClean threshold on reconstruction error for a single video set. Section A.3 presents camera
projection matrix errors for the scenes used in Chapters 8 and 9. Appendix B presents alternative routines for computing 3D POR or tagging fixations that were tested during FixTracer
development.

A.1

Empirical measurement of gain values for multiple subjects

Gain values were initially obtained for five subjects using the 4th generation RIT Wearable Eye
Tracker and the ISCAN Analysis System [40] as presented in [46]. From these results, average
eye gain values of [0.52 0.36] and headgear gain values of [0.85 0.88] ([horizontal vertical]) were
obtained. We conducted a second experiment, presented here, to repeat these measurements
for 12 additional subjects using the pupil and CR tracking technique described in Section 5.2.1.
This second experiment was conducted because the units for the pupil and CR positions output
by the ISCAN analysis system are unknown and therefore the gain values obtained may not be
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Figure A.1: Frame from one subject’s scene video during the task used to compute the subject’s eye
gain.

transferable to pupil and CR positions defined in eye image coordinates as used by FixTracer
and to test the CHM technique (Section 8.1.1).
The subjects were 4 males and 8 females ranging in age from 18 to 33 (average 21.25) years
old; all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment consisted of two tasks: (1)
looking sequentially through a 3 × 3 grid of fixation points; (2) fixating on the center fixation

point while moving the eye tracker headgear. Data from the first task were used to calculate
each subject’s eye gain while data from the second task were used to calculate each subject’s
headgear gain. Each subject sat about 2 meters away from a board on which the fixation points
were drawn. Each fixation point was the letter X subtending a viewing angle of approximately
one degree and separated to elicit rotational eye movements of 12 degrees in the horizontal and
vertical directions. Figure A.1 shows a frame from one subject’s scene video.
Videos of each subject’s eye during the two tasks were processed using the method described
in Section 5.2.1 to obtain horizontal and vertical pupil and CR positions in each frame. These
data were used to determine the horizontal and vertical eye and headgear gain values for
each subject. Results are presented in the following sections separated into the two tasks for
measuring eye and headgear gains and are presented in Table A.1. All plots in this section are
from Subject 3’s data because this subject’s gain values were, overall, closest to the means.
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Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Mean
StdDev

Eye
Horizontal
0.50 (0.99)
0.64 (0.99)
0.51 (1.00)
0.65 (0.98)
0.51 (0.99)
0.48 (1.00)
0.66 (0.99)
0.60 (0.98)
0.55 (1.00)
0.53 (0.97)
0.55 (0.98)
0.53 (0.98)
0.56
0.06

249

Gain
Vertical
0.44 (0.96)
0.45 (0.96)
0.45 (0.99)
0.43 (0.89)
0.47 (1.00)
0.36 (0.96)
0.61 (0.98)
0.52 (0.99)
0.50 (0.99)
0.40 (0.97)
0.40 (0.75)
0.47 (0.94)
0.46
0.06

Headgear Gain
Horizontal
Vertical
0.89 (0.99) 0.87 (0.99)
0.87 (1.00) 0.87 (0.99)
0.89 (1.00) 0.88 (1.00)
0.97 (0.98) 0.88 (1.00)
0.87 (0.99) 0.89 (0.99)
0.93 (1.00) 0.85 (0.99)
0.89 (0.99) 0.87 (1.00)
0.89 (0.99) 0.85 (0.98)
0.79 (0.94) 0.96 (0.97)
0.80 (0.95) 0.85 (0.98)
0.89 (0.97) 0.80 (0.91)
0.91 (0.99) 0.90 (1.00)
0.88
0.87
0.05
0.04

Table A.1: Gain values for 12 subjects with R2 values in parentheses.

A.1.1

Eye gain

Subjects were asked to keep their heads and the eye tracker headgear stationary while they
looked through the 9 calibration points – one at a time – making horizontal eye movements
between the points in each row and vertical movements between the three rows of points. Data
from one subject for this trial are shown in Figure A.2(a). A separate linear regression was
performed on the horizontal and vertical positions of the CR versus pupil data collected during
this task to determine the horizontal and vertical eye gain values. Figure A.2(b) shows an
example regression performed on one subject’s horizontal data. The slope of the best-fit line is
taken as the subject’s eye gain for that data set. Results for all subjects are shown in Table
A.1 along with the R2 value for each regression; these R2 values are presented to demonstrate
the validity of performing a linear regression and the consistency of the gain values throughout
the duration of tasks.
The eye gains calculated using a model eye in [52] ranged from 0.49 with the IRED (pro-
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(a) Raw data

(b) Regressions

Figure A.2: Eye gain data from Subject 3. Red data points (left) were not used in regressions due to
low confidences. Red line in regression plots (right) is the best fit line with slope equal to the gain value.
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ducing the CR) 30 mm away to 0.51 with the IRED 40 mm away from an eye with a corneal
radius of 7.8 mm; using the model eye, these values were equal for the horizontal and vertical
eye gains. As shown in Table A.1, the mean eye gain horizontal value calculated from the
twelve subjects was 0.56 with a standard deviation of 0.06; the mean vertical eye gain value
was 0.46 with a standard deviation of 0.06. These mean values surround that derived in [52]
with the horizontal value being above that derived and the vertical value being below it. These
differences are most likely due to the aspherical nature of the cornea and the position of the
IRED with respect to the eye, which typically results in a CR below and to the left of the cornea
center (as in Figure 6.4); differences between horizontal and vertical values may also be due to
the physical size of the eye camera pixels. Variations between subjects are most likely due to
variations in the radii of subjects’ corneas [9] and the distance of the IRED to each subject’s
eye.

A.1.2

Headgear gain

Subjects were asked to fixate on the center fixation point (see Figure A.1) and move the eye
tracker headgear while keeping their eyes and head stationary. The headgear (along with its
attached cameras and IRED) was shifted horizontally and vertically over a range of approximately 18 millimeters. A segment of data from one subject for this trial is shown in Figure
A.3(a). As with the eye gain, the headgear gain was measured by performing a linear regression
on the pupil and CR data from this trial. The data from Figure A.3(a) are shown in Figure
A.3(b) with the best-fit line. The slope of this line is equal to the headgear gain for this subject.
The headgear gains determined for all subjects, including the R2 of the regressions, are shown
in Table A.1.
The headgear gain (horizontal and vertical) values derived using a model eye in [52] ranged
from 0.90 with the IRED 30mm away to 0.92 with the IRED 40mm away from the subject’s
eye. The values calculated for our twelve subjects resulted in a mean horizontal headgear gain
of 0.88 (standard deviation of 0.05) and a mean vertical headgear gain of 0.87 (standard devi251
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(a) Raw data

(b) Regressions

Figure A.3: Headgear gain data from Subject 3. Red data points (left) were not used in regressions due
to low confidences in pupil and/or CR detection (see Section 5.2.1). Red line in regression plots (right)
is the best fit line with slope equal to the gain value. Green lines in these plots have slopes of 1, as
assumed by the P-CR technique.
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ation of 0.04). These mean values are less than the headgear gain values derived theoretically.
One reason for the lower gain values may be the intrusion of small rotational eye movements
during the task. Even when subjects attempt to hold their eyes as still as possible, there are
microsaccades, tremors and drifts (Section 3.2.1) that may reduce the overall gain. However,
since these are miniature eye movements, it is more likely that subjects also made some small
eye movements within the fixation point (the letter X). Because eye-in-head movements produce a significantly smaller gain value (about 0.51 for these twelve subjects) than headgear
movements, these unintentional eye movements likely account for the lower observed headgear
gain values. A combination of eye and headgear movements will result in an overall gain value
(ratio of CR offset to pupil offset) between the eye and headgear gain values derived.

A.2

Thresholds for cleaning distances

The distance threshold used within the routine to clean feature tracks (Section 5.3.1.4) was
evaluated using the Shelves scene (described in Section 9.2). The affect of this threshold on
the accuracy of computed structure and motion was evaluated by reconstructed some manually selected points in the scene and comparing their triangulated positions to those manually
measured. It is important to note that this triangulation of 3D feature points is used within
the scene camera motion tracking portion of the algorithm but not used to determine 3D POR.
Therefore, 3D PORa are not directly affected by (or equally affected as) the 3D feature points
but are directly affected by the scene camera motion results (used during ray tracing) which
are directly affected by triangulating 3D feature points.
Figure A.4 shows the average reconstruction error for 8 manually selected points versus
the dClean threshold. The shaded area above and below the line represent errors within one
standard error of the mean. These errors were computed by calculating the scene camera motion
for feature tracks cleaned with dClean values between 2 and 14 (in increments of 1) and using
each of these (13) camera motion results to reconstruct the same points. Points were manually
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Figure A.4: Reconstruction error versus dClean (distance threshold used in routine to clean feature
tracks). See text for more details.

selected in the first, middle and last keyframes of the Shelves video so that reconstruction error
would include affects of drift due to shifted or broken feature tracks. The eight points manually
selected in the three keyframes are shown in Figure A.5. These points were reconstructed
via triangulation (Section 4.4.3) using the projection matrices of the three keyframes and the
corresponding manually selected points The reconstruction error for each point was computed
as the Euclidean distance between reconstructed 3D points and true measured 3D points. The
horizontal dashed line in Figure A.4 represents the error obtained if no feature tracks were
cleaned. With the dClean threshold set to 13 or greater, no feature tracks were cleaned. With
a dClean threshold of 1 so many feature tracks were cleaned, broken or removed that there
were no longer enough features in common to compute all projection matrices.
Figure A.6 shows the average reconstruction error for these same eight points without using
the clean or merge routines, after the clean routine and after the merge routine (with dMerge =
1.25, Section 5.3.1.5) for two different values of dClean. These two values of dClean were
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(a) First keyframe

(b) Middle keyframe

(c) Last keyframe

Figure A.5: Manually selected points used in triangulation in first, middle and last keyframes of Shelves
scene video. Keyframes are grayscale and lightened for illustration.
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Figure A.6: Average reconstruction errors before and after cleaning and merging.

chosen as values that resulted in average reconstruction errors greater than (dClean = 2) and
less than (dClean = 5) the error obtained without using the clean routine. This plot shows
that the merge routine is most helpful when the dClean threshold is not optimal and suggests
that these clean and merge routines are best used together. In both cases – using a dClean
threshold that increased or decreased the average reconstruction error – after performing both
routines, the average reconstruction error was less than that computed from feature tracks that
were not cleaned or merged.

A.3

Camera projection matrices errors

Table A.2 shows the average reprojection error across keyframes and across all frames – intraframes and keyframes. These reprojection errors are those computed during the computa-
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Scene
Boxes HR
Boxes LR
Shelves
Posters
Hairbands
Toys
Toys
Cube
Boxes S1
Boxes S2

Number of
Keyframes
18
21
9
15
4
4
10
16
41
28
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Average Reprojection Error
Keyframes
All frames*
3.96 ± 2.26
6.41 ± 3.15
1.38 ± 0.74
3.56 ± 1.28
6.42 ± 6.33 11.39 ± 84.01
2.02 ± 0.69
3.47 ± 1.62
3.43 ± 3.35
3.71 ± 2.23
1.41 ± 0.35
2.07 ± 0.77
1.47 ± 0.53
3.37 ± 1.27
5.16 ± 2.00
6.69 ± 2.83
2.74 ± 1.34
3.82 ± 1.72
4.65 ± 4.31
6.14 ± 4.49

Projection matrices
not computed
0.0%
0.0%
21.59%
2.36%
0.00%
0.33%
0.22%
3.22%
2.23%
12.20%

Table A.2: Reprojection errors for camera projection matrices for each video set presented in this
dissertation. The first two scenes – Boxes HR and LR – are those used in Chapter 8 to compute 3D
POR accuracy. The remaining eight scenes were presented in Chapter 9 for evaluation fixation-tagging
accuracy. Posters and Boxes S1 scenes used stricter parameters for setting keyframes (see Section 9.1).
SX = Subject X. *From errors calculated using frames for which a projection matrix was computed.

tion of the camera projection matrices (see Section 4.4.2). These errors are computed as the
Euclidean distance between feature positions in the image and the corresponding 3D feature
position projected into the image using the computed camera projection matrices. In other
words, they are representative of how well the computed camera projection matrix describes
the 2D↔3D feature correspondences. The percentage of projection matrices not computed
(last column) represents the percentage of frames that did not have the number of features
in common with reconstructed features required to compute a projection matrix; projection
matrices for these frames were filled-in using the projection matrices of surrounding frames
(Section 5.3.2.5).
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Appendix B

Alternative options
In earlier versions of FixTracer a few other methods for getting 3D POR and/or tagging fixated
VOIs were tried. Here, we briefly discuss these methods and their results. We conclude this
Appendix with a comparison of these methods.

B.1

Triangulating 3D POR from 2D POR

Without knowledge of VOIs in the scene, 3D POR could still be obtained using the computed
scene camera motion. An illustration for this method is presented in Figure B.1. This routine
computes the 3D world coordinates of an observer’s POR using 2D POR coordinates in scene
images and scene camera projection matrices of keyframes (along with the input scene video for
matching image points). In order to reconstruct the 3D world coordinates of a POR without
VOI information, correspondences in two or more images are required. Preliminary results
using this method were published in [66].
The routine for obtaining 3D POR via triangulation consists of four steps. Step 1 is a check
to determine if the fixation location corresponds to a feature that was already reconstructed
while tracking camera motion. If the fixation location does correspond to a previously determined feature, the 3D position of the fixation is set to the 3D coordinates of this feature.
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Figure B.1: Illustration of procedure to determine 3D POR. Object in the world is unknown to the
algorithm but displayed for illustration.

Otherwise, three additional steps are executed: (2) Determine a pair of matching image points
for each fixation; (3) Have user verify the match if it has low confidence; (4) Reconstruct the
3D POR from this match.
1. Check if fixation is on a previously reconstructed feature point. If the subject
is fixating a feature that has already been tracked and reconstructed during the process
of determining camera motion, the 3D location of this fixation can be directly set to
the already reconstructed 3D location of this feature. To check this, the 2D POR for
each frame within the fixation is checked against the stored 2D feature coordinates for
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its frame. If the 2D POR is within a small radius of uncertainty around one of these 2D
feature positions, then the fixation is considered to be on the corresponding feature.
2. Find a match in one or more keyframes to a POR for each fixation. It is assumed
that all objects in the scene are stationary. Therefore, only one 3D POR is necessary for
each fixation. This representative 2D POR (for a given fixation) is chosen from the center
frame for that fixation; a mean 2D POR location across all images in the fixation can not
be used because the scene camera may be moving during the fixation. Each representative
POR is reconstructed via the process described in this section to obtain the corresponding
3D POR for its fixation.
The reference 2D POR is matched to an image point in the previous keyframe and an
image point in the next keyframe. If either of these keyframes are contained within the
set of frames for this fixation, the corresponding POR match is taken directly from the
stored POR for that frame; otherwise, the match is found automatically (and verified
manually, if the algorithm assigns a low confidence to the match). Since these keyframes
are relatively far apart, the matching technique used during ego-motion determination
is modified using the properties of the fundamental matrix (see [33] for details on the
fundamental matrix). First, the algorithm attempts to match the POR to a point in
the closer keyframe using monogenic phase [24] (the method used to match features to
determine scene camera motion). If a match is not found using monogenic phase, then the
fundamental matrix between the current frame and this keyframe is determined (from the
locations of the previously tracked features in these two frames) and is used to restrict the
search along the epipolar line (in the closer keyframe) corresponding to the POR location
in the current frame. Then, the POR is matched to a location in the further keyframe
using the fundamental matrix between the two keyframes to search along the epipolar
line (in the further keyframe) determined by the automatically-matched location of the
POR in the closer keyframe.
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If the POR can not be found in one of the two surrounding keyframes, two solutions are
proposed: (1) the next frame can be searched; (2) if the current frame and the keyframe in
which the POR was found are far enough apart (a criterion or user intervention is required
for this), these two frames may be used to triangulate the 3D POR. In the first proposed
solution, next refers to distance from the current frame such that the next frame may be
before or after the keyframe in which the POR was not present (depending on whether this
keyframe was before or after the current frame, respectively). This next frame can then be
searched by obtaining the F describing the new pair of frames from the features in common
between these two keyframes; this process can be repeated until the POR is found in any
two frames (at least as far apart as the two neighboring keyframes). If a pair of matches
for a POR is not found, the user could be prompted to select the POR location in two
keyframes (or browse to frame(s) in which the POR is visible). Whether or not this step is
reached, user verification may be required for matches that the algorithm is not confident
about (i.e., matches producing low correlation values) before the corresponding 3D POR
can be reconstructed because these matches must be true corresponding projections of
the same point – the 3D POR – in the world. This verification is essential because the
triangulation of two points that do not correspond is meaningless.
3. Reconstruct 3D POR. For each fixation, the final pair of matched image coordinates is
used with the camera projection matrices for the corresponding frames to reconstruct the
2D POR to a 3D point in the world coordinate system via triangulation (Section 4.4.3).

B.2

Projecting 3D VOIs into scene video

Another approach that was tried involved projecting the VOI vertices into keyframes. With
this method 3D POR is never determined, rather the 2D PORs in the scene video are used
directly to determine which VOI is being fixated. The steps for this method are laid out as
follows. More details including results of this method (on the Shelves and Posters scenes) have
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been published in [67].
1. Project 3D ROI vertices into keyframes. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) can be defined
as points, surfaces or volumes and treated accordingly. No matter what type of region, all
ROIs are defined by their 3D vertices (where single point ROIs have only one vertex). All
vertices of each ROI are projected into each keyframe. In [67] we used one surface of each
volume-of-interest as our ROIs based on our knowledge of the scene and task (e.g., the
front surface of shelf regions assuming the person would not look at the shelves from their
side). In future implementations, each surface of the volume may be checked after first
using the computed camera matrix to determine which surfaces are facing the camera.
2. Match one POR per fixation to a point in a keyframe. For each fixation, we first
check if the fixation spans a keyframe. If the fixation does span a keyframe, the POR in
that keyframe is used to represent the fixation. Otherwise, the representative POR for
that fixation is taken from the middle frame of the fixation as in our final routine used
in FixTracer and the routine mentioned in Section B.1. The representative POR is then
matched to a point in the closest keyframe (if it was not already taken from a keyframe).
To perform this matching, we use all features (tracked in Section 5.3.1.2) in common
between this frame (the frame from which the representative POR was taken) and the
keyframe being searched. Using feature correspondences in image coordinates (i.e., not
normalized to camera coordinates), we compute a homography matrix from features in
the fixation frame to features in the keyframe. We then apply this homography to the
POR position to obtain an initial guess for its correspondence in the keyframe. Grayscale
correlation is then used around this predicted position to find the best match for the POR
in the keyframe. This is the same method employed by FixTracer to automatically match
ground truth points.
3. Check fixation point in keyframe against projected ROI vertices. First, we check
the fixation point in a keyframe against point ROIs (points-of-interest or POIs) to see
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if they are within a maximum distance (we use 20 pixels in [67]) of the ROIs projected
2D coordinates in that keyframe. As soon as an ROI match is found, the fixation is
tagged and processing moves on to the next fixation. If the fixation does not match any
POIs, it is checked against the surfaces of all remaining ROIs (i.e., surface ROIs and
surfaces of volume ROIs). To determine if the fixation is within an ROI surface, the same
method used during ray tracing in FixTracer (to check if an intersection point with a
plane is within a polygon, Section 4.5) is employed. If the fixation point is considered to
fall within the boundaries of the surface, it is tagged to that ROI. Otherwise, processing
continues until the fixation is within an ROI or all ROIs have been searched, in which
case the fixation is tagged as “other.” Note, ROIs can be defined inside other ROIs (as in
the Posters scene) and ordered so that the innermost ROI is searched first. As mentioned
previously, we used POIs (for calibration points) and one surface of each VOI as our ROIs
in [67]. To use this method for VOIs with multiple surfaces of interest, one could use ray
tracing to determine which surfaces occlude others; in this case the current version for
tagging fixations implemented in FixTracer would make the most sense as it also allows
for computation of 3D POR.

B.3

Ray tracing just using keyframes

If one does not want or need to compute the projection matrices for intraframes, in which
case initial matches through all frames would not need to be stored, he/she could use just the
keyframe motion to ray trace fixations. In this case, the representative POR for each fixation is
matched to a point in the closest keyframe (as in Section B.2) and this matched point is traced
using the camera projection matrix for this keyframe.
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Comparison of methods

None of these alternative methods require camera motion to be computed for intraframes, rather
they just use the camera projection matrices of the keyframes. Computation of intraframe
motion is fast but tends to be less accurate than keyframe motion because the feature tracks
through intraframes are not cleaned or merged, as they are through keyframes (i.e., the initial
feature tracks are used to compute the camera projection matrices of intraframes). However,
if one is interested in the subject’s head motion, camera motion should be computed for all
frames for best temporal resolution.
3D VOI information is not required to reconstruct 3D PORs from 2D PORs without ray
tracing; however, VOI information is necessary if automatic tagging of fixations to VOIs is
desired. This might reduce restrictions on the scene but ground truth points still must be
measured and visible in at least two keyframes and preferably more. If only a small number of
ground truth points are measured (e.g., ¡10), one might want to start eye tracking the subject
with an artificial task by instructing the subject to look at these points from two different
positions in order to ensure that these points will be visible in the scene camera from two
different views; in this case, the first two keyframes will tend to be used as the ground truth
frames which is less robust than using keyframes towards the middle of the sequence because
these frames will tend to have fewer features in common with the later keyframes. Nevertheless,
if it is not practical to measure all VOIs, this method may be more suitable. If this method
is used and VOI information is known, computed 3D PORs can be compared to 3D VOI
vertices to determine which VOI is being fixated. This method would be most beneficial with
open VOIs that the person is fixating inside, as in the Shelves scene; in this case, 3D POR
information may be more accurate as fixations are not on the surfaces of the VOIs but within
the volumes. With fixations on surfaces of solid VOIs, it would be more difficult to compute
whether the reconstructed 3D POR is within the 3D vertices of the VOI, especially due to noise
in triangulation. With reconstructed 3D PORs not being constrained to specific surfaces, much
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more extreme errors in 3D POR position can exist. Instead of intersecting a single noisy ray
with 3D surfaces – whose positions may be somewhat inaccurate due to noisy camera projection
matrices – two noisy rays are being intersected from neighboring keyframes that may not be an
ideal distance apart (see Figure 4.4). This is one reason that this method was replaced with the
final one presented in Section 5.4. It worked best to constrain 3D PORs to surfaces-of-interest
to avoid crude errors in 3D POR positions. The other reason for replacing this method was the
desire to automatically tag fixations to VOIs.
Projecting VOI vertices into keyframes to tag fixations does not require all camera projection
matrices to be defined in the same world coordinate system. Rather, each keyframe is treated
separately from other keyframes and accurate 3D POR in the world is not required (nor is
it ever computed). The advantage of this method is that it is more robust to errors in the
relative positions and orientations of keyframes (e.g., incorrect matches between keyframes).
Noise in the computed scene camera motion may result in the ray from camera center through
2D POR to miss a VOI as it would affect the accuracy of the origin of the ray, position of
the image plane (through which the ray is drawn) and the VOI vertices transformed to camera
coordinates. On the other hand, with this projection-of-VOIs method, noise in the computed
scene camera motion only affects the projected VOI vertices in the keyframe and not the 2D
POR being compared to these vertices; however, these errors may affect the POR ray and
VOIs in a complimentary way in FixTracer. This projection-of-VOIs method might be the
best method to use with scenes containing flat VOIs, or areas-of-interest, as in the case of the
Posters scene. The disadvantage to this method is that 3D POR is not computed. 3D POR can
not be directly computed from the relationship between the 2D POR in the scene video and
the projected VOI vertices (along with their known 3D positions in the world) due to these 2D
points being defined in a projective image of the scene. However, additional methods may be
used to compute this information using the knowledge of the camera projection matrices (but
then we return once again to the method implemented in FixTracer).
Ray tracing fixations using just the scene camera motion at keyframes was successfully
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tested and was sometimes more robust than using frames in which a camera projection matrix
was never reconstructed due to bad information (but filled in using the median value from
neighboring frames). However, this improvement was not consistent in our tests. The main
disadvantage of this technique is that it takes considerably longer to run due to the need to
compute homographies and match points. It also introduces another place for errors, in the
matching step. A combination of this and the final technique chosen was tested that involved
using a keyframe to reconstruct fixations only when the fixation was in a frame that did not have
a projection matrix computed from feature correspondences (rather from the median values of
neighboring projection matrices). This combined method did not consistently produce better
results and, even though the keyframe matching was only performed for a small number of
fixations, took considerably longer and was therefore deemed unnecessary.
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